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Hello and welcome to SPAG Magazine, issue 23.
Once again we have another chockfull issue with several
great Christmas articles, along with an article or two about
the challenges of 2020, and much more.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all of the
wonderful writers and bloggers who contributed their
articles in the past year. Thanks to our regular writers, Eric
Cooper, Mike Frost, Kurt Mahlburg, Phylicia Delta
Masonheimer, Bill Muehlenberg, Vaneetha Rendell,
Jonathon van Maren, Justin Campbell, John Wesley Reid,
and many from Christian Today (Australia). Plus a big thank
you to our terrific team Liz Gill, Ziri Dafranchi, Michael
Hannett, Joseph Kolapudi, Sharma Taylor and Cath
Chegwidden, Kristie our chef and ‘Lou’ our counsellor who
answers our “Letters to Lou.” Without you, SPAG Magazine
would be a short publication indeed!
We have three new segments beginning in this issue: The
Springboard p34, for those who are new in their faith,
sharing the basics of what we believe; What Do You Imagine
p37 where you can submit your ideas about what you
imagine is happening in the image; and The Christian Poet
p68 where Christian poets can share their work. John Birch
is this issue’s poet and is also a new contributor to SPAG
Magazine - welcome John! You can find more on his website
at Faith and Worship.com (link).
Andrew Brandon shared with us in SPAG Magazine a
couple of years ago, and he’s keen to contribute more of his
great sermons and articles. Andrew has two articles in this
issue: Safe House p5, and The Gift p61. Welcome back
Andrew, great to have you back on board.
This year has seen the launch of Go Decade, with the
vision for Christians throughout the world to reach
everyone worldwide in the next decade. We’ve shared
previously about their annual Global Outreach Day which
provides resources for Christians wanting to share their faith
in their community and elsewhere, see more on page 19.
Phew! Well, there’s lots for you to read in this issue, so I
won’t delay you any further. I’m sure there’ll be plenty to
keep you going well into the new year.
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SPAG (Single Person Approved by God) is a free quarterly, online
magazine for Christians adults, with a focus on singles. While it is based in
Australia, it is an international, inter-denominational publication. Our
threefold aims are:
 to honour and exalt God;
 to encourage, challenge and inspire all Christian believers, with articles
suitable for all Christian adults; and
 to provide Christian singles, Church leaders, married couples and
Christian counsellors with insight into the problems and needs of singles
who can sometimes feel overlooked or even unwanted in their own
church or Christian community.
SUBMISSIONS:
Feel free to write to us via our email: spagmag@yahoo.com.au. Please title
your email with the relevant section of SPAG or address it to the Editor.
You may feel compelled to respond to an article, or you may like to submit
an article* or photo* of your own for consideration. Perhaps you have a
question or personal struggle you’re dealing with and would like a
response from our Counsellor Lou, SPAG's Counsellor.
*Please note that any item or photo for publication must be your own original
work and not copied or extracted from elsewhere.*
ADVERTISING:
If you would like to promote your business or major Christian activity in
SPAG, please contact the Editor, Vicki Nunn on our email:
spagmag@yahoo.com.au or phone (+61) 042 44 33 772. Information about
advertising costs can be found on our website (link here)
Community and non-profit groups are advertised free, though we cannot
guarantee that there will always be sufficient space to do so. Please send
your request no later than 6 weeks prior to publication dates, i.e. mid
January, mid April, mid July, and mid October.
-----------------------------------*By submitting your letter, item, photo or article for inclusion in SPAG, you
personally accept all legal responsibility for your submission, and acknowledge that
you have not extracted nor copied written or photographic or other material from
elsewhere that does not belong to you or whose copyright is owned by another. You
hereby accept all legal responsibility and exempt SPAG and anyone associated with
this magazine from any and all legal consequences and responsibilities. By
submitting your letter, item or article you are giving your complete approval for
SPAG Magazine and anyone associated with it, to freely use it in SPAG Magazine
or on our website, agreeing that use of said item will be without charge and that you
waive all financial compensations for said item. SPAG agrees not to share your
personal details or your contribution with any other organisation or person not
associated with it.

Singles: we understand that you may feel invisible, overlooked or even unwanted in the church. Be assured that your needs, concerns and
problems are real. You are not alone, but are part of a vast family of brothers and sisters. God sees you and your struggles: He knows you and He
loves you. The articles here are written to encourage, challenge and inspire you, whether single or married.
~ Please share SPAG Magazine with others.~
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I Feel Powerless to Help My friend
Dear Lou
My friend is an introvert and has always struggled
with her relationships, including her family. I’ve
known her for many years, but worry she has a mental
illness that requires treatment.
When things go wrong in her life, even things that
to most of us would seem kind of trivial, she often
retreats and won’t talk to anyone, cutting off all
contact.
Sometimes she misreads things in what people say,
including me and she’s even accused me of behaviours
that are not like me at all. After all these years, she
must know me well enough to realise that I wouldn’t
do anything out of spite or nastiness. I find it
confusing and frustrating.
I’ve taken a step back from our relationship because
no matter what I say, she is choosing to ‘see’ things in
what I say that simply aren’t there. Last time I had
contact with her on a text message (because she
wouldn’t talk to me on the phone), I said that no
matter what, I’m still her friend and that won’t change
and if she wants to talk, I’ll be there, but that I
wouldn’t contact her unless she wanted me to.
She’s refusing help, and I think if I say something,
she’ll cut off contact completely.
I feel bad that I can’t help her any more than that. I
pray for her, but feel useless and that maybe I’m not a
good friend. Can you help?
Carol-Anne
Dear Carol-Anne
One thing I have learnt in life is this: “You are the
only person who can make change in your life.” No
matter how hard you try, or whatever methods you
might propose to your friend, she is the only person
who can make any significant change in her life.
On many occasions I have observed people making
an absolute mess of their lives and even though I
would love to intervene, I realise that until a person
comes to the end of themselves, change will not come.
From reading your letter, it would appear your
friend has a number of life issues. This letter could
3

have had benefit if it was written by your friend and
not you.
Her perceived behaviour leaves you with lots of
concern, and sadly she is the only one who can open
the door to receive help.
What advice would I give you? It is simply this: be a
friend and support her to the best of your ability and
accept her with all of her perceived struggles.
Remember that you are to be a friend and not a
counsellor.
If she allows you to be a friend, be there for her, and
if she closes down or shuts herself away don’t run after
her. When she is ready, she will come back to your
friendship. Whatever happens, don’t allow yourself to
be made to feel guilty or manipulated.
Many years ago I was given this advice which has
been valuable for me. When you are caring for a
person give them support as if their problem was your
problem without losing the “as if” quality.
Continue to walk in friendship
Kind regards
Lou
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Camping Crazy
Dear Lou
I've always loved camping. There's just something
so amazing about being out in the bush away from the
craziness of the city, away from all that noise, the
lights, the crowds are gone and I love it. Looking up at
the night sky makes me feel freer, like I've thrown a
heavy weight off my shoulders.
There's something about hearing and seeing the
wildlife and I kinda feel like I'm connecting with it
somehow.
I try to tell my wife about how it makes me feel, but
she just doesn't get it. When we were dating she would
come camping with me, under protest at first, but she
seemed to grow to like it. But now we're married, and
specially since the kids came along, she says she's too
tired, or that it's too much work, or it's uncomfortable
sleeping on the ground, there’s mozzies, insects and
snakes ... and lots of other excuses.
I've tried to explain why I need those times away
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because it helps me to kinda de-stress and the kids
love coming along as well. I want my wife to join us,
but she says she likes the time on her own to unwind
and de-stress with a good book or to catch up with
friends.
I'm disappointed that she doesn't want to share this
with me or the kids. I want her to know it's important
to me, and I want to share that time with her, but she
doesn't understand.
How can I explain to her so she'll understand? How
can I encourage her to come along and join us? I don't
expect her to love all the things I do, but camping is
probably top of my list of the things I really love, and I
think it could be good for us as a family.
Sean
Greetings Sean.
My first thought when reading your letter was this:
in a marriage, it is not all about you but it is all about
us. All I hear from you is that your wife needs to fit
into your plans and desires. That is very selfish.
I wonder if you have ever spoken with your life
partner about the things that she might like to do to
celebrate together.
My suggestion to you would be purchase the book
“Five Love Languages” and find out what your love
language might be. Your love language is about
getting out into nature and enjoying solitude. Your
comment that your wife likes time alone, tells me
something about her love language.
My suggestion would be to find a counsellor who
can work through some life issues with you both. This
would hopefully help you discover mutually beneficial
ways developing a healthy family relationship.
Work at make a major life change by moving from
the things I like to the things we can both enjoy
together. The only way that will change is by having
significant discussion time together. Always remember
this vital discussion time is just that, and not about me
convincing her of what she needs to do.
Some relationship guidance would work wonders
for you both. You are a team and you need to be
united together. By doing this you will build
meaningful marriage.
Lou
4

Is Love Real?
Dear Lou
Is falling in love real? I hear sometimes that people
fall in love at first sight, but is that really real? How do
you know when you’re in love? How do you know if
it’s enough love so you’re ready to get married and not
get divorced? I’m 16 and I’ve been dating someone for
a little while, but I have all these questions and want to
understand more so I can be sure when I’m ready for
real love and things.
Logan
Dear Logan
These are good questions from a younger person. I
could go on at length trying to answer your questions.
My comment to you is this: you don’t fall in love
and fall out of love, but you do grow in love and you
can grow out of love.
You are dating and you are beginning the journey
of building relationship. The key to understanding
dating is to get to know the other person, to know their
personality, to learn what they enjoy about life, to
understand their life journey and be a part of it.
Marriage is embarking on a lifelong journey together,
and the foundational things you discover will stand
you in good stead through your whole relationship.
My best definitions of marriage says, “Marriage is
an unconditional commitment to an imperfect person.”
It is a life long journey and is the reason you grow in
love as you share your lives together.
If you are in a church family ask your pastor to do
some studies with you, your friend and others about
building healthy relationships. You might even look
around your circle of influence and know a married
couple you admire for the way in which they have
built a marriage and ask them what they have learnt
about building a good marriage.
Keep up the good work you are doing and look for
all the support you can get. Good marriages are the
result of hard work and understanding. They don’t
just happen.
God will bless you as you seek Him, especially
when you embark on building a healthy friendship
and later when you move into a life relationship.
Lou
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Safe House
by Andrew
Brandon
As I begin to write this article,
history
dramatically
unfolds
around me. In America, Trump
and Biden battle it out in one of
the most closely fought elections
in American history. The USA, the
self-styled guardian of democracy
and the ‘land of the free’, is a
divided country, its population
polarised between the Republicans
and Democrats.
Gone are the days of amicable
politics and cross party cooperation; militias stalk the streets
armed with high tech weaponry.
America is in the grip of a cold
civil war that could erupt into a
violent conflagration. People are
terrified.
The world’s premier Superpower with the largest nuclear
arsenal on earth is at war with
itself and showing unmistak-able
signs of instability. No one feels
safe if the person with the gun
begins
to
exhibit
schizoid
tendences!
In the UK, a national lockdown
began on 12 November in an
attempt to halt the rapid spread of
Covid 19.
My eldest daughter, a doctor
working in an inner city medical
practice in London, has the
exhausted, haggard demeanour of
a Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot
who’s fought one too many aerial
dog fights with the invading
Luftwaffe. From late December,
she and her colleagues in the
National Health have been
battling the Coronavirus pandemic.
5

We are a nation at war with an
invisible assailant. This enemy has
not only killed indiscriminately
and driven the British people into
lockdown bunkers, but has
wrecked our economy, destroyed
marriages, aggravated domestic
abuse, threatened the nation’s
mental health and divided the
United Kingdom into warring and
suspicious factions.
The aftermath of the pandemic
will be gargantuan national debts
and massive unemployment. The
public response is fear expressed
either in denial of the virus and its
consequences, or terror at being
tracked by an invisible assassin.
Wherever I turn, I encounter fear.
Cold dread stalks the land.
The instability of this time is
compounded by another factor:
we no longer believe in the
integrity and truthfulness of our
politicians and press. Truth has
given way to spin; our political
institutions have been described
by social commentators as ‘post
truth institutions’. Consequently,
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people turn to Social Media for
news and information.
The press may be unreliable
and politically biased in its news
reporting, but social media has
little censorship and is analogous
to a lawless state without police,
legislation and control. Paradoxically, this unregulated ‘state’ has
more power to control and
manipulate opinion than any
government.
Big Brother rules but we’re
unaware of his manipulations.
Algorithms monitor our online
preferences, profile us, and feed us
with the appropriate propaganda
and product advertising. Democracy is undermined. We no
longer compare narratives in order
to decide on the truth but polarise
into camps with fixed ideologies.
Any dissent from the group
ideology is regarded as heresy.
Those who hold contrary views
are labelled ‘enemies’ and are ‘no
platformed’ at public events and
become the targets of libellous
smear campaigns on social media.

5
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The underlying assumption is
that ‘my truth’ is the ‘only truth’;
those who hold different views are
hurting and victimising me and
should be banned from public
debate. This is a macabre Alice in
Wonderland world where truth is
anything that you want it to be.
Democracy
demands
the
freedom for robust debate, disagreement and tolerance of
different views. Surely, this is how
we learn and develop our critical
abilities?
Totalitarianism, on the other
hand, insists on one dominant
ideology and narrative and bans
the right to disagree. Dissenters
are sent to Gulags.
In the absence of a consensus
on truth, people align on social
media with political narratives
and groups that reinforce their
own prejudices and appeal to their
social, ethnic and generational
demographics.
We are in danger of losing the
ability to think for ourselves. In
politics,
this
has
become
increasingly difficult because of
Spin. Before we can approach the
truth, we have to deconstruct the
fables created by media manipulators and marketing experts and
ask hard questions: Are we
making
choices
based
on
knowledge? Alternatively, are we

being subliminally drip fed lies
and spurious narratives designed
to manipulate our choices?
There is a crisis of trust in all
the institutions of State in Britain
with the notable exception of the
National Health Service. Along
comes Covid-19, and we’re at the
mercy of every quack, fraud and
conspiracy theorist with a political
agenda.
In a world of distortions, we
don’t know where to turn to find
truth and who to trust. From the
onset of Covid-19, I received
regular stream of social media
messages informing me that virus
is a hoax. Some have come from
‘respectable’ evangelicals who
have capitulated to paranoia and
irrationality and promote silly
conspiracy theories. The underlying problem is fear. Rather than
facing the brutal reality that a
pandemic is sweeping the world,
we escape into fantasy.
In Europe, the brutal and very
public beheading of a schoolteacher by an Islamist, the
murders in the Notre Dame
Basilica in Nice, and the shootings
in Vienna, have reawakened the
fear of a new wave of Islamist
violence in Europe; the Continent
is on high security alert.
Once again, our security is
threatened by an unpredictable
and murderous force that strikes
at random and kills indiscriminately. The foundations are being
shaken and people are afraid.
As Christians, how should we
respond?
Certainly not with
denial? An assassin called Covid
walks among us and science has
yet to provide us with the body
armour to deflect his bullets.
Rather than pretending that the
assassin doesn’t exist, or his

6
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influence
has
been
grossly
exaggerated by government and
media, we need to look him in the
eye and stare him down. But how
do we do this?
When faced with any threat to
life, our reactive nervous system
kicks in and we dive for cover.
This survival instinct is as old as
the human race. Could you
imagine our ancient ancestor
facing down a Sabre-toothed tiger
or standing fearlessly in the way
of a charging bull mammoth? Of
cause not! Fear and selfpreservation are innate survival
instincts.
Our ancestor would run,
hopefully fast enough to avoid
claws, teeth, tusks and trampling
feet. Fear, therefore, is a healthy
survival mechanism, alerting us to
danger and prompting us to take
evasive action. But fear becomes
toxic if it controls us.
I’m a news freak. I like to be
connected to world events.
Unfortunately, news has been
dominated by Covid-19, the
escalating death toll, and the
economic ravages of the virus.
Fear
has
become
an
international pandemic that has
infected a much larger segment of
the world’s population than the
virus itself. A respectful fear of
Covid-19 and the common sense
to take the appropriate precautions, is a sensible response; to
be terrorised by it is harmful.
How can we overcome fear and
live securely in this troubled time?
The Scriptures don’t provide a
fail-proof formula, but they
certainly point us in the right
direction.
Ultimately,
our
faith
is
relational, and it is in our
friendship
with
God
and
6
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engagement with his Word that
we learn to conquer fear and live
in freedom. The lessons I share
with you in this article are not
theoretical or plagiarised from
books but come directly from my
experience. Psalm 46 has been my
personal manifesto during the
time of Covid.
The Psalm begins with a
marvellous and mind boggling
statement of faith and certainty:
“God is our refuge and
strength, an ever present help
in trouble.
Therefore we will not fear,
though the earth give way and
the mountains fall into the
heart of the sea1,
Though the waters roar and
foam and the mountains quake
with their surging.”
Psalm 46:1-3 [NIV]
The world has gone mad and
spiralled into chaos. The mountains, the symbol of the foundational institutions of society, have
been shaken and toppled into the
raging sea, the ancient symbol of
chaos, but these brave souls are
cool in crisis, safe in God’s refuge.
Is this the sales pitch for the ‘Fear
Denial Party,’ or is this the
manifesto of an elite team of
superheroes who were born with
exceptional faith and an immunity
to fear?
“That’s not me,” you say. I’m
no superhero. I was born flawed.
When things go wrong, I wobble.”
Thank you for your honesty,
brother/sister, and welcome to the
club; you’re not alone. One time or
the other, most of the world’s one
billion or so Christians have felt
exactly the same as you. There are
no superheroes in God’s kingdom,
only vulnerable, fallible human
beings.
7

wear a disguise and he’ll see
through it; act a part and he’ll
require us to stand in our own
skin and answer to our own name.

“God is our refuge and strength, an
ever present help in trouble.”

The journey from fear to faith is
long and arduous and takes us
through
constantly
changing
terrain and challenges. A sound
theology of God is only the
beginning of the journey, but true,
experiential knowledge of him can
only be learnt in the nitty and
gritty of life.
I love the Psalms and find them
incredibly cathartic. They express
the entire range of human emotion
from angst and despair to joy and
laughter; nothing is censored.
Human reality collides head on
with God’s reality and that’s the
way GOD likes it: no masks, no
lies, no denials, no excuses, no
phoney etiquette, but my truth
encountering his truth in a direct
confrontation. What a relief? I
don’t have to dress up and
airbrush my imperfections, but I
can come to him with all my
struggles, doubts and questions
and admit openly to my sins
knowing he’ll forgive me.
What is even more encouraging
is that I can come to him as I am,
and he welcomes me with open
arms and a smile so warm it lights
up my life.
It’s a fool’s game to try and
hoodwink God, but subterfuge is
as old as the human race. Adam
and Eve tried to play hide-andseek with God in the Garden and
we know what happened to them.
Hide and he’ll always find us;
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

Honesty is always the best form
of address when we encounter the
Almighty,
and
honesty
is
therapeutic. We can tell God our
darkest secrets, our most persistent doubts, and our struggles
with faith and fear, and he never
condemns us or turns us away.
God values honesty. You see,
he can never help us through a
problem, resolve a doubt, forgive
a sin or grow our faith unless
we’re totally honest with him and
admit to our struggles and
shortcomings. God accepts us as
we are, and from our brokenness,
doubts and conflicts, fashions us
anew. That, in a nutshell, is the
story of grace.
Admitting openly to our fear is
the first step to freedom. Tell God
you’re scared, and he’ll nod
appreciatively and thank you for
your honesty. Anyway, denial is
never an option with God. He’ll
see right through it to the
trembling,
frightened
person
hiding inside.
We can fool our pastors and
fellow Christians and can pretend
that we’ve ‘got it all sown up’, but
the Lord sees all the gaps in our
stitching and rents in our clothes.
Tell him the truth and get it over
and done with:
“Lord, I’m terrified that I’ll
catch this virus and wind up on a
ventilator fighting for my life. I’m
terrified of losing my job. They’re
laying off staff at my workplace all
the time and the redundancy
settlements are poor. How can I
pay the mortgage and other bills,
feed the children, and pay to
maintain and fuel my car?”
7
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“I don’t want to wind up like
Betty down the road. She’s a
devout Christian, Lord, always
praying and doing the right stuff,
but she has to get all her food from
a foodbank. I thought you said the
righteous would never beg for
bread.”
“Lord, this is embarrassing to
admit, but I’m even scared of Abe
and Debbie, my children. They’re
mixing with other pupils at school
and ignoring the rules about social
distanc-ing. I’m scared they’ll
bring the virus home with them
and kill granny. You know her
heart problem and asthma
attacks.”
“Lord, I’ve even thought of
masking up in the house and
insisting on the two metre rule.”
“Yes, I know that I should trust
you and be fear free, but it just
isn’t working for me. I’m having
heart palpitations and can’t sleep
at night. If I cough, I think I’ve
caught the virus. I’m anxious all
the time. Lord, please help me. I
can’t get through this without you.

I need salvage.”
God approves of this kind of
truthful prayer as long as we’re
willing to let him in and allow him
to change us. Explaining our
reality to God may be cathartic,
but it has no value unless we’re
prepared to take risks move on.
Telling the truth to God, therefore,
is not an end in itself, but the
beginning of personal transformation.

Fear is a bully with specialist
skills in intimidation. He’s on the
devil’s payroll with a contract to
keep us down and deprive us of
our freedom in Christ. He can
confront us directly and scare us
witless, or else he slinks into our
imagination and conjures up all
sorts of disasters. It is not long
before we’re terrified of things
that may never happen to us.

The problem that we have with
Psalm 46 is that we don’t know the
poet’s back-story. When I write a
screenplay or stage play, my
narrative intersects with a specific
period in the lives of my
characters. In the development of
each character, I create a backstory: a history from birth to the
moment we meet them on film or
stage. This character trajectory is
only hinted at in the production,
but it informs the entire narrative.

If we obsess about ‘what could
be’ rather than ‘what is,’ the
imagination can spin out of
control. Rather than surrendering
to fear, man-up and tell the bully,
“God is my refuge and strength.”
In this fight, the bully can only
win if we let him.

Are there any clues in Psalm 46
that hint at a back-story? I think
there are. The Psalms are songs of
experience, forged in the messy
factory floor of human life. The
Psalmist and his compatriots have
come through fire and flood and
found solace and strength in God.
Listen again to these words:
“God is our refuge and
strength, an ever present help
in trouble.”
Wonderful words! Reassuring
and encouraging words!
The
Psalmist has known trouble and
trial and discovered through
experience that God is his
impregnable ‘safe house.’ We
learn to be fearless as we grow in
God and share our fears with him.
Here are a few practical lessons
that may help you defeat fear.
Part 1

8

1. Man-up to Fear
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The Apostle Paul had more to
be afraid of than most people.
He’d survived (take a deep breath)
assassination
attempts,
death
threats,
starvation,
banditry,
beatings, stoning, imprisonments,
exile, house arrest, shipwreck,
snake bite, wild beast attacks,
riots, verbal abuse, defamation of
character, exhaustion, burn-out,
and even physical disability, but
he showed magnificent equanimity and courage. In his letter to
Philippians, he shares his secret:
Rejoice in the Lord always. I
will say it again:
“Rejoice! Do not be anxious
about anything, but in every
situation, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God.
And the peace of God, which
transcends
human
understanding, will guard your
hearts and your minds in Christ
Jesus.
Finally, brothers and sisters,
whatever is true, whatever is
noble, whatever is right,
8
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whatever is pure, whatever is
lovely, whatever is admirable if anything is excellent or
praiseworthy - think on these
things.” Philippians 4:4-8 [NIV]
Fear is a destructive, negative
emotion. Paul’s solution is to
throw everything at it: total war;
zero tolerance. His first piece of
advice is to give a shout of joyful
defiance: Rejoice in the Lord;
don’t give way to fear. He knows
this is a tough call, so he repeats it:
‘I say it again: Rejoice!’.
Sometimes we need to persist
in rejoicing until we feel the joy
and defiance welling up in our
hearts. Set our wills to rejoice and
our heart will follow.
Paul was an astute judge of
character and recognised that
anxiety was a common human
foible. Once again, he attacks a
negative with a positive and
encourages
the
Philippian
Christians to refuse anxiety and
pray and give thanks to God.
The Apostle Peter shares a
similar insight:
“Casting all your anxieties
on him, because he cares for
you.” 1 Peter 5:7 [ESV]
We often worry too much and
pray too little. Imagine what
would happen if we immediately
turned every nagging worry into a
prayer of petition?
Paul explains the benefit of the
life of prayer plus thanksgiving:
the peace of God will garrison our
hearts and minds and protect our
imaginations.

Paul uses a military metaphor.
Peace serves the same role as the
Roman Emperor’s elite bodyguard. It guards, protects and
preserves that most vulnerable
and malleable of human organs:
the mind.
But Paul hasn’t finished with us
yet; he’s on a roll. In a fascinating
precursor of cognitive therapy, he
tells the Philippians to reprogram
their minds with healthy habits of
thought. Old, destructive habits
are replaced by positive ones:
“Whatever is true, noble,
right, pure, lovely admirable,
praiseworthy and excellent ‘think about such things.’”
We can’t defeat the bully Fear
without a fight, but Paul teaches
us a few wrestling moves that will
give us the upper hand.
Take a few moments to practice
the moves:
* Rejoice in God! *

Begin to reprogram your mind
with positive, beautiful and
truthful things. Be intentional and
make this a central part of your
life.
Regularly
check
your
performance and progress.
It can be useful to write a
journal and record your journey
from negativity, fear and anxiety
to positivity and faith. In this way,
you keep a record of your
progress.
2. Deliberately Develop Your
Friendship With God
The next step in overcoming
fear is to establish a deep and
authentic friendship with God. It
is impossible to confess, “God is
my refuge and strength,” without
first proving his role in our daily
lives.

Deliberately relinquish your
anxieties. Bring your needs to God
in simple petitions. Take a few
moments to recall God’s generosity and goodness to you. Thank
him sincerely for all he’s done for
you.

God may be our ‘safe house’
and strength, but that doesn’t
imply that he evacuates us from
difficult situations. His ‘refuge’ is
a mobile safe house, available to
us 24/7 in all the difficult and
tractable events in life.

Thanksgiving is liberating and
has a similar effect to dismantling
a dam in a river. Thanksgiving
releases a flood of gratitude and
praise and reorientates our vision
of the world.

He’s always with us, but there’s
much more to this safe house
business than a refuge that we can
flee to in a time of trouble. I think
all of us have probably seen spy
movies in which the hero’s
mission is compromised and he is
told to flee to a safe house
concealed in the heart of enemy
territory.

We no longer see our lives from
a narrow, negative perspective,
but recognise God’s wonderful
action and generosity on our

Thanksgiving is liberating and has a similar effect to
dismantling a dam in a river.
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behalf. The world that was once
dark and full of frightening
shadows, suddenly flares with
light and colour.
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God is certainly our safe
house,2 fortress,3 rock,4 tower,5
protective,
all-encompassing
6
wings, and supporting arms,7 but
he is much more than a defensive
perimeter fence or child minder.

9
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He is involved and imbedded in
the nitty-gritty of our lives and
intervenes directly as our ‘ever
present help in trouble:’ a mobile
safe house with some amazing
benefits and surprises.
Amanda and Simon were
recent followers of Jesus and lived
with a drug dealer called Lyn.
When they became Christians, the
change in them was so sudden
and dramatic, Lyn’s curiosity was
aroused. They stopped sleeping
together, quit smoking marijuana
and avoided alcohol and drugs.
What puzzled her even more
was their obvious happiness. How
can a couple who previously
enjoyed sex suddenly decide to be
celibate? How is it possible to have
such joy without the use of
artificial stimulants like Coke or
Ecstasy?
It
was
confusing
and
disturbing. She knew they’d
chosen to live with her so they
could have drugs on tap. Why else
would they live with a notorious
pusher?
Lyn’s curiosity evolved into a
fixation
with
Jesus.
Jesus
dominated the conversation in the
house. Que for the Drug Baron
and Lyn’s supplier to enter. Lyn
was making him big bucks. Their
work arrangement was mutually
beneficial. He supplied her with
drugs to fuel her addiction and
keep her amenable, and she in
turn, sold his products in North
London. Imagine his chagrin
when he discovered that Jesus had
invaded Lyn’s pad and was
threatening to wreck his business.
Who had introduced Jesus into
Lyn’s home but the two most
unlikely people: Amanda and
Simon.
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He had always regarded them
as birds in his cage: compliant
drugs users who were already
spending a fortune on his
products and making him very
rich indeed. Addiction was
excellent for business. What other
product could guarantee such a
loyal and dependent clientele?
But Jesus threatened his lucrative
business and he eliminated all
competitors
with
extreme
prejudice.
Life is cheap to a Drug Baron
who kills his victims slowly with
narcotics. Jesus was beyond reach,
but the two people who had
introduced him to Lyn were
accessible and very vulnerable. He
scoped them and knew their daily
routines. Should he delegate the
Hit to an accomplice or do it
himself?
This matter was personal, a job
he relished. Amanda and Simon
had introduced Lyn to all that
Jesus nonsense and threatened his
operation in North London. At
this rate, all the local drug users
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would catch this Jesus virus and
throw away his products for
Bibles. The thought was seriously
alarming and brought him out in a
cold sweat! He may have to go
legitimate and become a car
salesman.
Maybe granny’s prayers were
having an effect after all and he’d
become a Jesus freak. Never!
Never! Never!
On Monday evening, Amanda
and Simon were walking home
from a Bible Study. Their conversation was interspersed by shouts
of praise and worship. They were
in that, ‘I’ve won the jackpot’,
stage of the Christian life and were
deliriously happy.
Nearing Lyn’s house, they
heard the roar of an engine, the
screech of brakes, the squeal of
tyres, followed by the sound of a
car door being violently slammed.
They spun round and saw the
drug baron running towards them
tugging at his gun. They were
terrified and yelled out to God for

10
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help. Amanda told me, “I thought
it was our last moment on earth.”
What I write next is not a
fiction. The Drug Baron slammed
into an invisible wall and fell back.
He pushed against it tentatively,
astonished that his way was
barred by an invisible wall. This
hit was not going to plan.
He battered against the wall,
rushed it and rebounded, and then
tried to tug his gun loose, but it
was stuck, and he couldn’t pull it
free. Once again, he hurled himself
at the wall, pushed against it with
all his strength, but it was futile.
God’s safe house is impervious
to such attacks. The bravado of the
drug baron vanished; he was
seriously afraid. His way had been
blocked by an invisible force-field.
He had rumbled with Jesus and
had been completely outmatched:
an infant trying to move a
mountain with a few pathetic
kicks and shoves.
He’d imagined the look of
terror on the faces of Amanda and
Simon before he shot them, but the
tables had been well and truly
turned. The big man with a gun
was now a small, impotent man
fighting the urge to run. Nothing
would induce him to try and
breach that wall again. He was
beaten and terrified, but there was
still a spark of pride and defiance.
“You’re
lucky
that
you’re
blessed,” he snarled, and then fled
to his car.
Amanda and Simon were
certainly blessed, but so are we all.
God is our refuge and strength. It
is in the tough times that we
discover the faithfulness of God
and the security of his ‘safe house’.
Lockdowns and social distancing have removed many of our
support networks. Indeed, church
11

itself can be our social and
emotional prop. We learn the
jargon, conform to the popular
theology, and behave in way
appropriate to the particular
etiquette of the church.
If we’re Presbyterian, we take
our faith seriously and prefer
solemnity to religious exhibitionism.
If we’re from a Pentecostal
tradition, however, our faith is
more voluble and histrionic. We
can shout, dance, leap and even
collapse in a heap when the Spirit
slams us with a big right hook and
knocks us into a joyful delirium.
Every religious tradition has its
etiquette.
Anyone
who
is
emotionally intelligent will pick
up on this and adapt accordingly,
yet conformity must never be
confused with spiritual maturity.
We are Christianised and
denominationalised, but this does
not always denote a deep
friendship with Father, Son and
Holy Spirit. Covid-19 and its
attendant lock-downs and social
distancing provide an unprecedented
opportunity
for
reappraisal and realignment to
Jesus.
When all our props are kicked
from under us, we are left with
God and God alone and the
paucity of our experience of him
may be exposed.
Experientially, we may not
know very much about God at all.
Other factors rather than a deep
love for Jesus and his Father have
drawn us to church. We have
patronised Jesus but may never
have truly known him. Covid-19 is
a tragedy and I feel a deep sorrow
for the people who have died, and
the families bereft of loved ones,
but there is one positive benefit for
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

Chiltern Hills, England

those of us in Christ: we have a
wonderful opportunity to grow
our friendship with God through
prayer, reflection, reading, study
and meditation on the Scriptures.
Platforms
like
ZOOM,
FaceTime, WhatsApp, Skype and
MeetingRooms, provide online
access to other believers and the
opportunity for prayer, fellowship
and Bible study.
During the first lockdown in
the UK, I spent hours walking the
scenic Chiltern hills praying,
worshipping, reflecting on Scripture and enjoying the company of
Father, Son and Holy Spirit. It was
a glorious time of renewal and
drew me back to my roots in God.
The lessons of this time were
recorded and are now written in a
series of articles for this magazine.
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PART 2
(a) A Love That Banishes Fear
I have always appreciated the
stark simplicity and honesty of
John’s first epistle. I share his
loathing of hypocrisy and sham
and am constantly challenged by
his intensely practical and uncompromising take on love.
For John, love is not a
metaphysical or abstract concept
but is expressed in the sacrifice of
Jesus on our behalf:
“This is how we know love:
Jesus Christ laid down his life for
us.” 1 John 3:16a [NIV]
The cross is the dramatic stage
for the display of God’s love for
us:
“This is love: not that we
loved God, but that he loved
us, and sent his Son as an
atoning sacrifice for our sins.”
1 john 4:10 [NIV]
The parody of an angry,
wrathful father brutally punishing
his loving, submissive Son for our
sins, has no place in John’s
theology. Love is the essential
nature of the Godhead, demonstrated in the Father’s sacrificial
giving of his Son, and the Son’s
sacrificial self-giving for us on the
cross.
The Father and Son exhibit the
identical quality of love expressed
in costly personal sacrifice, but
where is this leading us?
We know that Christ died for
us, but what difference does that
make to our very real fears? John
answers this question for us:
“There is no fear in love. But
perfect love drives out fear,
because fear has to do with
punishment.” 1 John 4:18 [NIV]
A safe house will never feel
secure if we think it can be
12

breached and our safety threatened. Similarly, we will never
overcome fear unless we feel
totally secure in God’s love.
Until we do, there’ll always be
a niggling, persistent part of us
that whispers, “You’re not really
good enough? How could God
possibly love a worm like you?
You’ll never amount to anything
other
than
this
snivelling,
frightened and pathetic little
person drowning in fear. You’re a
disgrace to God; his love is much
too grand for you. You’re no
Cinderella. What father would
ever tolerate such craven weakness and failure?”
Fortunately,
God
always
gravitates toward the broken. Face
it, we’re all failures; we’re all
sinners, but paradoxically, we’re
closer to God when we admit to it
and acknowledge our infinite
distance from him. He loves us in
all our brokenness, failure and
fear.
God’s love, however, only
becomes a therapeutic force in our
lives when we truly believe it and
experience it for ourselves:
“…the Son of God who
loved ME and gave himself for
me.” Galatians 2:20b [NIV]
You can hear and feel the
wonder in Paul’s words. We need
to set up house in the love of God
and refuse to move until his love
fills every room, every part of us.
God loves us so deeply he gives
his Son for our sins and joyfully
adopts us into his family. Indeed,
the Holy Spirit has broken the
chains of fear and handed us our
adoption papers.
Through him, we cry out in
delighted wonder:
“Abba, Father!”
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Romans 8:15b [NIV]
The same spirit of wonder is
captured in John’s words:
“See what great love the
Father has lavished upon us
that we should be called the
children of God.”
1 John 3:1a [NIV]
The safe house is secure
because we’re loved by the
undisputed King of the universe
and are infinitely precious to him.
Nothing can:
“…separate us from the love
of God in Christ Jesus our
Lord.” Romans 8:39b [NIV]
I suggest that you pause, blank
the screen of your tablet, computer
or smartphone and meditate
prayerfully on these following
passages of Scripture that deal
with God’s love:
Romans 8:31-39;
Ephesians 3:14-21;
1 John 3:1-24;
1 John 4:7-21
Truth has little impact unless it
is applied. Ask God to deepen
your knowledge and experience of
his love. If you harbour any secret
resentments
against
another
person, admit it and ask God for
forgiveness.
Unresolved conflicts with other
people cause a blockage in our
experience of God’s love. Put
things right with people and God
will show up on your doorstep
and flood the house with love.
A safe house is only safe when
we know how much we’re loved;
then we can declare with the
Psalmist:
“God is our refuge and
strength, an ever present help
in trouble. I will not fear.”
Psalm 46:1-2 [NIV]
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Love is the ultimate therapy
and the vaccine against fear.

contrast! Storm and chaos; peace
and stability.

(b)Keep Your Eyes Fixed on Zion

I once was on a cycle tour
through Southern Greece. To
reach the Peloponnese mountains,
we had to negotiate Athens and
some of the craziest driver’s on
earth. The city was a tumble of
buildings, crowded thoroughfares,
and streets jammed with traffic.
We could have been in an urban
metropolis.

In the chaos of the moment, one
mountain is not shaken by events:
“…Mount Zion, the city of the
Great King.” Psalm 48:2b [NIV]
After the Psalmist’s description
of a world in chaos, he introduces
us to an alternative world of
serenity and beauty:
“There is a river whose
streams make glad the city of
God, the holy habitation of the
Most High. God is in the midst
of the city; it shall not be
moved.” Psalm 46:4 [NRSV]
God will help her at the break
of day.
Nations
are
kingdoms fall;

in

uproar;

“He lifts his voice; the earth
melts. The Lord Almighty is
with us; The God of Jacob is our
fortress.” Psalm 48:6b-7 [NIV]
At first reading, this passage
seems to be an inexplicable change
of topic, an anomaly, but something is happening here that is
truly significant.
The storm beats against the
mountain city but it is not moved.
Indeed, it retains its own microclimate and is immune to the
roiling waves, lashing winds and
the tsunamis caused by violent
shifts in the earth’s crust and
toppling mountains. Even the
river and streams that flow
through the city are unaffected by
the maelstrom.
The sky is blue, a gentle breeze
fans the trees, birds chirrup in the
branches and the King spreads his
Shalom through the bustling,
happy
streets;
peace
and
righteousness reign. What a
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Nothing distinguished Athens
from any other city until I looked
up. There, like a vision of heaven,
were the magnificent buildings of
the Acropolis, the sun glistening
on their white marble.
The sudden shift in perspective
from jostling, utilitarian city to the
architectural
splendour
and
genius of ancient Greece literally
took my breath away. I was
awestruck and speechless.
It remains one of the most
evocative memories of my life. The
switch from a world in chaos to
Zion in this Psalm has a similar
dramatic effect on me. I look up
and I’m confronted by a totally
different reality:
Zion, city of God, nestling
on the mountain summit, more
beautiful and enduring than the
Acropolis of Athens.
From a literary standpoint, the
Psalmist employs a brilliant
creative device. The switch is
completely
unexpected
and
challenges all our perspectives and
preconceptions. In the storm, God
is our safe house, but suddenly
we’re confronted by a River and a
City ruled by God that no
hurricane, earthquake, volcanic
eruption, tsunami or upheaval can
touch. The city is inviolable and
utterly secure:
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“God is in her citadels; He
has shown himself to be her
fortress… God makes her
secure forever.”
Psalm 48:3&8b [NIV]
The Psalmist gives us a
window into an alternative
universe. Is the city of vision an
idealised description of the earthly
Jerusalem? There are certainly
parallels, but there are also some
significant differences.
There were only two water
sources in Jerusalem: a stream that
flowed through a tunnel built by
King Hezekiah and the spring of
Gihon in the Eastern quadrant of
the city. Neither of these sources
could be described as a river with
flowing streams.
Jerusalem doesn’t have the
equivalent of the Thames, Seine,
Tiber or Danube and, unlike
Venice, there are very few flowing
streams. Indeed, in the time of
Jesus, a thirteen mile long
aqueduct brought water into the
city.
Water had to be stored in a
system of reservoirs to meet the
demands of the populous and the
influx of temple worshippers from
home and abroad. Hydration,
ritual purification and the Torah’s
emphasis on personal hygiene
made water a very precious
commodity. In the absence of a
river, water was imported.
So why does the Psalmist begin
his description of the city by
introducing us to a river with a
network of flowing streams that,
in his words, ‘make glad the city
of God’? What’s happening here?
What difference does a city in the
clouds make to the harsh realities
of our life on earth? We need
freedom from fear and not an
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Instagram or Snapchat photo from
Utopia.
In
Jewish
thought
and
theology, there was a universal
expectation
of
a
renewed
Jerusalem. This new, refurbished
Zion would be the Royal City of
the Messiah.
Theologians have referred to
this as the ‘Eschatological City.’
The word, ‘eschatology’ is derived
from the Greek word, ‘eschatos’,
meaning ‘last’ and has become the
common designate of the future
events that culminate in the arrival
of the Messiah. Zion, perched on
its mountain summit, is described
as an idyllic garden city intersected by a mighty river that,
according to Ezekiel, ultimately
flows into the Dead Sea and brings
it back to life (Psalm 65:9; 87:7;
Ezekiel 47:1; Joel 3:18; Zechariah
14:8). Isaiah emphasises the height
of the eschatological Zion and
describes it as the world’s premier
mountain, a microcosm of the
renewed and transformed earth:
“In the future, the mountain
with the Lord’s temple will be
the highest of all; it will reach
above the hills; every nation
will rush to it. Isaiah 2:2 [CEV]
The wolf will live with the
lamb, the leopard shall lie
down with the goat, the calf
and the lion and the yearling
together; and a little child will

lead them.
The cow will feed with the
bear, their young will lie down
together, and the lion will eat
straw like an ox.
The infant will play near the
cobra’s den, and the young
child will put its hand into the
viper’s nest.
They will neither harm nor
destroy on all my holy
mountain, for the earth will be
filled with the knowledge of the
Lord as the waters cover the sea
Isaiah 11:6-9 [NIV]
This idyllic vision of a future
city of justice, equality, peace and
harmony has enormous moral,
rhetorical and emotional power.
Martin Luther King’s iconic, ‘I
have a Dream’, speech drew
heavily on its imagery in his vision
of a racially united America:
“I still have a dream this
morning (Yes) that one day the
lion and the lamb will lie down
together, and every man will sit
under his own vine and fig tree
and none shall be afraid.”8
The New Testament adopts the
Jewish theology of two ages, the
present age and the future age, but
gave it an original twist. In Christ,
the new age has already invaded
history and is at war with the old
age ruled by Satan (2 Corinthians
4:4; Ephesians 2:2) and dominated
by evil (Galatians 2:3-5).
The Church is the sign of the
new age and those who belong to
Jesus, the Messiah, already share
in its power and benefits
(Hebrews 6:5). Christians live with
the antinomy of the new age
already present and the new age
coming.

The wolf will live with the lamb
14

The idea of the New Jerusalem
is interpreted in a similar way and
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is regarded as both a present and
future reality. Revelation, the
Bible’s final book, climaxes with
an astonishing vision of the New
Jerusalem
descending
from
heaven to earth and ushering in an
era of peace and justice (Revelations 21-22). Hebrews, however,
introduces Jerusalem as a present,
spiritual reality:
“But you have come to
Mount Zion, to the city of the
living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem. You have come to
thousands upon thousands of
angels in joyful assembly, to the
Church of the firstborn, whose
names a written in heaven. You
have come to God, the Judge of
all, to the spirits of the
righteous made perfect, to Jesus
the Mediator of the New
Covenant, and to the sprinkled
blood that speaks a better word
than the blood of Abel.”
Hebrews 12:22-24 [NIV]
This idea of a duality in our
Christian experience is not unique
to the anonymous author of the
Hebrews. In Paul’s letter to the
Ephesians, he reminds his readers
that they have been raised with
Christ and seated with him in the
‘heavenly realms’ (Ephesians 2:110), but what practical difference
does this make to our lives? How
does this help us in the time of
Covid?
It helps us in two very
important ways. First, it shows us
that we are part of a City and a
kingdom that cannot be shaken or
toppled:
“Therefore, since we are
receiving a kingdom that
cannot be shaken, let us be
thankful, and so worship God
acceptably with reverence and
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awe, for our ‘God
consuming fire.’”
Hebrews 12:28-29 [NIV]

is

a

Our ‘safe house’ is much bigger
than we ever imagined. In the
midst of chaos and a worldwide
pandemic, we live in City that is
immune to the violent fluctuations
of the world. We are citizens in
God’s City and our residency is
secure (Philippians 3:20).
Glory, we live in this City now
and forever. Indeed, ‘forever’
begins as soon as we become
followers of Jesus. I don’t know
about you, but that works much
better for me than any nerve
calming sedative. I can hang out in
Zion, the Mountain of `Peace, and
let the storm rage around me. My
place in the City is secure.
It’s an invisible City but I can
almost see it: Jesus, scarred by
nails, but risen in Majesty to be the
City’s King; rank on rank of angels
glittering and iridescent in the
light of God’s glory; the radiant
faces of the righteous;
the
crescendos of worship and song;
and the clean, crisp air of Mount
Zion; the beautiful presence of the
Father, unseen yet so real and
close, I could trace his face with
my fingertips.
Here I can breathe and live and
remain forever young; nothing in
the universe can harm me. Zion is
my true home now and forever.
That brings me logically to the
next big idea about the New
Jerusalem. It is not only our
present City but our future
destination.
Abraham, the Father of Israel
and the Church, was prepared to
be a migrant and live in tents
because:
“For he was looking forward
to the city with foundations,
15

whose architect and builder is
God.” Hebrews 11:10 [NIV]
Karl Jung intuited the importance of the ‘afterlife’ in his
approach to psychotherapy. He
argued that no-one could live
securely in a house if they knew it
would ultimately collapse. Consequently, he argued that belief in
immortality
had
therapeutic
power.
For those of us who believe in
Jesus, our eyes are fixed on a City
with foundations that can never be
shaken. God’s city will never
erode, decay and crumble into
dust; time will never dull its
splendour. Our future is secure.
Our safe house is an impregnable
city.
The theology of the Bible is not
‘other-worldly.’ Marx argued that
this ‘pie in the sky when you die’
version of Christianity was the
‘opium’ of the people and
repressed dissent and the struggle
against oppression and injustice,
but this could not be further from
the truth. Christ’s death and
resurrection initiated a ‘new
creation’ that would ultimately
transform the cosmos (Ephesians
1).
In
Revelation,
the
New
Jerusalem is not a quasi-spiritual
and ethereal realm, but a symbolic
picture of God’s ultimate reign
over the earth and the universe. In
popular Christianity, we fly up to
the heavenly city; in Revelation,
the city descends to earth.
Even the Scriptural idea of the
afterlife is corporeal and tangible;
not the immortality of the soul but
the resurrection of the body.
Never think of heaven as a place
of disembodied spirits floating
ghost-like on gilded clouds and
strumming harps. This is fairy
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land not heaven! We will live
again in bodies impervious to
decay and free of the dimensions
of space-time and gravity.
Our future is certain. That, my
dear brother and sister in Christ, is
a fantastic antidote to fear. Jesus
defeated Death, our last Enemy,
on the cross and triumphed over
him in resurrection. Jesus is the
trail-blazer of our future. Because
he lives, we live; because he was
raised from the dead, we will
RISE!
Nothing in the universe can
deter the purpose and plan of
God. I cannot overestimate the
psychological and spiritual importance of this truth. In boxing
terms, it is like going into a fight
already certain of winning the
World Heavyweight Championship. You’re prepared for the
vicious blows and the pain and
may even have to cope with a few
knock-downs, but you know with
utter certainly that when the final
bell rings, your arms will be raised
in victory.
How does this impact us
today? We must not be rash and
ignore sensible precautions, but
we should live in this Covid era
with the certainty that our future
is fixed and sure. Whatever this
anarchic world hurls at us pandemics, unemployment, political unrest, terrorism and wars:
we cannot be defeated.
In the battles of life, we have a
huge psychological and morale
advantage: we know who we are,
where we are, and where we’re
going. Nothing can stop us. Thank
you, Mr. Jung. Belief in the New
Jerusalem has therapeutic power.
Our home city will never fall
down.
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2. Be Still and Know That I Am
God.
As I begin to write the final
paragraphs of this article, I’m
laughing. My introduction was
written as the first results were
being registered in the American
Presidential election. I conclude
the article with a new President
elect, Joe Biden, and the breaking
news of a Coronavirus vaccine
with a 90% success rate. In the
brief time it took me to write this
article, history shifted dramatically around me. Trepidation
and fear were the predominant
emotions, but now there’s a fresh
spirit of hope and optimism. This
fits perfectly with the theme of the
last verses of the Psalm:
“Nations are in uproar,
kingdoms fall; He lifts his
voice, the earth melts. The Lord
Almighty is with us; the God of
Jacob is our fortress.
Come and see what the Lord
has done, the desolations he
has brought on earth. He makes
wars cease to the ends of the
earth.
He breaks the bow and
shatters the spear; He burns the

‘Breaking the bow’ describes the
overthrow of political power.
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shields with fire. He says, “Be
still and know that I am God; I
will be exalted among the
nations; I will be exalted in the
earth.”
The Lord Almighty is with
us; the God of Jacob is our
fortress.” Psalm 46:6b-11 [NIV]
The Psalmist describes a world
in turmoil, but in two pithy
statement’s he tells us everything
we need to know about God’s
power and sovereignty:
“He lifts his voice; the earth
melts.” Psalm 48:6b [NIV]
Reflecting on this description of
God’s action, I remembered a
school in North London where I
used to teach. It had one of the
worst reputations in Britain for
pupil behaviour; classes were
unruly and often anarchic.
The staff were committed and
talented, but the control of pupils
was a daily challenge and lessons
often degenerated into chaos.
There
was
one
teacher,
however, with the gravitas and
authority to quell the most riotous
classes. Mr. Underhill had been a
lecturer in education but felt a
sense of vocation to disadvantaged young people in the
inner city. He often entered a class
unnoticed and quietly observed
the pupils. There would invariably
be a raucous cacophony of chatter,
banter,
argument,
laughter,
screams, shouts and even fights;
utter chaos.
Mr. Underhill was a big, warm
bear of a man with a fuzzy beard
and an untidy mop of curls Jimi
Hendrix style. He had the knack of
anonymity and could hide in plain
sight, but he could also transform
and fill a room with his presence.
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He never shouted. He didn’t
need to. When he spoke, his voice
was soft and modulated, but the
impact was amazing. The class
swung round and looked at him,
every face attentive; silence fell.
Mr. Underhill lifted his voice; the
pupils melted.
That’s authority! The seven
words, “He lifts his voice; the
earth melts,” are a compelling and
evocative description of God’s
power and rule. This is the genius
of poetry. Huge ideas are compressed into a few carefully
chosen words:
God’s voice stills chaos.
In the concluding verses of this
Psalm, the idea of God’s rule is
developed. In Genesis, God brings
an ordered creation out of chaos;
in Psalm 46, he ends wars and
creates political stability out of
chaos. He is the world’s premier
Peacemaker:9
“He breaks the bow and
shatters the spear; he burns the
shield with fire.”
Psalm 46:9b [NIV]
‘Breaking the bow’ is used in
Scripture to describe the overthrow of political power. (See
Genesis 49:24; Job 29:20; Jeremiah
49:35; 1 Samuel 2:4; Hosea 1:5).
God doesn’t negotiate or
involve himself in shuttle diplomacy; he intervenes decisively to
bring peace. The human race
would have self-destructed long
ago without God’s direct involvement in our history.
Whatever our political affiliation, God cast the decisive vote
in the American election, and he
desires to bring peace, unity and
reconciliation to the divided,
warring nation:
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“…the sun of righteousness
will rise with healing in its
wings...” Malachi 4:2 [AMP]
My prayer is that the Prince of
Peace will intervene, and the cold
civil war will end in a celebration
of national reconciliation and
unity.
I have a dream!
The Psalm begins with God and
concludes with a direct command
from him:
“Be still and know that I am
God.” Psalm 46:10a [NIV]
In the midst of the chaos it is
easy to forget that God is in
control and that:
“…his kingdom rules over
all.” Psalm 103:19 [NIV]
Sometimes it is difficult to
discern any kind of order in the
chaos. The advent of mass
communication has given us a
fairly complete picture of all the
significant events in the world.
We see genocide in Rwanda,
famine in Ethiopia, ethnic conflict
in Bosnia, the destruction of the
two towers in New York and the
first Apollo moon walk as they
happen in real time.
We view history unfolding
from a TV screen, a tablet or a
smartphone, but there seems no
logical pattern to any of it.
Our problem is one of
perspective. We only hear one or
two notes of the song and
conclude that there’s no dominant
melody, but God, as Lord of
history, composed and directs the
song. He knows every note of its
complex melody. It is called the
‘salvation hymn’ and ends in a
magnificent crescendo in which
everything in the universe submits
to
the
Lord
Jesus
and
acknowledges his headship.
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There is a time for action in the
Christian life and a time for
contemplation.
Contemplation
permits us to adjust the manual
focus of our lens so that God’s face
comes into clear view. Only then
will the world begin to make sense
to us and a few of the random
notes will arrange themselves into
snatches of melody.
Our capacity to discern God’s
activity in the world requires us to
think Biblically so we understand
how God works in history, what
he loathes and loves, and his plan
and purpose for the human race.
Scripture moulds our minds, so
we begin to think like God and
intuit his will (Romans 12:1-3).
Practically, we must also train
our hearts to listen. Grasping
Biblical truth does not necessarily
imply that we are spiritually
sensitive and tuned to the frequency of God’s voice. When the
heart is still, the voice of God
sounds.
I conclude this article with a
poem by Thomas Merton called,
‘The Quickening of John the
Baptist.’ Merton was profoundly
theological in his thinking, but he
knew the importance of contemplation and listening for God’s
voice. He imagined his vocation as
a watchman stationed on the
world’s frontiers, charged to
watch and listen:
“We are exiles at the far end
of solitude living as listeners,
With hearts attending to the
sky we cannot understand,
Waiting upon the first, far
drums of Christ the Conqueror,
Planted like sentinels on the
world’s frontiers.”10
In a time of crisis, our eyes
should be lifted trustingly to God
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“The Lord Almighty is with us; the
God of Jacob is our fortress.”

and our ears should be open to his
voice:
“Be still and know that I am
God.
I will be exalted among the
nations; I will be exalted in the
earth.
The Lord Almighty is with
us; the God of Jacob is our
fortress (safe house).”
Psalm 46:10-11 [NIV]
God controls the world and is
exalted in the earth. Why should
we be afraid? [END]

Have a wonderful
Christmas and
a fruitful and joyful
New Year.
God is with you!

© Andrew Brandon, November, 2020.

-------------------------Notes:
1. The sea is an Ancient Middle Eastern
symbol of chaos. It features in
Sumerian,
Ugaritic,
Egyptian,
Canaanite and Hittite mythology. In
Hebrew cosmology, Rahab (probably
the equivalent of the Babylonian
Tiamat) is the dragon of chaos.
Yahweh subdues Rahab and brings
order out of chaos (Job 9:12; 26:12;
Psalm 74:1; 89:8-10; 93:3; Isaiah 51: 911).
2. Refuge (Psalm 9:9; 18:2; 48:3; 59:9)
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3.
4.
5.

Fortress (Psalm 18:1-2; 31:2-3; 71:3)
Rock (Psalm 61:2; 89:26)
Tower (Proverbs 18:10; Psalm 59:9;
62:2,6; 94:22)
6. Wings (Psalm 17:8; 36:7; 57:1; 61:4;
63:7; 91:4; Matthew 23:37)
7. Arms (Deuteronomy 33:27).
8. “A Knock at Midnight (The Great
Sermon of Martin Luther King, Jr.”
Edited by Clayborne Carson and Peter
Holloran), Published by Abacus, 200,
p99
9. Psalm 76:3; Isaiah 2:4; Ezekiel 39:9;
Zechariah 9:10
10 Quoted in Kenneth Leech, Spirituality
and Pastoral Care (Sheldon Press:
London, 1977) p.108
---------------------Biography:
Andrew Brandon is an itinerant
Christian minister with literary and
creative talents. He is a writer, playwright,
broadcaster, presenter and an 'imaginer'
and screenplay writer for film, TV and
radio. His work is characterised by ethical,
philosophical, psychological and spiritual
themes. Forty years of work in a mosaic of
cultures has given his writing an
internationalism.
Andrew learnt his craft in a combat
zone. For almost two decades, he was in
demand as a storyteller in Britain's
toughest inner-city schools. With only his
stories and a flair for performance, he
subdued some of the unruliest pupils in
the U.K. The experience taught him an
important lesson: a brilliant narrative,
credible characters and gripping action
are
the
essential
components
in
storytelling. He learnt to mix genres,
combining comedy, tragedy, action and
intrigue.
These lessons have been
transferred to his work in film, theatre and
radio. Multiple award-winning Indian
film and theatre director, Etienne
Coutinho, remarks, 'Brandon combines
creative brilliance and accessibility with
an academic's commitment to meticulous
research. He is a magical storyteller with
an intuitive understanding of human
character. He's impossible to categorise, a
creative gymnast who springs from one
genre to another, approaching his material
from original and unusual perspectives.
He has the rare gift for comedy and
tragedy. "Neutralise their defenses with
humour," he quips, "and you can slide a
knife between their ribs." Brandon's an
artist with a dangerous edge.'
Andrew's writing includes theatre and
pantomime for children and adult theatre
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and film as well as documentaries. He
defies stereotyping and has written in a
number of different genres: science fiction,
fantasy, comedy, historical, romantic,
Westerns, action and topical. He has
recently completed a groundbreaking
thirty-episode TV series that combines
two parallel narratives: a First Century
action epic and a Twenty-First Century
family saga. The interconnected stories
race towards a totally unexpected climax.
Brandon's aphorism, "If the imagination
doesn't move it stagnates," defines his
approach to his art. He is the creative
powerhouse behind CWEST and is
responsible for the charity's motto:
'Excellence without Compromise'.
Andrew is currently writing the
screenplay for a musical feature film
called ‘Freefall, 69’. He has written the
lyrics and has completed the first draft of
the screenplay.
As creative director, Brandon mentors
and inspires other artists, many of whom
come from the UK's ethnic minorities. He
lives and breathes diversity. Change
stimulates him. He is happiest when he's
in transit through London's diverse ethnic
worlds, drawing his inspiration from the
city's melting pot of cultures. In his spare
time, he reads, writes poetry, weight
trains, treks and cycle-camps across
countries and continents. For his last
documentary, 'Epic Journey: Seven
Ancient Churches', he cycle-camped from
London to Istanbul.
Teaching and Mission:
Parallel with his creative and media
work, Andrew is in demand as a Bible
teacher, conference speaker and visiting
lecturer. He is a skilled communicator
and has been a guest speaker in almost all
major denominations. He is passionate
about spiritual formation and mission and
brings both together in CWEST's
mentoring
missions
and
UTurn
programme.
Brandon's writing includes books on
spirituality,
'Enjoying
God',
and
theological critiques of contemporary
religious movements, 'Health and Wealth'
(a critique of the prosperity theology). His
passion for God and theology informs his
teaching, mentoring and media work.
"Without God," he reflects, "my life and
work
would
quickly
spiral
into
meaninglessness.
I find my life and
purpose in Him.".
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Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
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Are you ...?
 a new Christian? Check out
our new section, The Springboard in which we’ll be
sharing articles about what it
means to be a Christian: see
page 34
 a writer or poet? Consider
submitting
your
own
original Christian story or
poem for consideration to
our email:
spagmag1@gmail.com
 looking for a free devotional
booklet? You can read our
free one month devotional
online on this link.
 a lover of puzzles? Then
check out our free puzzle
booklet to read online on this
link, or download via this
link.
 looking for encouragement?
Read our encouragement
booklet online on this link.
 wanting to submit a photograph of scenery of your
own for us to consider
sharing on our backpage?
Email it to us:
spagmag1@gmail.com
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Launch of GO Decade
Leaders Working in 200 Nations Work Together
to Reach the World with the Gospel

by Leilani
Haywood
Global Outreach Day

Berlin, Germany - Leaders from
every major denomination, missionary organization, and network
worldwide gathered to launch the
GO Decade, a ten-year outreach to
reach everyone in the world with
the Gospel. The leaders met online
in late October on the 10th anniversary of the founding of Global
Outreach Day (G.O.D.) to share
testimonies, plan, and pray for the
GO Decade. "Our vision is to reach
every person on earth until 2030
with the Gospel," said Werner
Nachtigal, founder, and president of
the G.O.D. "Together, we can reach
the world."
Nachtigal received the vision for
G.O.D. on October 29, 2010, while
ministering in a closed Muslim
nation. "I had a dream to become a
catalyst
for
a
lifestyle
of
evangelism," he said. "It looked
impossible at the time, and now it
has become possible." Since he
received that vision in 2010, he
helped form a network of likeminded leaders passionate for
evangelism in over 200 nations.
In 10 years, this network of
organizations with Global Outreach
Day reached 26 million people with
the Gospel. Partners such as Baptist
World Alliance (BWA), CRU, Dare 2
Share, Every Home for Christ,
Evangelism Explosion (EE), GACX,
Global
Kingdom
Partnership
Network, Global Day of Prayer
(GDP), GACX, YWAM, Time 2
Revive, the Pentecostal-Charismatic
Churches of North America, Time 2
Revive, Steiger Reunion, World
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Evangelical Alliance, and many
others have joined the cause.
"Over 100,000 people were
baptized
in
the
Dominican
Republic," Nachtigal said. "In 2020,
we saw over 10 million people
saved worldwide despite the
shutdown from the coronavirus
pandemic. We heard a story of an
Imam inviting people from his
mosque to watch the Jesus film.
Over 16,000 people were saved from
that outreach."
Several
leaders
shared
testimonies of outreach under the
lockdown from the coronavirus
pandemic. Mark Swank, youth
mission's coordinator with the
Church of God, said churches in 100
countries were joining the GO
Decade. "One church had 250
people use a virtual witnessing tool,
Go Finish." Bishop Noel Pantoja of
World Evangelical Alliance said
they had a five-year goal to plant
60,000 churches when they joined
G.O.D.
Dr. John Sorensen, president of
EE, said they were working in 85
countries. Over 40,000 churches
were involved in actively equipping
Christians to share the Gospel. Rev.
Everett Jackson, director of Integral
Mission of the BWA, said they
planned to mobilize over 169,000
churches for GO Decade. Graham
Power, Chairman of the Power
Group of Companies in South
Africa, founder of the GDP, said, “I
haven’t seen as much prayer in all
of my life as I have in the last seven
or eight months since the start of
covid. It’s’ been wonderful to see a
unity of networks coming together
all over the world.”
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Steve Douglass (CRU President
Emeritus) said that a growing
number of leaders feel the
fulfillment of the Great Commission
is within our grasp. Jay Matenga,
director of Mission & Evangelism
for WEA, said, “We commit to help
in this decade. … We are in this
together!”
Dick Eastman, President of Every
Home for Christ said, “Go Decade is
an opportunity that everyone hears
the gospel… We have 198 Offices
worldwide and we are really
committed to be part of this.” Nate
Van der Stelt, executive vice president of GACX said, “In 10 Years, we
celebrate that the world is reached,
and we are IN!”
The Global Youth Movement
(GYM) plans to bring 1 million
young people online for a global
conference on May 22, 2021. “We
want to mobilize young people to
evangelize and reach the world.
…We are in!” said Nader Maurice
with GYM.
To join the GO Decade, go to
GODecade.world. Click here for
testimonies of the "Impossible is
Possible" highlights of Global
Outreach Day in the last 10 years.
[END]

20,000 new believers were baptized in
rivers, lakes, and pools all over
the country in the Dominican
Republic in just four days!
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Are You Afraid of Choosing Wrong?
by Justin
Campbell
First Appeared in More
than Don’t Have Sex

When I was a little kid I loved
when my parents would take me
to the toy store. The huge toy store
that I remember was called
Children’s
Palace.
It
was
awesome! I mean it had every
toy. I could spend all day in the
Star Wars and G.I. Joe aisles. There
were endless action figures and
vehicles. Now the vehicles were
usually for the birthday or
Christmas lists and most times we
went, I got to pick out one, and
only one, action figure.
When I got just a little older the
stakes were higher as I was there
to pick just one to spend my own
allowance money on. While on the
one hand this was cool, it was also
kind of stressful. There were a lot

of figures and I had to choose one,
just one. Usually I would narrow
it down to two or three and I
would spend a lot of time (or at
least what seemed to be a lot of
time) trying to decide. I’d look at
them both, considering all sorts of
things about them, and finally I’d
pick one. Sometimes it was the
best. Other times I had little kid
buyer’s remorse and thought, “I
should have gotten the other guy.”
There is a lot great about this – it’s
great parenting actually – you
can’t have it all, you have to pick,
but you get to choose.
As intense as it was, that was a
toy. Now choose someone to
marry. Yikes!
And herein lies two of the
things in our culture that has
created more singles than ever
before. The first is that we have
more choices than ever before. We
get to choose if we marry, who we
marry, and when we marry.
What’s crazy of course, is that
until about 150 years ago, almost
no-one ever had one, let alone all
three, of those choices.
I was talking to my dad about
the breakdown of the family in
America. I asked him why he
thought that happened? He said,
“I have a theory on that,” (not
surprising knowing my dad).
He went on, “One hundred
years ago you lived in rural
America and you were 18 and you
met a decent girl – you married
that girl because you might not
meet another one.” As funny as it
is, he’s exactly right. But then
there were big cities, cars, planes,
and now the internet. The choices
are endless.
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Then you add to that an
extreme fear of buyer’s remorse.
My generation and younger are
scared crapless of getting it wrong.
Half of our parents are divorced,
some more than once. In the
Church we’ve been told how hard
marriage is and how it has all
these standards. We don’t want to
choose wrong. We have friends
whose marriages are brutal or
who are divorced already. People
are scared.
We know intellectually that
there is no perfect scenario but the
fear can drive us to not marry. It
leads to all sorts of things I want
to touch on later. Things like:
serial dating; fear of commitment;
looking for the perfect person;
consumer dating (what can they
do for me); cohabitation (I’ll live
with you but I’m scared to marry
you); looking for faults with
everyone, and much more. All of
these things get in the way of
marriage and can lead us to stay
single even when God has not
called us there.
But guess what? We probably
aren’t going back to arranged
marriages (although I know someone who can arrange it), so that
means you’re going to have to
choose, and there’s a lot that’s
good about that. Choosing ourselves gives us some ownership in
the process and makes us accept
the responsibility. At the end of
the day when we’re married we
are responsible for that relationship as well.
We’re Going to Have to Choose.
How will you do that?
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Here are some things to
consider. Maybe we could use
some help. Number one we need
to walk with God and ask Him a
lot of questions, and, we need
community. I don’t think I could
write enough blogs about that. We
need people in our life who know
us and who can be in this stuff
with us, people who would say,
“I’m worried about this one and
here’s why,” or, “quit being an
idiot and marry this person
already.”
Finally we need to face this fear
and ask if it is one of the things
keeping us single when we don’t
feel called to be. We need to ask
what we are really afraid of and
ask God to help us fight through.
Choosing wisely makes total
sense - that is from God. Being
paralyzed by fear - that is not from
God. [END]
---------------------Biography:
Justin was a single man until the ripe
‘old’ age of 41 and in those intervening
years he made many mistakes and bad
choices, but learned a lot.

Blue-tongued Skink
In Australia, there are several
types of blue-tongued skinks
including the four on the right, as
well as the blotched blue-tongue
and the Adelaide pygmy bluetongue. The common blue-tongue
can also be found in two
Indonesian islands, while the Irian
Jaya and the Indonesian bluetongued skink are found primarily
in New Guinea.
Only a small skink, it’s quite
light, and grows between 10cm
(pygmy) and 60cm (common). It’s
head shape makes it easily
identifiable and it has short limbs.

The pygmy species will often
take over a spider hole in the
ground, evicting its original
tenant, while its larger cousins
spend more time in grasses, leaflitter and brush, though sometimes found basking openly in the
sun.

Justin presents his writing from a
man’s perspective, and is the first one to
admit that he doesn’t have all the answers,
but hopes what he does know can help
other Christians who are struggling as a
single person.

The blue-tongued skink gives
birth to a litter of live young,
rather than laying eggs, and
depending on the species can have
anywhere between 5 and 25
young.

Bibliography:
Campbell, Justin, 25 June 2012, More Than
Don’t Have Sex: Are You Afraid of Choosing
Wrong? available: https://justinmcampbell.net/
2012/06/25/are-you-afraid-of-choosing-wrong/,
accessed 25/09/19
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Western blue-tongue

Depending on the species, they
can feed on fruit, berries, insects,
seeds, birds, snails, spiders and
even other lizards. The pygmy has
been found to even eat the dung of
livestock.

After his church held a singles forum
that many singles did not find helpful,
Justin realised there was a need for
guidance and advice, particularly from the
perspective of a single Christian, rather
than married church leaders who often
don’t have a clue. Recognising this need,
Justin began a website for singles: “More
Than Don't Have Sex: Thoughts on Christ
Centered Singleness and the Church.”

----------------------

The blotched, western, and
common species can live up to 30
years in captivity.1 [END]

Common blue-tongue

Shingleback blue-tongue

The shingleback is usually
monogamous, and has been
known to remain with the same
partner for up to 20 years.
Centralian blue-tongue
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~
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Developing Resilience
by Cath
Chegwidden
SPAG’s Assistant Editor
With each of my life’s
challenges I have thanked God for
His grace, His many blessings, His
peace beyond understanding and
for carrying me through times of
great challenge and adversity. I
have prayed for those sharing the
journey around me to come to
know Jesus and in surrendering to
Him, to also share this remarkable
relationship that is so deep and
uniquely intimate. In these times
of great losses, unknowns and
fears, how do we embrace
resilience, rest in His grace and
look with hope to God’s precious
promises?
If there are elements that I have
observed throughout all of my
personal challenges and those of
friends around me it is that like
trees that bend in the wind,
resilient people gain strength from
adversity because they know how
to do these things:
Stay Connected with Others
Solomon said:
“… Two are better than
one… If either of them falls
down, one can help the other
up.” Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 [NIV]
I live in a retirement village
with forty-six other residents.
During the Covid-19 lock-down,
teachers at a local public school
approached us about writing to
their first class children as pen
friends. It is such a rich and
rewarding activity for these seven
and eight year olds as it helps
them to learn to read, write and
22

spell, while learning about
Australian history and is helping
us in our isolation to feel less
lonely.
For us it’s a wonderful thing to
share our past, personal life
experiences and histories from our
own years as 7 and 8 year olds, so
different from children today.
Suddenly we feel that we are
really being seen and heard. These
simple letters provide us with a
unique voice when older people
are often dismissed in these times.
This is a wonderful way to connect
with others.
As a breast cancer survivor, my
connection and support came from
a group of women of like
experience as part of my recovery.
I listened and learned to share that
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

isolating, painful experience and
our fears helped me to embrace all
of the suffering, and discovered
that in sharing we became
empowered in our survival.
Though not all of us were
capable of engaging in the breast
cancer dragon-boat team racers, (a
breast-cancer event1) like these
rowers, we found comfort in one
another while enduring the many
challenges and losses that were the
outcomes of our disease and
recovery.
Breasts being integral to
feminine identity, a bilateral
mastectomy can be particularly
challenging. For many in my
group not only did this procedure
grieve them, for some the grief
burden was greatly increased as
22
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personal partners, who could not
cope with the disfiguring nature of
the surgery, left them. The loss of
hair and illness from chemotherapy can be debilitating as well.
The wonderful support of the
post operative, breast-care nurses,
rehabilitation physiotherapists and
the many voluntary hands in the
background who sew the kit bags
and cushions to assist with postoperative recovery were all a
wonderful and loving help as I
met the challenges of my journey
to recovery. I have now been
cancer free for nine years.
During this time of Covid-19
there is much loneliness in the
community around us but there
are many resilient overcomers
who determine to connect in many
ways with others because they
recognise and acknowledge that
we are all in this together. A team
involves individual rowers but
extraordinary,
resilience
and
power results in the support of a
whole community.
Monitor Your Self-Talk
Watch how we describe your
situation. Remember that:
“…death and life are in the
power of the tongue.” Proverbs
18:21 [NIV]
23

The ancient Jews believed that
the spoken word became substance, with a solid reality. The
prophets speaking out their
prophecies had a far greater role
than we with our western view
comprehend. Spiritually, once a
word was spoken, it was believed
to become a vehicle for God’s
fulfilment of their words. Doesn’t
that shock you? That is why the
spoken or written word had such
power as it was cast forward. We
as Christians think that speaking
about things in a dismissive,
derogatory, negative or even, on
the other hand, a positive way is
not significant, however, words
can become a self-fulfilling
prophecy. Think of how the act of
prophetic speaking is mentioned
or highlighted many times in the
Bible. The idea of outcomes from
words can readily be illustrated in
a contemporary way that will
make you think in a more
considered way about this.
This notion of the power of
speech or actions is demonstrated
well in the following poem written
by the California Police and
Juvenile Justice Department:
Children Learn What They Live
If a child lives with criticism,
he learns to condemn.
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If a child lives with hostility,
he learns to fight.
If a child lives with ridicule,
he learns to be shy.
If a child lives with shame,
he learns to feel guilty.
If a child lives with tolerance,
he learns to be patient.
If a child lives with encouragement,
he learns confidence.
If a child lives with praise,
he learns to appreciate.
If a child lives with fairness,
he learns justice.
If a child lives with security,
he learns to have faith.
If a child lives with approval,
he learns to like himself.
If a child lives with acceptance
and friendship,
He learns to find love in the world.
Instead of sitting around and
wallowing in self-pity, fear and
anger, and whining about how we
arrived in this situation, focus on
what we can control - our words! I
experienced this in action when an
Anglican bishop from Kenya in
Africa, Bishop Maiya Abiero took
my hand as I left my church and
said: “God has told me you will be
going to Africa.” Now the last
place on earth I ever wanted to go
to was Africa. This man of God
was determined I listen and sat
next to me during morning tea.
“I’ve a cathedral of the heart,”
he said. “It’s a school and
orphanage for children who are
profoundly
deaf
or
vision
impaired.
Children with disabilities get little support in Kenya
and are often neglected, even
dumped by their families. I have
in my care 332 children. There is
an old hall on the site of the
school. It really needs colour on
the walls. I believe you will help
us here.”
“Do you know what I do?” I
asked.
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“No,” he replied, “but you are
needed. God told me so.”
I shared that I was a mural
painter and he said, “ See, God is
always right. When are you
coming?”
I told him I could not afford the
trip to Africa at that time. When I
told him this he said, “Let’s pray.”
These were his words:
“Heavenly God, you told me
Cath is to go to Africa. Lord,
provide the money she needs to
do so. Amen.”
The next day I had a return call
from a construction company to
mural their boardroom. My price
was based on cost per square
meter. The assistant manager used
my formula and the outcome was,
to the dollar, the exact amount I
needed to travel to Kenya and stay
for two weeks. With donations of
paint and tools from Dulux and Jo
Sonja paints, the hall project, with
the help of 27 of the children, was
completed in nine days. This
project was, I believe, by God’s
grace and was launched by the
faith filled words of a God-focused
man of faith.
We Look for Life’s Lighter
Moments
Solomon said:
“A happy heart is good
medicine but a broken spirit
drains your strength.”
Proverbs 17:22 [NIV]
There is a beautiful Catholic
Chaplain at the local John Hunter
Hospital in Newcastle, NSW. Her
name is Sister Mary O’Hearn.
Most staff and many patients and
visitors to the hospital know Mary
because she literally radiates her
joy in the Lord, her smile lifting
everyone she meets.
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Her greatest contributions are
her hugs and that she listens with
her heart as well as her head. Her
light touches anyone who meets
her and all who ask about her hear
only positive things about her
laughter and joy in this often
stressed hospital environment.
There have been many lighter
moments from the resilient in our
community during the pandemic.
These have been creatively
illustrated by many comedic
contributions on Facebook and the
affirming applause of people from
balconies for those on the frontline
in our streets and hospitals. Also
the music and song that has
inspired and comforted us reveals
extraordinarily resilient people.
One group that has been
overlooked in all of this are the
morticians and people involved in
preparing for funerals and burials.
Imagine the resilience required to
bring an empathetic conclusion to
the lives of Covid-19 sufferers for
thousands of families and their
loved ones. Every time I see the
mass burials occurring overseas I
wonder how those on burial detail
are coping.
My heart was deeply moved by
the blind, Italian tenor, Andrea
Bocelli, singing “Amazing Grace”
before the Milan Cathedral in
Italy. Think about the blind or
others with underlying conditions
that soldier on regardless.
A dear friend, who is in
northern Italy caring for her
mother, occupies an apartment
that has parklands in front and a
major arterial road from Milan
behind it. On this road for months,
she heard hundreds of lorries
carrying the dead for burial, hour
after hour during the early hours
of the morning as they passed.
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Captain Tom Moore as a young
soldier around 1940
Music, applause for their
heroes and encouragement from
others has been imperative and a
huge blessing for her and others
during this time.
One significant forgotten group
that we are all neglecting to pray
for is those whom are undertakers
conducting multiple funerals and
preparing the dead or those on
burial details. They are heroes as
well who have to be exceptionally
resilient and courageous and
definitely need our prayers!
We Bless Others
Why has God blessed you?
God “…comforts us… so
that we can share the same
comfort with others.”
2 Corinthians 1:4 [NIV]
I’m sure that without exception
we were all inspired by 99-yearold Captain Tom Moore when he
set out to raise £1,000 to help the
British NHS team who helped him
survive cancer and recover from a
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broken hip
birthday.

before

his

100th

Using his trusty walking frame
he negotiated 100 laps of his
garden and raised an incredible
£17 million, inspiring the British
nation and ultimately the world.
(See links: CBC News 18 July 2020
link; and also this Twitter link)
The knighthood from a grateful
sovereign was another crowning
achievement and a recording of
the song “You’ll Never Walk
Alone,” which was created with
Captain Moore speaking the
words of the song. The artist,
Michael Ball and the NHS Voice of

Care Choir, sang the music in the
background. This virtual performance raised further funds and also
reached number one in the music
charts (link: Decca Records Music
You Tube Captain Tom Moore
April 21, 2020).
Here was a very resilient and
inspiring WWII veteran who
didn’t sit around bemoaning
lockdown but sought, with
courage and determination, to
bless others. Nothing made him
happier than honouring those who
were fighting this new and
invisible viral enemy.
We Must Have an Attitude of

Gratitude:
“Count your blessings name
them one by one,
Count your blessings, see what
God has done …”
No matter our circumstances
there is always someone worse off
than we are.
Keep a Daily Gratitude Journal
We are blessed to live in
Australia, and being aware of
what is happening around us both
locally and in the wider world we
should be rejoicing in our
circumstances compared to the
millions of others internationally
who are suffering poor leadership,
loss, grief and hardship.
We must thank God daily for
all that we have. We are blessed in
our political leaders, volunteers,
medical personnel and the many
others who are focused on our
care. We are blessed in every way,
but with these blessings comes a
responsibility to:
Give Generously to Others in
Need
It says in Proverbs 11:24-25 to
give freely and prosper:
“… those who refresh others
will
themselves
be
refreshed.” [NIV]
No offering is too small, and
none too great.
We Must Take Care of Ourselves
If we are going to be any good
to others and meet God given
appointments we have to be good
to ourselves. Did you know that
for every week we are immobile it
requires
three
weeks
of
rehabilitation to return to form? A
healthy diet and regular exercise
repair areas of
the
body
susceptible to stress and disease.
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Nearly everyone is concerned
about
weight
gain
during
lockdown. It is imperative that we
exercise and have at least 30
minutes of sunshine every day.
Motivation and discipline is key.
We should set a purpose or goal
each day.
Instead
of
focusing
on
problems, start a worthy project.
Many a resilient household has
done so by organising all of that
clutter at home. The outcome has
been overwhelming donations to
the local op-shop.
Many sewers brought out their
sewing machines and removed the
dust to help others and the
environment
with
the
manufacture of washable cloth
masks.
With Covid-19 proving devastating to many older folk, the
more youthful in our community,
without employment, helped to
fill the vacant ranks in charitable
organisations
and
activities.
Supporting others in isolation has
become crucial in helping those
who are disabled, aged and alone.
If we conclude that there is no
hope and our best days are over they are. If we think our best days
are ahead they will be. In the
words of 99-year-old Captain Tom
Moore:
“The sun will shine on you
again and the clouds will go
away.”
In the devotional "The Word for
Today" by Bob and Debby Gass,
Vision
Christian
Media
30
September, 2020 this is affirmed:
"Here is an important truth:
what we believe and speak
during
difficult
times
determines the quality of our
spiritual life and future. 'Since
26

we have the same spirit of
faith, according to what is
written,
"I
believe
and
therefore I spoke," we also
believe and therefore speak.'” 2
Corinthians 4:13 [NKJV]
So instead of seeing our
situation as working against us,
stand up in faith today and
declare:
‘This is working for me!'
God is in control and I am not
just a casual Christian in my
belief.
Paul writes:
“Therefore we do not lose
heart. Even though our
outward man is perishing... the
inward man is being renewed
day by day. For our light
affliction, which is only for a
moment, is working for us a far
more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory, while we do
not look at the things, which
are seen, but at the things
which are not seen. For the
things which are seen are
temporary, but the things
which are not seen are eternal.”
2 Corinthians 4:16-18 [NKJV]
Be encouraged no matter our
circumstances. Develop resilience
and a positive attitude and we
will discover God’s blessings.
[END]

----------------------------Note:
1. Dragon’s
Abreast,
Australia:
www.dragonsabreast.com.au/
---------------------------------------Bibliography:
[NIV] Holy Bible, New International Version®,
NIV® Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by
Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission. All rights
reserved worldwide.
[NKJV] Scripture taken from the New King
James Version®. Copyright © 1982 by Thomas
Nelson. Used by permission. All rights
reserved.
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Nutty Names
Did your parents saddle you with
a dreadful name? If so, you may feel
a little better after checking out these
monikers. Yes, the following are real
names of real people, extracted from
birth records, voting rolls and more.
Ulus Breedlove
Swanora Crudup
Flash Dumdum
Capers C Funnye
Solomon Mines
Farce Pickle
Creola Pribble
Charlotte Roos
Birthday Day Suter
Irutha Fann Tew
--------------------Bibliography:
Names extracted from: Dickson, Paul, 17
December 1998, What's in a Name?: Reflections
of an Irrepressible Name Collector, Publisher:
Merriam-Webster
Incorporated, Springfield,
Massachusetts, ISBN 10: 0877796130

Tantalising Trivia
During the 19th century a
badgered London publican died
and left his property to his wife on
one condition: that every year on
the anniversary of his death, his
wife was to walk barefoot to the
local market while holding up a
lighted candle. Upon reaching the
market-place, the wife was to read
out a full confession of her
nagging ways. The confession was
to include the theme that if her
tongue had been shorter, her
husband’s days would probably
have been longer.
Should the publican’s wife fail to
keep her appointment, she was to
receive only £20 a
year, which was
barely enough for
her to live on.
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Finding Hope
on Social Media
Thousands hear a message of hope in Jesus
Billy, a young Christian from
Queensland’s Sunshine Coast,
Australia, was getting ready for
work when he received a social
media notification that a friend
had nominated him to share his
hope story.
The concept behind the Hope
Story Challenge started with a
simple question. Could we
encourage more Christians to
share their faith with family and
friends during this time of
Coronavirus
restrictions
and
beyond by leveraging the power
of social media?
For Billy this invitation was all
he needed to sit down and, in that
moment, record a personal
testimony of hope in Jesus to share
on Facebook. (link to Billy's
testimony.)
Later that day a nineteen-yearold friend started messaging Billy
with questions and by the end of
the week Billy had led three of his
Facebook friends to Jesus as a
result of sharing his Hope Story.
So far we've seen over three
thousand hope stories shared
publicly on social media across
fifty countries with a combined
view count of over one million.
But the real power of this
initiative is not in the public forum
of mass sharing but, as Billy’s
story illustrates, in the way each
personal testimony is uniquely
able to resonate with the friends
and family of the individual.
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Can you guess what the close-up
image of this item is below? Go to
page 78 for the answer.

Billy
“The life I lived before
coming to the Lord was filled
with a lot of negative street
life,” share’s Billy.
“[But] I don’t want people to
know that I changed my life,
no, Jesus changed my life!”
“And often they’re like ‘If
anyone else said it I don’t want
to listen but because you’re
saying it, I want to hear more
about this.’”
Video:
https://youtu.be/rv8hrei4v8g
******
Find out more about Youth for
Christ to help rescue and restore
young people through peer-topeer evangelism and discipleship:
https://www.yfc.org.au/
[END]
------------------Bibliography:
Unnamed author, September 2020, Youth
for Christ: Finding hope on social media,
available:
https://www.yfc.org.au/finding_
hope_on_social_media, accessed 06/10/20
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Reasons it’s Good to be
Single No. 211
I never have to justify to
anyone why the first twenty
numbers on my speed dial are
for fast-food home deliveries.
Considering Contributing
to SPAG Magazine?
We like to share articles on various
Christian and related topics and would
be happy to consider your submission.1,2
Perhaps you have a dramatic story
about an incident in your life in which
God helped you. Do you have a
particular article on a topic you’d like to
share with others? How about a short
entertaining Christian style, fictional
story you think our readers might enjoy?
Perhaps you could put together a
Christian music review.
Email your contribution or enquiry to
our Editor Vicki Nunn via email:
spagmag1@gmail.com
-----------------------

Notes:
1. as SPAG Magazine is a free publication, no
funding is presently available for any submissions.
2. You agree and will comply with our requirement
that your article/story is your own creation and not
extracted from any other person or source.
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Eric Liddell
- the Flying Scotsman
28
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Inspirational People
Eric Liddell: The Flying Scotsman
by Vicki Nunn
Editor
Eric Liddell may not be a name
with which you are familiar. The
fact that he died 75 years ago
would in most circumstances have
seen his memory fade into history
except that the 1981 film “Chariots
of Fire” revived interest in him, in
his faith and his athletic ability
which led him to participate in the
1924 summer Olympic Games in
Paris.
A staunch Christian, the son of
Scottish missionaries Reverend
and Mrs James Dunlop Liddell,
Eric was born in 1902 in China
where he attended school until he
was five. After that, he and his
older brother Robert were sent to
Eltham College boarding school in
South London. While there his
athletic abilities became evident,
gaining the Blackheath Cup as the
best athlete of his year when he
was fifteen. He went on to become
captain of the school’s rugby
union team and the cricket team.
While at the University of
Edinburgh, he became known as
the fastest runner in Scotland, and
gained the nickname of the
“Flying Scotsman.” Many national
newspapers shared stories of his
achievements, suggesting the
likelihood that he would attend
the Olympic Games in Paris.
Both he and his brother Robert
studied pure science at the
university, and Eric continued his
interest in athletics and rugby. His
strong rugby skills saw him gain a
position
with
the
Scotland
29

national rugby union team for
several years.
Around this time he also
gained valuable experience as a
speaker and evangelist through
his involvement with the Glasgow
Students' Evangelistic Union.
He set a British record of 9.7
seconds in the 100 yard race in
1923 at the AAA Championships,
an achievement which wouldn’t
be equalled for another 23 years.
He also won the 220 yard race in
21.6 seconds. Due to his running
training and attendance at the
Olympic Games in Paris, he didn’t
graduate with his Bachelor of
Science until the following year.
Eric’s sprinting style was
mocked by some in the media,
who called him the ‘ugliest
runner.’ His ungainly running
method included flailing arms,
head flung back and mouth agape,
perhaps one might suggest, as if
he’s looking towards the heavens
as he ran. The name-calling
though, didn’t seem to bother him.
When the schedule of events
for the Paris Olympic Games was
announced several months in
advance, Eric knew he had to
make a particularly difficult
decision. He was well aware that
the 100m race was his specialty
and that he had a good chance of
gaining a medal. He was also to
participate in the 200m and the
400m
races but was not an
outstanding athlete in the longer
distances. The problem was that
the 100m race was to be held on a
Sunday as well as the 4 × 100m
relay and the 4 × 400m relay.
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Harold Abrahams British athlete and
teammate stands alongside Liddell at the
Pershing Stadium in Paris in 1924.

A man with strong Christian
convictions, he decided that he
should withdraw from the 100m
race and the relays being held on a
Sunday because to him, the
Sabbath was a sacred day.
His decision
to withdraw
shocked many around the world,
and some of the media heavily
criticized his decision, claiming his
behaviour was unpatriotic.
I assume that he must have had
moments of doubt about his
choice in those months of training
leading up to the games, and
particularly when others tried to
persuade him to change his mind.
There must have been some part
of him that wanted desperately to
run in the 100m, to prove his
ability and his worth as an athlete
for his country. I imagine he spent
those many months of preparation, praying about whether he’d
made the right choice.
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Perhaps he argued with God
about why he’d been given such a
gift, when he wouldn’t be allowed
to use it to show his best talent.
Eric though was resolved not to
participate and was faithful to
God. He devoted his training
instead to the 200m and the 400m
races even though his talent lay in
the shortest race.
At the games, it was his fellow
countryman Harold Abrahams,
who took the gold in the 100m
race on that Sunday, beating the
favourites in the American team.
Eric’s months of training in the
longer distances paid off, and he
gained the bronze in the 200m
race.
The day Eric was to run in the
400m race, he was handed a short
note written by one of the
masseurs on their team, which
read:
"In the old book it says: 'He
that honours me I will honour.'
Wishing you the best of success
always."
Eric was touched when he
recognised the Biblical reference
from 1 Samuel 2:30, and felt
encouraged that he had support
from someone other than just his
coach, and particularly that this
person was proud of the stance he
took for his faith.
With the note rolled up in his
hand, Eric situated himself at the
starter blocks, his mouth perhaps
a little dry, nerves heightened, and
muscles and sinews tensed, ready
to push him forward as he fixed
his gaze in front of him.
He knew that this longer race
would be unlikely to yield
anything more for him than a
congratulations from his team
members for competing, but still,
30

Final of the 200m race at the Olympics, with Eric Liddell coming in third place.

all those months of training, and
with that inspiring verse and
encouragement fresh in his mind,
he was prepared to give it every
single ounce of his strength and
stamina.

finishing line in the hopes of being
able to overtake the leader. Eric
realised that to have any chance of
a medal, he had to maintain the
punishing pace he’d set at the
beginning.

The start of a race is as
important as its end. Any
hesitation, even a fraction of a
second could be the difference
between gaining a place or not
placing at all. Then the starter’s
pistol went off. He burst out from
the starters block, keeping his eyes
fixed ahead. He was on the outer
lane so couldn’t see any of the
competitors behind him. He had
to focus.

Perhaps as he came round that
final curve he didn’t hear the
crowd shouting with excitement,
their voices growing to a fever
pitch as the gap between the
competitors grew tighter. Likely
from the corner of his eye, he
would have seen other runners
drawing closer to him, but he
didn’t slacken. There lay the line,
tantalisingly in front of them and
somehow Eric found an extra
scrap of energy, enough he hoped
to get him through.

He didn’t really consider
saving his energy for those last ten
to twenty metres, but pushed into
a full on sprint, never daring to
allow his pace to slacken. Metre
after metre he ran.
Perhaps he heard the rhythmic
slapping of shoes growing louder
on the cinder track behind him as
the other competitors drew nearer.
He knew that he couldn’t relax his
pace, so he urged his body to
maintain the sprint. Most athletes
retain energy to sprint faster
during the last metres towards the
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His lungs were burning, and he
struggled to gulp enough air in to
keep him going. His muscles were
aching. That last thirty metres
seemed to stretch out in front of
him. He tried not to think about
anything else but keeping his legs
and feet pumping along. These
athletes, some of the best in the
world, urged their bodies faster,
utilising the last of their energy,
each hoping to be the one to win
the gold with a final burst of
speed.
30
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Perhaps Eric was thinking,
“any moment now someone will
pass me,” or perhaps he was
simply concentrating on taking
one step at a time. Then at last the
winner pushed himself over the
finishing line, and the crowd
erupted in exhilarated shouts of
adulation. He couldn’t believe it,
he’d come in first place! Gasping
for breath he was astonished at the
win. His amazement grew when
he discovered that he’d even set a
new Olympic record and a world
record of 47.6 seconds!
While his decision not to
participate in his favoured races
on a Sunday may have initially
made him feel resigned to lower
ranking in the longer races, his
decision to honour God was
blessed by Him, with a gold medal
run for his country, and ultimately
a gold medal run for God.
When speaking about his plan
to run the 400m, Eric said:
“The secret of my success
over the 400 meters is that I run
the first 200 meters as fast as I
can. Then, for the second 200
meters, with God's help, I run
faster.”

It was to be the first and last
Olympic Games he entered. The
following year he participated in
the Scottish Amateur Athletics
Association (SAAA) meeting in
Glasgow. He equalled his earlier
Scottish record for the 100 yard
race, then went on to win both the
220 and the 400 yard contests, and
was a member of the winning
relay team, the last time he
competed on British soil.
Eric Liddell’s running career
was surprisingly short - just four
years, but he tended to look upon
athletics as a hobby rather than a
passion. He may have preferred
rugby which he continued playing
for longer.
After Athletics
After
the
Olympics,
he
attended Edinburgh, studying
theology for a year, in preparation
for work as a missionary.

Again returning to China, he
married Florence Mackenzie, the
daughter of Canadian missionaries, in Tianjin in 1934. They had
two daughters, Patricia and
Heather.
He still competed in the
occasional athletic meets in China
and was asked if he ever regretted
leaving athletics behind to become
a missionary. Liddell’s response
was:
"It's natural for a chap to
think over all that sometimes,
but I'm glad I'm at the work I'm
engaged in now. A fellow's life
counts for far more at this than
the other.”
On one occasion Eric left
behind his wife and two daughters
so he could undertake evangelistic

That same year 1925, he
returned to China, this time as a
missionary,
initially
as
an
educator at the Anglo-Chinese
College teaching chemistry and
coaching the students in sports
Upon his return to Scotland on
leave in 1932, he was ordained as

Eric Liddell winning the 400m race at the Olympics, ahead of Horatio Fitch.
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a minister of the Congregational
Union of Scotland.
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Eric Liddell after winning the 400m race.
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work in the Siao Chang countryside, an area considered highly
dangerous due to the hostility of
Chinese Nationalists and antagonistic Communists.
By 1941, after the beginning of
World War II, life for missionaries
in China became even more
perilous for British nationals due
to the aggression of the Japanese,
and Liddell was advised to leave.
Instead, he chose to remain
behind, sending his pregnant wife
Florence and their two daughters
to her family in Canada. In
Canada, Florence gave birth to
Maureen, a daughter that Eric
would never live to see.
He took on a role in Xiaozhang,
at a rural station which helped the
poor, where his brother Robert
was serving as a doctor. There
were so many local people coming
to the mission station seeking
medical help, and being very
short-handed,
all
of
the
missionaries were exhausted.
Eric was able to relieve his
brother Robert who went on

furlough due to illness.
While the Chinese fought
against the Japanese force, the
invaders soon reached Xiaozhang
where they took over the mission.
Liddell had to return to Tianjin.
In 1943 he was sent to the
Weihsien Internment Camp along
with others from the China Inland
Mission, also people from the
Chefoo School and many more
totalling around 1,800 people.
Liddell took on a role as
organiser
at
the
camp,
endeavouring to provide food and
medicines, but their supplies were
scarce and the situation was quite
dire.
He arranged Bible classes,
helped the elderly, taught science
to the children and organised
games. The adults saw him as a
selfless Christian man, and the
children came to look fondly on
him, calling him Uncle Eric. They
loved his gentle smiling face and
knew he truly cared for them,
even understanding that he
missed his own children terribly.

Just six months before the camp
was liberated, Liddell became
seriously ill with an undiagnosed
brain-tumour. It’s impact on his
mental health led him to feeling
concerned that he was suffering a
nervous break-down, which he
shared in a letter to his wife.
He died on 21 February 1945, at
the age of 43, and was buried
behind the quarters of the
Japanese officers, with a simple
cross on his grave.
Perhaps if he’d been provided
with sufficient food and good
medicine he may have lived
longer and been reunited with his
wife and children, but for
whatever reason, God decided it
was time for him to go to his
heavenly home.
Conclusion
It must have seemed terribly
unfair that God would give such
incredible
athletic
ability,
particularly the 100m race, and yet
not be able to participate because
his faith told him it wasn’t
acceptable to run on God’s sacred
day.
To some it may seem terribly
sad that Eric Liddell died at 43, in
such awful circumstances, never
being the husband and father he
might have been.
How many Christians have had
to make similar kinds of decisions
in their life, been given gifts and
passions that they thought would
play an important part in their
lives, particularly in their work for
God, and yet found themselves
having to take a step back from
using those very talents because
God told them to. How confusing
that must seem.
God
honoured
Liddell’s
decision not to run on a Sunday,
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and enabled him to gain victory in
the two longer races. Perhaps this
is something we should keep in
mind in our own lives.
Sometimes when we plan out
our future, particularly when we
are young, God has other ideas in
mind for us, and it can be
challenging to let go of our
dreams, to accept that God’s
decision for our lives is ultimately
the best choice.
I’ve met a number of Christians
over the years who resisted God’s
guidance in their lives, and sometimes
they
ended
up
in
unexpected places or in different
employment, maybe even marrying a partner that wouldn’t have
been their first choice. Perhaps
they had to make a sharp turn in
their career choice or their life’s
path took them into unknown
territory.
Obeying God doesn’t necessarily mean that we’ll win gold
medals or recognition for our
contributions particularly when
we have talent and skills in a
specific area.
I’ve always loved working with
children and when I was young I
assumed that I should marry and
have children of my own, but that
desire was to remain unfulfilled.
To me it seemed strange that
God would give me a heart and
passion for children, but never
provided me with the opportunity
to have any of my own.
On the other hand, because I
wasn’t married and busy with a
family, that meant that I was free
to become involved in children’s
ministry and later undertook
foster care for several years when I
was in my mid 40s to early 50s.
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Sometimes what to the world
may seem a strange life or weird
choice that a Christian makes, we
can never really know what
purpose God has in guiding us or
others in a particular direction.
One of Eric’s fellow inmates at
the camp, Norman Cliff, wrote a
book,
"The Courtyard of the
Happy Way" which translated
could read “The Campus of
Loving Truth,” about his time at
the internment camp. In it he
spoke about Liddell saying he
was:
"…the
finest
Christian
gentleman it has been my
pleasure to meet. In all the time
in the camp, I never heard him
say a bad word about
anybody".
Another survivor of the internment camp, Langdon Gilkey, went
on to become a highly regarded
theologian in the USA. He shared
a little of his experience with Eric
Liddell in an article with The
Guardian in 20121:
“Often in an evening I
would see him bent over a
chessboard or a model boat, or
directing some sort of square
dance - absorbed, weary and
interested, pouring all of
himself into this effort to
capture the imagination of
these penned-up youths.
He was overflowing with
good humour and love for life,
and with enthusiasm and
charm. It is rare indeed that a
person has the good fortune to
meet a saint, but he came as
close to it as anyone I have ever
known.”
Eric Liddell’s life had an impact
on the people at that camp.
Perhaps he was an inspiration for
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many there, by his selfless life,
good humour and compassionate
heart, perhaps he encouraged
others to seek God or to live their
life more focussed on Him.
We don’t know what God’s
purpose in Eric Liddell’s life was,
and for us, we may never know
what God has in store for us, or
how our life may impact another
person. Sometimes we must
simply accept God’s direction for
us and trust that it is ultimately for
His good purposes, recognising
that this journey we are on, is not
about us. [END]
-------------Note:
1. Burnton, Simon, 2 January 2012, The
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moments: No8 Eric Liddell's 400
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win,
1924,
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/jan/04/50-stunning-olympic-momentseric-liddell?newsfeed=true, accessed
18/11/20
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available:
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Liddell, accessed 15/11/20
The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica,
undated, Harold Abrahams and Eric Liddell:
Chariots of Fire, available: https://www.
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What Do We Believe?

by John Birch
Faith and Worship.com
"The Bible is our source of
Good News for this world, it can
be trusted and it’s something not
to keep to ourselves but to spread
around to others."
Ephesians 1:3-14 (link)
The above passage in Ephesians
is a great summing up by Paul of
just what Christians believe. It’s
the Gospel in a nutshell, and
written in a modern translation
that really brings the words to life!
One hundred years ago
Christian belief was as natural a
part of life in England as Sunday
Roast dinner. I remember growing
up and going to church as a very
young child, Sunday School
outings, joining the choir as an
eight or nine year old, being
confirmed at eleven and just
thinking: Sunday = church.
How times change! Now there
aren’t many in this country who
see within
Christianity
the
certainty that their grandparents
saw. It’s become one faith among
many (some say all roads lead to
God), or in the eyes of some, it’s
been discredited and disproved by
science, and therefore believers
believe in a fantasy or are
hallucinating.
The scientist Richard Dawkins
who wrote "The God Delusion"
would certainly want the world to
consider all religions as nonsense,
and possibly even dangerous. To
him God is dead, and Christians
deluded.
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So what are we to believe?
Where do we go to find our hard
facts?
There are plenty of books and
well respected teachers and
authors around that we might
approach, but probably the best
place to start is the Bible, because
that’s where we get the most
information about our faith, with
the New Testament written from
the earliest dates after Jesus’ death
and resurrection (in some cases
only one generation away) so it
should be historically reliable.
The writings of the first century
Romano-Jewish historian Josephus
(Titus Flavius Josephus) a nonChristian, confirmed in his
Testimonium Flavianum (i.e., his
testimony) that Jesus had existed
and was condemned and crucified
by the Roman authorities. He also
mentioned John the Baptist and
some other persons from the New
Testament.
While there is some dispute
about certain passages from
Josephus, there is agreement
between Christian and nonChristian scholars that what was
written about the existence and
execution of Jesus was genuinely
written by him.
There don’t seem to be any
writings from those days saying
that the New Testament writings
weren’t true.
Christians believe that God
reveals himself to humankind, and
throughout history has done that
in different ways. In the Bible,
which is among other things a
history book, we see how this
operates.
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God and His People
Firstly we see how God
directed the history of His chosen
people, the Israelites. The Old
Testament is the story of a
relationship between a people and
their God, which like all
relationships has its ups and
downs. It’s a story of God
revealing
himself
through
circumstances and people, of God
saving his people, leading his
people and showing both love and
justice in equal measure.
If you read from Genesis
onward you learn a lot about
humankind and also about God –
the weakness of humans and the
faithfulness of God. Yes, sometimes the Old Testament looks a
bit gruesome at times, with all the
battles, defeats and victories. Yes,
sometimes it might seem like God
acts more severely in his dealings
with people than we would
understand
from
the
New
Testament. We’re then told that
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the Old Covenant, that is the
promissory agreement that God
established with His people in the
Old Testament, was replaced with
a new Covenant which was
foretold and then heralded by the
appearance of Jesus. This new
Covenant changed everything,
including the establishment of a
new agreement offered to all
people, and not just the Israelites.
God and His Word
Secondly, the Bible is a God
inspired a written record, a history
of His relationship through the
people
He
chose.
Why?
Presumably
so
that
future
generations would understand:
 God’s love for man;
 His desire for relationship
between Him and man;
 the establishment of a promised
people;
 the need for forgiveness of sins
which initially could be
attained through sacrifice in the
temple, and later through the
perfect and ultimate sacrifice that of Jesus Christ;
He
used
an
interesting
collection of individuals to write
down this history. Some were
great leaders such as Moses in the

Old Testament, intellectuals such
as Paul in the New Testament, and
others who were just ordinary
country folk, not that different
from you or me.
Apparently Mark, who wrote
the earliest of the Gospels may
have been a bit of a duffer when it
came to writing Greek, but
Christians believe that God chose
the people He wanted who were
exactly where He wanted them,
when He wanted them, and then
inspired them to put quill to
papyrus.
Importantly,
most
Christians also believe that these
‘history books’ were not just
writers putting down their own
words, which Paul clarifies when
he tells Timothy that "All Scripture
is God-breathed" or in other
words, when the Scriptures speak,
God speaks.
I heard someone say that yes,
God used the talents of ordinary
people to put into words His
message, along with their limited
or extensive vocabulary, their
good or bad punctuation and
grammar, but that when it was
finished, God still looked over
their shoulder and said "Yes, that’s
what I meant to say!"
Some people claim that these

writers made mistakes, but when
people make that comment, they
usually have no idea what these
‘mistakes’ are. It’s one of those
‘wive’s tales’ that non-believers
like to trot out to prove they don’t
need to believe in the Bible or
God.
God is omnipotent and all
powerful. He is outside of time
and able to reach into the lives and
minds of every individual from
the beginning of time to the end
and into eternity. God would not
allow his writers to just say any
old thing, but only information
and history which is accurate. To
say otherwise suggests that God
isn’t capable of directing these
authors to write the truth, or in
other words, He’s not ‘Godenough’ to do that. That in itself
doesn’t correlate with what is
written about God in the Bible.
God and Revelation
Thirdly, God reveals himself
through a more general or ‘special’
revelation. Paul saw God’s general
provision all around him
"But He never left them [that
is the People of God] without
evidence of himself and his
goodness. For instance, He
sends you rain and good crops
and gives you food and joyful
hearts.” Acts 14:17 [NLT]
"For ever since the world
was created, people have seen
the earth and sky. Through
everything God made, they can
clearly see his invisible qualities
- His eternal power and divine
nature. So they have no excuse
for not knowing God." Romans
1:20 [NLT]
The Bible shows specific
occasions
when
people
encountered God. There was the
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call of Abraham to leave
everything, despite his advancing
years and head off into an
uncertain future; the apparently
miraculous birth of Isaac to the
aging Abraham and Sarah; the
Passover, when God ‘passed over’
the houses of the Israelites, saving
them from destruction; that great
story of Elijah calling on his God
to bring down fire onto Mount
Carmel as he challenged the
followers of Baal; and many more.
Then there were the ways in
which people were aware of God
speaking to them, either directly
(think about Moses and the
burning
bush),
or
through
prophesy, dreams, visions and
through Scripture
"All Scripture is inspired by
God and is useful to teach us
what is true and to make us
realize what is wrong in our
lives. It corrects us when we are
wrong and teaches us to do
what is right. God uses it to
prepare and equip his people to
do every good work." 2 Tim
3:16-17 [NLT]
God Revealed
Lastly, Christians believe that
God revealed himself in a very
special way: through Jesus, who
the Gospel writer John Called ‘The
Word’ made flesh. The same Word
of God which brought the
universe into existence who later
became flesh (in a human body,
i.e. both God and man) who
walked around among the same
people whom God had chosen to
reveal Himself through.
Now there’s little argument
about the fact that Jesus was a
very real person. Most historians
would be happy with the amount
of first hand testimony from early
writers. It’s who Jesus was and is
36

that is the burning question. Was
he just a teacher, or was He the
Messiah, the Promised One that
the Jews were looking for? If he
was just a teacher, however good
he might be, that would mean that
millions of Christians over the
past 2,000 years have been
deluded. There are plenty of
intelligent teachers around who
we might look to for wisdom and
guidance, but they are not God’s
Son and can’t offer Salvation.
Christianity has no room for
Jesus who was just a teacher. Jesus
was quite clear about who He was
and the Scriptures pointed
towards him as Messiah in many
places. There was even the
promise of a Messiah back in
Genesis when Adam and Eve
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

were about the leave the Garden
of Eden. God knew that sin would
take us further from Him, and
offered the promise of a Saviour.
Jesus saw himself as God’s final
revelation
of
Himself
to
humankind. In John 5:39 He says
to the Chief Priests and Jewish
Leaders:
“You search the Scriptures
because you think they give
you eternal life. But the
Scriptures points to me!” [NLT]
To His disciples
resurrection He said

after

his

“’…When I was with you
before, I told you that
everything written about me in
the law of Moses and the
prophets and in the Psalms
must be fulfilled.’ Then he
36
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opened their minds to understand the Scriptures.” Luke 24:
44-45 [NLT]
As I mentioned earlier, the
earliest New Testament writings
we have in our Bibles date from
only one generation after Jesus, so
there would still have been plenty
of people around that time who
could have claimed that this was
all rubbish – but there was nothing
written at all!
God's Truth - Our Truth
The Bible has been ridiculed,
dismissed and reinterpreted over
and over again and survived. Two
thousand years after Jesus’ birth
and 1,600 years after the Bible as
we know it was put together, the
books and letters within it still
seem to be the right ones – other
discovered ‘gospels’ and writings
have generally been shown to be
later and less reliable, or plainly
dotty!
I’ve concentrated on the Bible
as our main source of understanding of just what Christianity
is all about, and that might seem a
bit obvious, but of course the Bible
is one of those books that can be

found in many houses but is
almost never read.
It is so important for Christians
to become familiar with the story:
it’s our handbook, the maker’s
instructions! There are many ways
of making Bible reading more
interesting. Bible
notes are
probably the best, and there are
plenty of different ones you can
find in Christian bookshops or
even online for free.
If someone tells you that what
you believe is nonsense, how
would you respond? You need to
be sure of the foundations of your
faith. The Bible is our source of
GOOD NEWS for this world. It
can be trusted and it’s something
not to keep to ourselves but to
spread around to others, because
this Good News is offered by God
to all. [END]
-----------------------Biography:
Based in South Wales, U.K., John Birch
is a Methodist Local Preacher, who writes
prayers
and
Bible
studies
for
faithandworship.com, and is amazed at
where these are being used and how God
has blessed lives through them. Some
prayers have been adapted for use within
choral and more contemporary worship
settings.
John has several published books and
in his spare time sings folk songs and,
with his wife Margaret has a garden
allotment, and walks and explores the
country in a campervan called ‘Lola.’
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is happening
below?

Send your most imaginative or
humorous idea to us, and we’ll share
the best one in the next issue.
Email:
spagmag1@gmail.com
Closing date: 31 January 2021.

Words of Wisdom
"I believe that human beings can
never be truly fulfilled except in
God, and that there is therefore a
very deep spiritual loneliness that
we all share, a loneliness that
springs from our being far from God
in this life. We human beings have a
tendency to flee from this pain at the
center of our souls. As Blaise Pascal
noted in his Pensées, the restless
pursuit of pleasure and excitement is
often an attempt to divert ourselves
from our own misery. The monastic
life is all about drawing back from
that diversion - entering into a
silence and monotony that allows us
to really feel the pain of our spiritual
loneliness. So that then we can let
that pain be healed in the relation to
God."
An unknown Cistercian monk
x
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Does “Called Into Ministry”
Mean Becoming a Pastor?
by Erik Cooper
Stone Table
Anyone else grow up going to
summer church camp?
Every summer I spent a week
in Hartford City, Indiana at Lake
Placid campground, home of the
sanctuary made out of a rusty old
airplane hanger, sulfur-infused
water that smelled like rotten
eggs, and some of the greatest
memories of my entire childhood.
I loved church camp! It made a
deep and indelible mark on my
spiritual development as a young
Christian.
Most of it was beautiful, but
there were also some unintended
theological consequences. Much of
what we learn really is caught not
taught.
Each of the four evening camp
services had a theme, and the
third night of camp was usually
“called into ministry night.” The
camp speaker would passionately
preach about what it means to be
called by God into full-time
vocational ministry. This was
followed by a direct challenge to
listen intently! What was God
saying to each of us individually
about our own calling? He was
most certainly tapping some on
the shoulder, and we don’t want
to miss “the call.”
The service would usually
culminate with a show of hands
for all those feeling God’s “call
into ministry.” About 10-12% of
the hands would go up, and those
feeling this call were invited to the
38

altar where the rest of us gathered
around to pray for them. When
the prayer time was over, we
would all head back to our seats,
some carrying “the call” into
sacred work and the rest of us just
left
to
our
secular
work
trajectories.

unintentional heresy of sorts was
being deposited into our Christian
worldview. In seeking to clarify
the ecclesiastical pastoral calling
on people’s lives, we were
unwittingly segregating the way
we thought about Christian work
and calling as a whole.

At least that’s the message that
was instinctively received.

This has caused confusion for
many
believers
in
the
understanding of their everyday
work. It’s resulted in marketplace
Christians believing their lives are
second class, that their “secular
jobs” only exist to make money to
fund truly sacred activities, that
there is no meaningful connection
between their daily vocations and
the work of God in the world, and
that’s just bad theology.

Snack Shop Talk
I remember using those very
terms at the snack shop after
service. Someone would holler
across the ping pong table, “Hey
Coop, so are you called into
ministry?”
“No-no, not me,” I always shot
back. “I’m just going to pursue a
secular job. I don’t feel called into
ministry.” (Little did I know I
would spend a dozen years on
staff at two churches. God most
certainly has a sense of humour).
Let’s
be
clear,
nothing
intentionally devious was being
perpetrated
here,
but
an
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

Work Theology
Please don’t get me wrong,
there is something special and
distinct about the ecclesiastical call
into full-time ministry (I spent
twelve beautiful years as a pastor
myself!), but the sacred nature of
38
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work is not just for pastors or
those employed by a church, it is
intended for all Christians!
Did you know our English
word “vocation,” which we use
when discussing someone’s career
choice and what they do for a
living, is derived from the latin
word ‘vocare,’ which means
‘calling.’ The Apostle Paul uses
this same word when he
references pastors in the church
and those who work in the
marketplace.
There
is
no
distinction.
But my guess is that few of us
think of our day jobs this way.
We’ve instinctively assumed that
our work was just a way to earn
money so we can pay the bills,
support our families, do a few
enjoyable things from time to
time, and maybe give a little to the
sacred things in life that really
matter. If we’re lucky, maybe we’ll
find a little bit of meaning from it,
or at least make enough money to
offset the meaninglessness. If not, I
guess we’ll have eternity to make
up for it.

Your work, in the church or in
the marketplace, is vocare. It’s a
calling. It’s part of our human
vocation as vice-regents and
caretakers of God’s creation.
How would it change your
feeling when the alarm goes off
each morning if you saw your
work like that?
If you’re a believer, you have a
calling. It’s time to embrace it.
[END]

-----------------Biography:
After starting his career in the business
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church and as a church planter in a
downtown urban context. In addition to
his role at The Stone Table, he also serves
as the Vice President of Community
Reinvestment Foundation, a non-profit
real estate company that provides highquality affordable housing all over
Indiana while investing its profits into
missions through The Stone Table.
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This is bad work theology.

Zospeum Tholussum
This tiny land snail with a shell
height of less than 2mm was
identified for the first time in 2014 in
a very deep cave system, and to date
has not been found elsewhere.
A live specimen

While exploring
the caves they first
found empty shells
then live specimens
further down, between 743m and
1,392m in the Lukina
jama–Trojama cave
system located in
Croatia, the 14th
deepest cave system
in the world. The cave has been
measured to a depth of 1,431m.
Due to its lack of eyes, the snail is
completely blind, existing in utter
darkness in an environment which
has humidity levels of 100%.

It’s extremely slow moving and in
a week may only move a few
millimetres though sometimes up to
several centimetres, grazing on food
in a circular pattern. Its transparent
shell makes it appear almost ghostly.1
A live specimen found in its natural habitat
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Even if We Don’t See it, God’s Working
by Aira Chilcott
Press Service International

It is easy to get discouraged
when reading about the persecution of Christians around the
world. Sometimes all we seem to
be doing is praying: asking God to
intervene in nations, to change
minds of leaders, to save and
protect His people, to overcome
the forces of evil in the world.
Therefore, I thought I would
share some things to praise God
for - events and circumstances
where God has brought about
change. These things don’t make
news headlines because they’re
not
earth-shattering
enough.
Generally news of God in action
tends to be glossed over almost as
if the media are embarrassed to
report it.

local authorities and the general
public. This would allay suspicion
and encourage people comply
with the law.

I am sure that these and many
things like
these
are
the
consequence of the prayers of the
saints. So, don’t stop praying:
there’s more to come!

In recent years, the number of
people arrested or detained for
their religious practices has
decreased, but pockets of abuse
have still been experienced.

Freedom in Laos

Testimony of a Miracle in Laos

In September, the Communist
government in Laos has passed a
law protecting churches in areas
where harassment of Christians
continues. This law allows Lao
Christians to conduct services and
preach throughout the country,
and to maintain contacts with
believers in other countries.

A man, whom we will call
Kaloni for the purpose of this
story, was discouraged because
his wife and baby had left him,
and he had begun to drink. He
was walking through the grounds
of a Buddhist temple, not actually
drunk this time, when he felt
something hit him in the chest.

While Christians living in the
capital Vientiane and other large
cities were generally respected,
Christians in rural areas were
largely misunderstood and mistreated by local authorities.
Seminars are now held throughout
the regions to explain the law to

Kaloni
became
extremely
violent and uncontrollable, ending
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up in prison for a week and
eventually put in a cage so he
couldn’t harm himself or others.
His family and friends asked
for help from witchdoctors and
they spent a lot of resources, to no
avail. It was recognised that an
evil spirit was the cause of this
change, but nothing anyone did
would get rid of it.
After about 6 months, a Hmong
Christian suggested the parents
connect with local missionaries in
a predominantly Khmu village
nearby. The pastor there went
with his team to Kaloni’s village,
where they stayed and prayed for
one month. They continued to
pray for him after they returned to
their village.
One day, Kaloni’s father came

News of the power of Jesus to heal that
which the witchdoctors couldn’t, has seen
many people interested in Jesus.
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to visit him as usual. “All of a
sudden, Kaloni spoke with clarity
and awareness: ‘Dad, I want to get
out of this cage.’
His dad, who was barely able
to communicate with him when he
brought water and food every
day, was astonished. He asked,
‘Are you well, son?’
Kaloni replied, ‘Yes, I am fine,
Dad. I feel normal.’”
Kaloni’s father called the
pastor, and with two other
Christians they visited Kaloni and
freed him from the cage. He was
completely free of the demonic
spirit. He and his parents and
brother accepted Jesus as their
Christ and Saviour.
News of the power of Jesus to
heal that which the witchdoctors
couldn’t, has seen many people
interested in Jesus. As a result,
many people have put their faith
in Christ.
Hope and Healing in Syria
The extent to which Syria is
suffering
from
Covid-19 is
shrouded in secrecy, but Middle
East observers say its hospitals are
overflowing with people infected
by the novel Coronavirus, and

many medical
unprotected.

workers

are

More than 6.6 million people
remain internally displaced in
Syria, according to United Nations
figures, and the government has
welcomed aid from the native
ministry.
Local ministries were able to
provide food aid to 6,500 people,
care for 10,000 children and help
3,200 refugees in the first half of
the year. The aid the local missionaries are providing has garnered
favour from new contacts within
different communities.
The Covid-19 crisis opened
opportunities to work in new
areas, leading to 12 new fellowships as workers answered
questions about why they were
helping people.
Local leaders are able to share
the gospel in areas they have
never worked in before. They are
also heartened by the joy of seeing
people come to Christ.
However, there have been cutbacks in staff and the overall
ability to meet all the needs has
diminished. The workers are
confident that God will continue

to supply their needs in abundance.
A Reminder to Keep Praying For
the Persecuted Church
The weapons of our warfare are
not worldly but they are powerful
enough to demolish strongholds!
Contrary to the world’s ideas,
worship and praise are powerful
weapons in this battle.
Let us offer a sacrifice of praise
for what God has done and how
He is working, even when we
don’t always hear about it.
Read Psalm 9 and use it as a
prayer firstly to praise God for His
wondrous works, and then to pray
for those who are persecuted, and
those who persecute. [END]
------------------Biography:
Aira Chilcott is a retired secondary
school teacher with lots of science and
theology under her belt. Aira is a panellist
for Young Writers and indulges in
reading, bushwalking, volunteering at a
nature reserve and learning to play
clarinet. Aira is married to Bill and they
have three adult sons.
Aira Chilcott's previous articles may
be viewed at http://www.pressservice
international.org/aira-chilcott.html
--------------------------Bibliography:
Chilcott, Aira, undated, Christian Today:
Even if We Don’t See it, God’s Working,
available: https://www.christiantoday.com.au/
news/even-if-we-dont-see-it-godsworking.html, accessed

Tantalising Trivia
Most of us have heard the phrase
“the road to Hell is paved with
good intentions,” and many people
assume it comes from the Bible. In
fact, that particular phrase comes
from the book “Das Capital” by
Karl Marx and not from the Bible at
all.
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These Three Men Survived a Pandemic, Economic
Collapse and War, and Still Emerged Hopeful
by Mike Frost
MikeFrost.net

As we wade through the sludge
and stench of this, our annus
horribilis, it’s nice to see any sign
of optimism or hopefulness. For
me that came in the form of a
simple tweet by Jane O’Dwyer, the
vice president for global relations
with the Australian National
University.
She shared a 1948 picture of
three
of
Australia’s
most
legendary
scholars,
Mark
Oliphant, Keith Hancock and
Howard Florey, standing on a hill,
surveying the site for the soon-tobe-built university.
I’m not sure why I was so
touched by this.
Maybe it was because the scene
is so pregnant with hope.
Of course, there is no great
university in that picture. Those
men stand in the waving grass
overlooking an empty site. It
reminds me of that Michelangelo
quote when he says he doesn’t see
a marble block, he sees the
sculpture within it. These great
scholars don’t see virgin territory,
they see a great centre of learning
and research.
And they weren’t young, wideeyed entrepreneurs either. In 1948,
Oliphant was 47, and Hancock
and Florey were both 50.
They were giants in their
respective fields, but they had all
returned
from
flourishing
academic careers overseas to build
this new university out of that
tree-filled valley.
42

Mark Oliphant had been the
professor of physics at the
University of Birmingham and a
key
contributor
to
the
development of radar. He had
worked on developing the fissile
component of the nuclear bomb
used on Hiroshima in 1945.

But in her tweet, Jane O’Dwyer
reminded me that these men had
done more than give up fruitful
international careers to join the
ANU. As she put it, “They had
lived through WW1, Spanish Flu,
the Great Depression and WW2,
but dreamt of a better future.”

Keith Hancock, a Rhodes
Scholar, was the professor of
history at Oxford University. He
would be later knighted for his
services in writing the economic
history of Britain’s war effort.

Today, we find ourselves
bemoaning the “unprecedented”
challenges we’re facing - a global
pandemic, impending economic
collapse, the rise of Russia and
China, climate change, and
widespread social upheaval about
structural racism. It’s easy to
become despondent.

And the most famous of the
three, Howard Florey, was the
professor of pathology at Oxford
and the creator of medicinal
penicillin, for which he had won
the Nobel Prize in 1945.
All proud Australians, the
physicist,
historian
and
pharmacologist had left the
hallowed halls of British academia
and trudged up that grassy hill to
dream together of a brand new
Australian
university.
It’s
inspiring.
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

But Oliphant, Hancock and
Florey had been through just as
tumultuous a period. As O’Dwyer
reminds us, their generation had
seen off a pandemic and a global
economic disaster. And they had
all been touched by a war that had
taken an estimate 85 million lives
and
threatened
to
destroy
European civilization.
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For his part, Oliphant had been
instrumental in the mad scramble
to develop nuclear weapons
before the Nazis and he
contributed to what would
become the Manhattan Project and
the construction of the first atomic
bomb. His research would be used
in the destruction of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, killing between
129,000 and 226,000 people. If
anyone had reason for despair, it
was Mark Oliphant. But he would
spend the rest of his life devoted
to humanitarian and political
service.
During the London blitz, Keith
Hancock was the leader of a Home
Guard unit and a firewatcher at St
Paul’s Cathedral, enduring the
relentless bombing of the city and
aiding in the protection and rescue
of Londoners from the rubble.
Howard Florey spent the war
in his laboratory. Despite the
considerable
difficulties
of
working in wartime Britain, Florey
and his enterprising team were
productive enough to carry out
clinical trials of penicillin in 1941.
The results were so dramatic that
the drug was immediately used in
the treatment of war casualties. Its
effects were miraculous. Today,
Florey’s discoveries are estimated
to have saved over 200 million
lives.
Given all they had gone
through, to find them on that hill
dreaming of a better future for
Australia feels kind of miraculous
in itself.
In the same vein, I once heard a
radio interview with a 100-yearold man named Bruce Robertson.
Despite having lost his father early
in life, living through the Depression, and flying with the Royal
43

Mark Oliphant

Keith Hancock

Australian Air Force during World
War II, Bruce’s optimistic spirit
still burns brightly. He spoke so
movingly of how fortunate he’s
been, even though his 100th
birthday party had to be cancelled
due to Covid-19.
My own college, Morling, was
founded in 1916, at the peak of the
First World War and despite all
the privation that meant for the
founding churches.
I don’t know who it was who
said, “Every generation makes the
mistake of assuming it lives at the
most important time in history,”
but it’s a healthy corrective. No,
previous generations have been
through
worse
than
we’re
enduring. And those generations
emerged with enough optimism to
dream of a better future and
enough energy to start building it.
As Jane O’Dwyer asked in her
tweet, “What better future will we
create for Australia post this
pandemic?” [END]
-------------------------Biography:
Michael Frost is an internationally
recognised Australian missiologist and
one of the leading voices in the missional
church movement.
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Howard Florey

His books are required reading in
colleges and seminaries around the world
and he is much sought after as an
international conference speaker.
Dr Frost has been the founding
director of the Tinsley Institute, a mission
study centre located at Morling College in
Sydney, Australia, since 1999. He has also
been an adjunct lecturer at various
seminaries in the United States.
He is the author or editor of sixteen
theological books, the most recent of
which are the popular and awardwinning, “The Shaping of Things to
Come” (2003), “Exiles” (2006), “The Road
to Missional’ (2011) and “Surprise the
World!” (2016).
Frost’s work has been translated into
German, Korean, Swedish, Portuguese
and Spanish.
Mike was one of the founders of the
Forge Mission Training Network and the
founder of smallboatbigsea a missional
Christian community, based in Manly in
Sydney’s north.
Michael Frost blogs at mikefrost.net.
He lives in Manly, Australia with his wife
Carolyn .
-------------------------Bibliography:
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Don’t be a Rachel
by Ashea West
Press Service International

I don’t want to be a
Rachel.
Do you remember this story?
Rachel was the one Jacob loved; he
was more dedicated to her than to
Leah, but this was not enough for
Rachel. She said to Jacob in
Genesis 30:1:
“Give me children, or else I
die.” [NKJV]
Her only focus appeared to be
about having children. It seemed
as if she did not believe she had
any worth unless she was able to
give her husband offspring. Even
though Jacob made it clear to her
that his love for her was not
dependent on her ability to have

children, she was not comforted
by that fact.
Never Enough
Rachel devised a plan, she
decided to ask for the mandrake
Reuben brought for his mother,
Leah. Mandrakes has lots of uses,
such as: treating stomach ulcers,
colic, constipation, fevers, arthritis,
whooping cough and more, but
Rachel, we can presume, probably
wanted the mandrakes for its
fertility uses.
Leah was not about to just give
up her mandrakes to Rachel,
because she knew Jacob loved her
more. Leah felt that the more
children she bore for Jacob, the
more he would love her, but these
two women failed to realise that
Jacob’s love was not based on
those conditions. Nevertheless, Leah gave up the
mandrakes for an extra
night with Jacob and
unfortunately for Rachel,
Leah got pregnant again,
three times, and had
three more children for
Jacob.
Finally, Rachel got her
break and had a son for
Jacob, but instead of
being
thankful
for
conceiving and having a
safe delivery, Rachel’s
next response was that
God will surely grant her
another son. This is why
she named her son
Joseph, meaning ‘the
Lord will add.1’
We can contrast this
with
Hannah,
who
prayed for a son and then
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named him Samuel, meaning ‘God
heard.’ We see the difference in
these two women, one of gratitude
and one of dissatisfaction. Rachael
wanted to compete with her rival
Leah, and her longing for a son
was not from the right motive. We
see later on when she was granted
another son, it resulted in her
death.
Forgetting to be Grateful
Too often in my life, I realise
that I am Rachel. I pray for a
breakthrough and when God
starts to work it out, I ask “What’s
next?” or “Where is the rest of the
blessing?” All too often I forget to
be grateful for what God has
already done in my life.
Too often I forget to be thankful
when I see even small parts of my
desire coming to pass. I remember
the story of Elijah and his servant
when there was drought in the
land and Elijah prayed for rain in
1 Kings chapter 18. When the
servant saw a cloud, as small as a
man’s hand, he reported this to
Elijah, and without waiting Elijah
sent news to Ahab that rain was
coming. He didn’t see the rain, but
he believed it would rain based on
a small glimpse of his prayer
being answered.
Have you ever seen only a
fraction of your miracle? Do you
rejoice just then, or do you ask
God, ‘Where are the rest of the
storm clouds?’
Paul said in Philippians 4:12:
“I know what it is to be in
need, and I know what it is to
have plenty. I have learned the
secret of being content in any
and every situation, whether
44
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Fear Not

well fed or hungry, whether
living in plenty or in want.”
[NIV]

The secret to life and happiness,
is learning to be content in every
situation.
If
we
have
an
abundance, or we have a little, we
need to learn to be satisfied. Once
we recognise that God is our
source and the material things
cannot and will never be our
source of joy, then contentment
comes easier.
This is why I don’t want to be a
Rachel. I want to be grateful at
every stage of my life. I want to
always
have
a
heart
of
thanksgiving,
whether
God
answers my prayers or not, I want
to rejoice in Him, nonetheless. My
aim is to live out the verse that
says:
“In everything, give thanks.”
1 Thessalonians 5:18 [NIV]
[END]

--------------------------Biography:
Ashea West is a third-year medical
student
from
Manchester,
Jamaica
studying in the USA. She is passionate
about sharing the gospel, using whatever
opportunities she is given, and believes in
blooming wherever she is transplanted.
--------------------------Note:
1. Family Education

--------------------------Bibliography:

by Michael
Hannett
SPAG Magazine Journalist

Fear without God in your life
can be crippling. What I mean is,
when we try to face our fears
without God, we can be overwhelmed by them. They can tear
us down and become a dominate
force in our lives. If we deny God
or refuse to let Him help us, then
the strongest force in our lives will
likely be that fear.
As a consequence, every action,
or even our inaction, may be
directed and influenced by that
fear. We may not be able to live
our lives without struggling,
because we may feel too afraid to
do anything at all. We may even
convince ourselves our actions
will lead to bad things, and we
won’t grow; we’ll stagnate and
never make anything of our life.
We have to remember, that
God is in control. He is stronger
than our greatest fear or our
deepest worry. He is more powerful than the darkest parts of this
world.
He loves you, and is always
there for you. He will help you
through your fear. He’ll sustain

West, Ashea, undated, Christian Today
Australia: Don’t be a Rachel, available:
https://www.christiantoday.com.au/news/dontbe-a-rachel.html, accessed 24/10/20
[NKJV] New King James Version, Scripture
taken from the New King James Version®.
Copyright © 1982 by Thomas Nelson. Used by
permission. All rights reserved.

Trusting in God doesn’t mean
that instantly things will be ‘fixed’
or that our fears will simply
evaporate. Struggles, pain and
challenges are common in the lives
of Christians, and while we may
not always understand why we go
through difficulties, we sometimes
just have to try and trust God,
clinging to His promise that He is
there with us.
God is our rock and our
strength. He is our greatest ally
and closest friend. There is
nothing we cannot face with Him
at our side. That doesn’t mean the
struggle will be easy, or that our
lives will always be good, instead
we must try and focus on God,
one day at a time, praying and
working towards allowing Him to
grow us in strength, wisdom and
courage.
Fear not, and trust in Him
always.
"The Lord is my rock, my
fortress and my deliverer; my God
is my rock, in whom I take refuge,
my shield and the horn of my
salvation, my stronghold."
Psalm 18:2 [NIV]
"So do not fear, for I am with
you; do not be dismayed, for I am
your God. I will strengthen you
and help you; I will uphold you
with my righteous right hand."
Isaiah 41:10 [NIV]
--------------Bibliography:
[NIV] New International Version, Holy
Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by
Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission. All
rights reserved worldwide.

[NIV] New International Version, Holy Bible,
New International Version®, NIV® Copyright
©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica, Inc.® Used
by permission. All rights reserved worldwide.
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you and strengthen you, and give
you hope for your life.
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Revolution: Jesus Loves Every Jihadist
by Ron Ross
Press Service International

Love your enemies! Has there
ever been a more difficult edict?
Every day we are confronted by
bloodshed and violence inflicted
by very unloving types. Graphic
television
news
portrays
distressing
visions
depicting
innocent victims mutilated by
Islamic State or other brutal
jihadists.
How can we love enemies who
demonstrate
such
ruthless
character?
First we must accept Jesus came
as a revolutionary. He came to
confront the spiralling disaster of a
fallen world.
The Romans actually crucified
Jesus as a traitor. He was charged
with the crime of sedition. A sign
saying 'King of the Jews' was
nailed on his cross, to indicate his
crime. He was seen to be a threat
to the ruling Roman power of the
day.
He
was
a
Jewish
revolutionary, as far as they were
concerned.
From the cross Jesus said:
”Father, forgive them, for
they know not what they do.”
Luke 23:34 [ESV]
Love verbalised in the most
brutal circumstances.
Violence was not uncommon to
Jesus or his followers. In fact
Matthew, the gospel writer quotes
Jesus saying to them:
“But I say to you, love your
enemies and pray for those
who persecute you…”
Matthew 5:44 [ESV]
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No
hiding
conflict
persecution there.

and

Before we think about modern
terrorism and the brutality of
jihadist groups, let us confirm
Jesus knew what he was saying.
He warned the disciples:
“Behold, I am sending you
out as sheep in the midst of
wolves, so be wise as serpents
and innocent as doves.”
Matthew 10:16 [ESV]
The Apostle John was the only
disciple who did not die violently.
Peter was martyred in Rome
where he was crucified upside
down, so that his death would not
be seen as the equal of Jesus.
James died by the sword. His
unnamed accuser was so moved
by his courage he embraced the
Christian faith and asked to die
with the disciple. The Romans
obliged and both were beheaded.
Jesus also chose to die violently.
The revolution in His teaching
is found in three words: "God is
love." He is not about love. He
does not have to choose love. He is
love. If we know Him and have
united with Him we are bathed in
love. It's amazing.
Jihadists
So how do we deal with
jihadists? People are slaughtered
week after week and we are
deeply moved by so many bloody
events.
Molenbeek is a neighbourhood
in Brussels and it is described as
the incubator for the recent Paris
and Brussels terror attacks. It is
home to a critical community
battling poverty and unemployed
youth. Out of this unhealthy
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~
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environment
jihadi
foreign
fighters emerge and many are
active in Syria and Iraq. Belgium
has the highest EU ratio of young
men who have links with ISIS in
Syria.
The hurt and pain is still
evident in Molenbeek. There is a
gathering of Muslim mothers
today who are getting support
from a group called 'Les Parents
Concernes' (The Affected Parents.)
They are meeting with mothers
who are grieving. These hurting
women have watched their kin
become radicalised and join ISIS.
"Our children are buying
one way tickets to their graves,"
one mother said.
These mothers are trying to
make a difference but they feel
isolated and cope in the face of
little or no support.
CAM
Christian Aid Mission (CAM) is
on the frontline. They report
Islamic
State
militants
are
disguising themselves as refugees
at UN refugee camps in Jordan.
"The camps are dangerous
because they have ISIS, Iraqi
militants and Syrian militias. It's a
place for gangs,' the spokesman
said.
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Mission workers enter only
with police protection.
An ISIS fighter came to faith in
Jesus after watching the love of
God
demonstrated
by
the
Christians.
A man in the Middle East told
me he came to faith after being
taught to hate all his life. Love
your enemies was an explosive
shock to him.
The jihadists are made in the
image of God. He grieves for
them. Remember what Jesus told
his disciples?
“But I say to you, love your
enemies and pray for those
who persecute you…”
Matthew 5:44 [ESV]
While
we
want
them
restrained, contained and even
detained, above all we pray for
their salvation. We pray for
outreaches like Christian Aid
Mission and all the others
courageously
impacting
the
danger zones today.
Turning to Christ
Many Muslims are very
distressed. Every day thousands
are leaving Islam. According to a
report by faithfreedom.org in
Africa alone, 16,000 Muslims leave
Islam every day1.
This same report quoted an

interview with an Islamic cleric
Ahmad al Qataari on the internet
site Aljazeera.net. He said:
“In every hour, 667 Muslims
convert to Christianity. Every
day, 16,000 Muslims convert to
Christianity. Every year, 6
million Muslims convert to
Christianity.1”
God is love - visit the Christian
Aid Mission website:
https://www.christianaid.org.
Pray for Christians ministering on
the frontlines. Above all else, pray.
[END]

-------------------Biography:
Ron Ross was a Middle East
consultant
for
United
Christian
Broadcasters (Vision FM), and was a
reporter for Christian media based in
Jerusalem.
Ron Ross’ previous articles may be
viewed at www.pressserviceinternational.
org/ron-ross.html
----------------------Note:
1. Islam in Fast Demise
faithfreedom.org [link]
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Revolution: Jesus loves every jihadist, available:
http://christiantoday.com.au/news/revolutionjesus-loves-every-jihadist1.html,
accessed
29/06/20
[ESV] English Standard Version, The Holy
Bible, English Standard Version. ESV® Text
Edition: 2016. Copyright © 2001 by Crossway
Bibles, a publishing ministry of Good News
Publishers.

Words of Wisdom
“I can think of no other
edifice constructed by man
as altruistic as a lighthouse.
They were built only to
serve.”
George Bernard Shaw

Save up to
$2,000 in a
year!
We all know how
crazy Christmas and new year can
get … and how exhausting!
When you feel your energy
dropping, it’s so tempting to pull into
a fast food restaurant, or a corner
store isn’t it? Instead, keep some
snacks in the car or in your bag,
something that will boost your
energy, perhaps something low carb
which won’t cause a spike in your
blood sugar levels, and it’ll keep you
satiated for longer
Keep some cold water with you as
well. Freeze a couple of bottles of
water overnight and when you need
a drink, it should be thawed enough
for you to drink. It’s better than
guzzling down sugary or diet drinks.
If you have kids, imagine how
much less stress there’ll be if you can
just toss them a small container of
nuts, fruit pieces and water etc. and
imagine how much money that will
save you. If you have 2 kids, your
partner and you, imagine saving just
$2 a day per person (likely even more
than that), you’re saving $40 in just 5
days of the school and working week.
In a month, you’ll have saved almost
$180. In a year, if you put those
savings aside, you’ll have over
$2,000!
Even if you’re single, $2 a day for
5 days is $10 per week, $42 a month,
and $500 a year.
Set yourself a goal and it will
make saving regularly so much easier
when you know there’ll be something
positive at the end of it! [END]
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by Vicki Nunn

Insults for
Christmas

SPAG Editor
As we head into Christmas,
that fun time of year when many
of us are required to spend time
with those endearingly annoying
family members, so I thought you
might like some insults which you
can casually drop
into your
conversation with any gobemouch you meet on the day.
Whenever you share one of
these words, smile sweetly like it
was a compliment - somewhat
similar to the fake smile you gave
that same person earlier when you
opened the gift they you for a
year’s subscription to “Fence,” the
official publication of the National
Fence Association. I suppose it
could have been worse, they
might have
given
you a
subscription
to
“Lighthouse
Digest,” or “Pig” the authorised
magazine for pig-shooters.







You might like to practice some
of these tongue-twisting insults
before the big day, then toss them
around at everyone you meet. At
the very least you know you’ll
finally enjoy Christmas:
 Gobermouch:
a meddlesome person who
wants to know everyone’s
business, i.e. a busybody.
 Stampcrab:
a clumsy oaf who is heavy of
foot.
 Scobblelotcher:
there’s always at least one of
these at a family gathering they’re the ones who turn up
late just as Christmas lunch is
being served and tend to
disappear the instant the
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washing-up or any other work
needs to be done.
Zounderkite:
a handy, alternate word for an
idiot.
Whiffle-whaffle:
that irritating relative who
loves to waste time.
Gnashnab:
we all know at least one
gnashnab in the family - they’re
the complainers who nitpick
and grumble about everything,
and are generally a delight to
be around. They’re often also
the scobblelotcher’s who love to
criticize those who do the
actual work while not actually
doing any of the work
themselves.
Fopdoodle:
someone of little importance,
who are often gnashnabs as
well.
Snoutband:
someone who likes to interrupt
a conversation, particularly
when they want to correct
someone or to contradict them,
and if asked, they would claim
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

to know the meaning of the
word ‘snoutband,’ and likely
everything else for that matter.
 Zooterkins:
while this is not an insult, it
comes in handy when spending
time with obnoxious people as
it is an expression of surprise or
annoyance, and if anything will
provide you with the perfect
opportunity to really annoy
that really annoying person if
you say it often enough. It may
also come in handy if you come
across the final person in this
list:
 Klazomaniac:
a person who doesn’t know
how to turn their volume
switch down and who tends to
speak TWENTY DECIBELS
LOUDER THAN ANYONE
ELSE! [END]
---------------------Bibliography:
No name, undated, Dictionary.com: 12
Insults We Should Bring Back, available:
http://www.dictionary.com/slideshows/12insults-we-should-bringback?param=TcomSERP#You-Called-Me-What,
accessed 04/04/17
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Are You Tearing Patches
From Your Life Before
Illness?
by Lisa Copen
“He told them this parable:
‘No one tears a piece out of a
new garment to patch an old
one. Otherwise, they will have
torn the new garment, and the
patch from the new will not
match the old.'” Luke 5:36 [NIV]
I have hit the nineteen-year
mark for living with rheumatoid
arthritis. In some ways I can
hardly believe that I have lived
with daily, life-changing chronic
pain for nearly two decades. On
the other hand, I remember my
days before pain as my childhood,
and my days with pain as my
adulthood.
So if I can barely remember
doing tasks such as picking up the
house or doing laundry without
pain, why is it so easy to slip into
moments of frustration? Of. . .. “If
only my hand would work! if only
every step wasn’t so painful!”
One would think since I have
always done such tasks through
pain, it would at least seem

normal. But as the pain and
deformities increase, so can my
level of frustration if I allow it.
In Luke 5:36 the religious
leaders of the time are asking
Jesus why those who follow Him
are not fasting like those who
follow others, such as John the
Baptist. He explains that although
the time will come, for now, it
would be like tearing out a piece
of a new garment to mend an old
one.

Prayer:
Lord, I need assistance in
accepting this disease/illness and
all of the little ways You try to
help use it each day to make me a
more patient, understanding, and
compassionate person. Rather
than seeing it as a gift I didn’t ask
for and don’t want, help me see
You purpose in it all.

It is easy to lump our life into
the categories of “before illness”
and “after illness” but it can be
harder to wrap our brain around
the idea that “after illness” is our
new life. It is the fresh, most
recent, God-ordained, Fatherfiltered life we have been given for
this very moment in time.

Lisa Copen began RestMinistries.com
in 1996, a non-profit, Christian organisation for those who live with chronic
illness, and sent out daily devotionals
which provided encouragement to people
around the world. You can find the
archive of Lisa’s articles on this link:
restministries.com/blog/tag/lisa-copen/

When I read this scripture in
Luke, I was reminded how easy it
is for me to try to cut up this new
life I live with illness and use the
pieces to patch up my old life,
before illness. When I think how
this visually looks, it seems absurd
that anyone would take a new coat
and chop it up to mend the old
coat. Even when we don’t
particularly like the color or fit of
the new coat, it only makes sense
to wear it and learn to change our
feelings about it, rather than patch
up that old one with pieces of new
cloth - destroying a precious gift
we have been given of a new coat.
Are you trying to learn to feel
comfortable in your new coat? Or
are you shredding your new one
to attempt to patch your old one?
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- Lisa [END]
----------------------------Biography:

Since then Lisa has written a number
of books on living with chronic illness, the
last one was “Refresh Me, Lord,” a book
of prayers on topics related to the
everyday struggles of having a chronic
illness, while praying the scriptures.
Lisa has lived with rheumatoid
arthritis for over 20 years and resides in
San Diego, CA, USA with her husband
and son.
You can join Lisa on her new website
where she has some wonderful and
inspirational Christian jewellery and items
for sale. The link to Lisa’s Gutsy Goodness
store is here: www.gutsygoodness.com
-------------------Bibliography:
Copen, Lisa, 5 March 2012, Rest Ministries:
Are You Tearing Patches From Your Life Before
Illness?, available: http://restministries.com/
blog/2012/03/01/devotion-are-you-tearingpatches-from-your-life-before-illness/, accessed
21/09/19
[NIV] New International Version, Holy
Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica,
Inc.® Used by permission. All rights reserved
worldwide.
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COVID Has Not Slowed Transgender Movement
Closing its Iron Grip on America
These are not one-offs run amok. A disturbing trend is rising fast.

by Jonathon van
Maren
LifeSiteNews
August 2020 was a busy news
month for the transgender movement, as court victories and
cancelations
of
opponents
continue to illustrate the power of
this ongoing culture revolution.
Here are a few examples just from
August that should concern us.
The impact of Supreme Court
Justice Neil Gorsuch’s Bostock
decision is already being made
manifest as a federal judge
blocked the Trump administration’s rule protecting freedom
of conscience for physicians one
day before it was to go into effect.
The rule would have protected
doctors from having to participate
in procedures or surgeries they are
morally opposed to, such as
abortion and transgender surgery.
U.S. District Court Judge Frederic
Block claimed that the rule
violated Gorsuch’s trans rights
ruling in June. We’re going to see
many more rulings referencing
Bostock in the next few years, all
thanks
to
Antonin
Scalia’s
replacement.
A federal judge has ruled that
the state of Idaho “cannot ban
transgender
athletes
from
women’s sports teams,” which
spells the beginning of the end for
female sports. By “transgender
athletes,” the media means “males
identifying as females” — and
these guys have been cleaning
house at female track meets and
50

other sporting events, rendering
years of work and training by the
girls moot in moments. The men
may not be able to pass as girls,
but they are certainly passing the
girls.
The Tobias Literary Agency
summarily
dismissed
author
Sasha White after it was made
aware that she had sent out tweets
questioning the current trans
orthodoxy. “We do not have any
room for anti-trans sentiments at
TLA. Period,” the firm tweeted.
“Thus, we have parted ways with
Sasha. In honor of the Trans
community we have made a
donation to ‘For the Gworls’ to
provide rent or Gender-Affirming
surgery for Black trans people.” In
a single statement, we have both
penance
and
the
requisite
indulgence.
The
typical
response
to
examples of this kind is to say
these are one-off cancelations run
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

amok, and they do not indicate
that our society is moving in a
more totalitarian direction. After
all, the super-rich like J.K. Rowling
can survive the Twitter mobs
(although most are not wealthy or
famous enough). When Jordan
Peterson warned that progressives
were using speech codes to
narrow and redefine language and
thus ensure that they secured both
the terms and the debate, he was
mocked as a reactionary who
simply wanted to be rude to trans
people.
But as Abigail Shrier points out
in her recent book Irreversible
Damage: The Transgender Craze
Seducing Our Daughters, an entire
generation is getting re-educated
at warp speed from kindergarten
on. It won’t be long before our
culture has entirely accepted the
idea that sex and gender have no
relation to one another and that
those who have not been
50
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Prayer Corner
Light of light, Lord of Lords,
God of this world and the next,
I give you thanks for the promise
of this day,
I give you thanks for the challenge
of this day,
I give you thanks for the blessings
of this day.
Light of light, Lord of Lords,
God of this world and the next,
I give you thanks
---------------------------

indoctrinated are hateful transphobes.
In Scotland, which is ahead of
the curve on trans wokeness,
worrying poll numbers indicate
where we could be headed.
A Comres poll that month by
Scotland for ‘Free to Disagree,’
asked respondents if it should be a
criminal offense to say someone
born male cannot become a
woman. Only 10% of those
between 55 and 64 agreed, with
11% of those over 65 agreeing. But
then the numbers begin to rise:
16% of those 45 to 54 agree, 28% of
those ages 25 to 34 - and a
staggering 40% of those 16 to 24.
Consider that for just a moment:
40% of those between the ages of
16 and 24 believe it should be a
criminal offense, punishable by
the state, to disagree with the
transgender ideology.
And all of this has happened in
five years. What will the next five
bring? [END]
------------------

about rioters’ new habit of burning Bibles. The
two go on to discuss the riots, cultural
Marxism, and how America is “on the brink
now of losing everything.” You can subscribe
here and listen to the episode on this link.

by John Birch
Faith and
Worship

-----------------Biography:
Hi, my name is John and I love coffee.
As I write this I’m sitting in a local
roastery sipping a “mudslide” espresso
with cream and two and a half sugars.
There are few things in life that I feel merit
precise orchestration with no room for
error, coffee is one of them. My life
belongs to Jesus. I am his son and He is
my King. His work in my life is reason
enough for my faith to be made complete.
He lived to die for me so that I may be
credited righteous thus I will live for Him.
I believe one area that has been greatly
ignored by Christians is culture and
politics. We must be active in representing
our faith in these communities, but not in
a relativistic or compromising way. Full
bio link here.
--------------------Bibliography:
Van Maren, Jonathon, 24 August 2020,
LifeSiteNews: COVID Has Not Slowed
Transgender Movement Closing its Iron Grip
on America, available: https://www.lifesitenews
.com/blogs/covid-has-not-slowed-transgendermovement-closing-its-iron-grip-on-america,
accessed 25/10/20.
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~ Miss Terry Woman ~
www.missterrywoman.com

From classic to quirky, you can find a
huge variety of products with graphic
designs

created

by

Australian

Christian artist Vicki Nunn:
 Clothing;
 Kitchenware;
 Phone covers;
 Clocks;
 Canvases;
 Stationery;
 and so much more!
There'll be something to please you at
'Miss Terry Woman.'
Links to the different shops:
www.missterrywoman.com

“

Jonathon’s new podcast, The Van Maren
Show, is dedicated to telling the stories of the
pro-life and pro-family movement. In his latest
episode, Jonathon interviews Eric Metaxas, a
conservative author, speaker, and radio host,
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Lord, be in the decisions I must
make today, open my ears to your
guidance and steer my footsteps
from temptation.
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Celebrating the Virgin Birth of Our Saviour Jesus
Christ - Emmanuel ‘God with us!’
by Ross Clifford
Press Service International

I love Christmas! However, it is
essential we focus on its true
meaning and purpose rather than
being swept away by the
commercialism of our day. Let not
the gifts that we all enjoy remove
our thoughts from the greatest gift
of all.
So every year I seek to share the
fact that at Christmas we are
celebrating the virgin birth of our
Lord and Saviour.
In my first student year at Bible

College, some 40 years ago, I was
sent to a local church as a student
observer. It was to be part of my
practical learning experience for
Christian ministry. I was having
dinner one day with the most
prominent lay leader in the
church. He said to me, “When do
you think Jesus became God?”
I thought he might be trying to
trick me. I immediately said, “I
believe Jesus didn’t become God,
Jesus has always been God.”
“Oh yes”, he replied, “I know
all that - but when do you believe

he really became God? I think he
became divine at his baptism.”
I was mortified. This leader of
the church didn’t understand the
Christian message. Jesus wasn’t a
good man who became special in
God’s eyes. Every other religion
has such a guru. Christianity
proclaims that in Jesus, God was
with us.
That is why the Virgin Birth is
so important. This was no
ordinary conception as Mary “was
found to be with child through the
Holy Spirit”. It’s God’s irrefutable
sign. As Matthew records: “All
this took place to fulfil what the
Lord had said through the
prophet: The virgin will be with
child and will give birth to a son
and they will call him Immanuel –
which means, ‘God with us’.”
It is True
There are a number of
explanations people proffer for not
believing in the Virgin Birth. All of
them can be answered. The first is
that there is not sufficient Biblical
evidence for the doctrine. This is
simply not true. Both Matthew
and Luke record the Virgin Birth
in their opening chapter. Both are
in agreement that the Holy Spirit
will be the responsible agent for
the conception, that the child will
be God’s gift, and that angels
bring the good news.
They go on to bring their own
perspectives – Matthew tells us of
the Magi and Herod’s evil plan,
whilst Luke reports on the
shepherds. As a former lawyer
this is what one would expect of
reliable reporting: agreement in
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the essential facts, whilst still
bringing one’s own emphasis on
other issues. Here we have the
ring of truth! Also John chapter
one, whilst not mentioning the
Virgin Birth certainly supports this
emphasis in declaring Christ to be
the eternal Word.
The same is true for the rest of
the New Testament. And don’t
forget
the
Old
Testament
prophecy. Isaiah 7:14 proclaims
the same truth.

is to turn Christmas into just
another holy, remembrance day,
to hold to this ideal alone.
Truth
is
to
bring
this
extraordinary message of hope –
Jesus is Immanuel. This means the
model life of Jesus we follow is the
perfect life of God with us. This
means the one who died on the
cross for our sins could truly bear
the sins of the world as it was
God’s son who was crucified.

A second issue is offered by
religious sceptics and Christian
liberals. That is the Virgin Birth
requires a belief in the supernatural and such thoughts are
unsophisticated and inappropriate
in today’s world. This is really
fundamentalism at its worst! They
refuse to look at the Biblical
evidence and allow their narrow
world view to override the facts.

This means the one who rose
again and reigns on high acting as
our advocate and hearing our
prayers is no high ranked angel,
but actually the Lord God himself.
This is why we should be
confident as we journey through
the trials and joys of life – it is the
risen Christ, the second person of
the Trinity who walks with us.
The truth is the essential good
news of Christmas.

Most Australians believe in a
supernatural God. The Bible
proclaims a supernatural God.
These people are simply allowing
their own personal biases to rule.

May you all have a very special
and blessed Christmas, and let’s
ensure we don’t lose the heart of
its message in all the trappings:
Emmanuel – God is with us!

We Will Stand Together
My plea this Christmas is that
all of us, and all of our churches
proclaim unapologetically that
2000 years ago the Lord Jesus was
born of a virgin. To lose this truth
53

-----------------Biography
Rev Dr Ross Clifford AM is the
Principal of Morling College (NSW
Baptist) and author of numerous books
many of which focus on Christian
Apologetics. He is a Vice President of the
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Baptist World Alliance, President of the
Asian Baptist Association, an acclaimed
international preacher and speaker, a
columnist in many Christian publications,
winner of many national and international
awards and for many years the Sunday
evening Sydney Radio 2CH host. Ross is
married to Bev, father and grandfather.
------------------------Bibliography:
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Celebrating the Virgin Birth of our Saviour
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available: https://christiantoday.com.au/news/
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accessed 28/06/20

Words of Wisdom
"Father, what can I say in
this hour but to cry out as
your disciples cried out,
'Teach me to pray.' Teach me
my need. Tear away the veil
from my eyes that makes me
think I have any adequacy in
myself. . . . Give me rather, a
conscious sense of dependence, an awareness that
nothing I do will be of any
value apart from dependence
on you. In Jesus' name.
Amen."
Ray Stedman
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God’s Webspinners
Give Chemists
Free Lessons
by Jonathan
Sarfati
While Kevlar® is the ‘gold
medallist’1 of man-made fibres
because of its bullet-stopping
abilities, it’s overshadowed in
many ways by the humble
spiderweb. “Spider silk is stronger
and more elastic than Kevlar®,
and Kevlar® is the strongest manmade fibre,” according to Danish
spider expert Fritz Vollrath.2
Dragline silk, the main support for
its web, is a hundred times
stronger than steel - a cable of this
silk a little thicker than a garden
hose could support the weight of
two full Boeing 737 aircraft.3 It can
also stretch to 40% of its length1
while the flagelliform silk in web
spirals can stretch to over 200%.3
The manufacture of Kevlar®
requires
harsh
conditions,
including the boiling of sulfuric
acid and the leaving behind of
dangerous chemicals that are
expensive to dispose of.1 But
spiders need only ordinary
temperatures, and they use a
much milder acid bath, which is
produced by special ducts.2
Spiders can make silk at
different speeds - up to 10 times
faster when dropping to escape a
predator - unlike most industrial
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chemical processes that would
make ‘gunk’ if the speed was
varied by that much. Spider silk is
even environmentally friendly spiders eat their own webs when
they no longer need them.2

silk proteins, called spidroin,
through tiny holes, but the fibres
are less than half as strong as
those produced by the spider. It
seems that the spider produces the
high complexity required by
making the spidroin go through a
liquid crystal phase where rodshaped molecules align parallel
(Kevlar® manufacture also uses a
liquid crystal phase).

Spider silk owes its amazing
strength and elasticity to its
‘complexity that makes synthetic
fibres seem crude.’1 Man-made
fibres are usually just simple
strands of material, but a silk fibre
Christopher Viney of Heriot–
has a core surrounded by con- Watt University in Edinburgh
centric
layers
of
believes that this
nanofibrils
(tiny
enables them to flow
“Some layers
threads). Some layers
more easily, thus
contain
contain
nanofibrils
saving energy.1 The
aligned parallel to the
liquid
state
also
nanofibrils
axis, while other layers
aligns the protein
aligned parallel molecules so they can
contain
nanofibrils
coiling like a spiral
form the nanocrystals
to the axis.”
staircase. The coiled
and coiled nanoones allow the silk to
fibrils. This seems to
be stretched, because they simply occur in the spider’s long s-duct,
straighten up rather than break.
where water is both squeezed and
The nanofibrils themselves are pumped out. This brings hydrovery complicated, containing tiny phobic (water-repelling) parts of
protein crystals in an amorphous the proteins to the outside and
(shapeless) matrix of tangled forms the nanocrystals and
protein chains. These nanocrystals enables the fibres to form.
contain electrical charges that stop
the chains from slipping, so
providing strength, while the
amorphous material is rubbery
and allows the fibre to stretch.
Some researchers have tried to
make silk by forcing a solution of
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Spiders normally now use
their webs for trapping insects
and other prey. But some baby
spiders catch pollen for food,4
providing a possible clue to a
pre-Fall function for the
spiderweb.5
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[Addendum: An informative review
article, Fritz Vollrath and David Knight,
Liquid crystalline spinning of spider silk,
Nature 410(6828):541–548, 29 March 2001,
covers a number of important issues in
detail, e.g., the high strength, stress v
strain analysis, the composition of
spidroins including some non-essential
amino acids, liquid crystal spinning, the
particular type of liquid crystal called the
nematic phase where the rod-like
molecules are aligned parallel to each
other (the phase used in image display
devices), the conventional external
drawdown used in industrial spinning as
well as the advanced internal spinning
technology so far not duplicated in manmade processes, how we can learn much
from the spider’s design, the hyperbolic
geometry of the s-duct so that the material
elongates at a constant rate, preventing
disclinations
(a
weakening
defect
analogous to dislocations in solid
crystals), the structural complexity of silk even greater than previously thought.
Alas, there is the usual homage to
evolution as the designer without the
slightest evidence. But Kevlar® expert Dr
Patrick Young concurs with this Creation
magazine article that spider silk is
evidence of a Designer - see Interview on
webpage:
http://creation.com/bulletproofing-belief]
----------------------------References and notes
1. Fox, D., The Spinners, New Scientist
162(2183):38–41, April 1999. See p. 1
for the quote on which our title here is
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2. How spiders make their silk, Discover
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3. Stokstad, E., Spider genes reveal
flexible design, Science 287(5457):1378,
February 2000 | PMID: 10722376.
4. Nature Australia
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5. Pollen-eating spiders, Creation 22(3):5,
2000.
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The Cost
of Faith
Sop* lived in a small mountain
village in Laos.
Growing up, he knew no other
belief but Buddhism, which
watchful authorities would ensure
was followed at all times. It wasn’t
until he was well into adulthood
that Sop discovered Jesus through
a Christian radio station.
“I wanted to convert,” Sop said.
“Then I met a man who invited
me to his house and gave me a
book: the Bible. I read it and
understood it. Then I accepted
Jesus into my life. I then began to
lead a small group, and we started
to gather and worship God.”
Soon, Sop’s small group was
discovered and his cousin, the
village chief, confronted him.
“He got so angry at me and
punched me many times on my
head until I fell on the ground,”
Sop remembered.
After the brutal beating, Sop’s
cousin gave him an ultimatum:
abandon his faith or be cast out.
Sop chose to leave his home
village right away, but not before
his community beat him once
more and set his home alight.
Opposition Again
In his new village, it wasn’t
long before Sop’s Christian faith
was discovered again.
“The village
chief kept on
telling me, ‘You are stupid!’ He
was very mad. He said, ‘We don’t
want you to convert people and
tell people about your religion.
Your religion is from the
foreigners!’”
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But Sop refused to stop sharing
the gospel and even began hosting
worship gatherings.
“I am always reminded that if
people try to kill me for my faith,
the Bible says not to be afraid.
They can kill my body but not my
soul. If they want to kill me, I have
no problem with it for I know
where I’m going after.”
Hope That Cannot Be Shaken
Sop’s journey has been full of
suffering, isolation and violence.
Following Jesus has nearly cost
him everything. But, because of
faithful supporters like you, he
and his family have been
equipped to face this persecution
with courageous faith.
“There are times when I feel
like the world is against me,” Sop
shared. “But God sent people. He
used Open Doors.”
Sop recently joined a church
leaders gathering with other
persecuted Christians and is
learning how to empower the
Laotian church to face the future.
His wife has also received
literacy training and now teaches
believers in their new village.
Even during the pandemic,
Sop’s family have continued to
house believers who have been
ostracised. And although Covid-19
is making everyday life increasingly difficult, Sop remains
hopeful that God will provide, just
as He did before. [END]
----------------Bibliography:
Watt, Emily, 30 September 2020, Open
Doors: The Cost of Faith, available:
https://www.opendoors.org.au/persecutedchristians/blog/the-cost-of-faith/,
accessed
02/11/20
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Australia

Paul’s Change of Heart?
by Abel Lissner
July 34AD
The last few months have
seen a possible change within
the ranks of the Jesus followers.
As I mentioned in my
previous article, our religious
leaders have been actively
seeking to persecute this group,
despite the incredible work
they’ve been doing with the
poor, the sick and the outcasts,
sharing the little they have, and
providing compassionate care
and aid.
Their work with those in
need has led to a swelling of the
numbers of Jesus followers
which has only incensed the
religious hierarchy further.
You’re likely aware that Paul
has been zealous in his work on
their behalf, tracking down
some of the followers who have
scattered around the countryside, arranging for them to be
whipped and even jailed. Paul
was also likely the instigator
behind the stoning of Stephen.
Everyone is talking about
what’s happening but few have
the courage to stand up to the
Pharisees and Sadducees who
are saying that the followers are
spouting heresy, but for a
group of heretics who most
would think would be unprincipled, dangerous or even
outright mentally unstable, the
followers are simply not like
that at all, no matter how much
the leaders are trying to
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persuade us otherwise.
I’ve now heard from a
reliable source within the
Jerusalem temple that both the
Pharisees and Sadducees have
conducted urgent meetings in
relation to Paul. Word has it
that he has had a change of
heart.

Since its founding in 2002, Christian
Today Australia has become the
leading non-denominational Christian
news website in the country. Christian
Today Australia gains affiliation to the
Christian Today network based in the
UK, and is part of the CMCI Group, the
world's
largest
Christian
news
company.
Christian Today Australia's vision
stems from the calling to establish the
kingdom of God on earth through
media by serving as a platform from
which Truth is presented according to
Matthew 5:37, "Simply let your 'Yes' be
'Yes,' and your 'No, 'No.'"

This once zealous persecutor
of the Jesus followers has now
turned his back on our leaders.
The rumour claims that he’s
been seen actively pursuing the
Jesus followers, not in an
attempt to persecute them, but
in an endeavour to join them.

The publication aims to bring unity
among Christians across all denominations and restore God as the centre
of the nation.

This has caused alarm and
consternation with our leaders
as well as within the groups of
Jesus followers.

Single? Christian?

At this time, I’m not sure
which rumour to believe. The
Pharisees and Sadducees are
claiming that it’s all a ruse so
that Paul can inveigle his way
into the followers to catch
larger numbers of them at the
one time.
While the majority of the
followers also agree that it’s
simply a ploy to capture them,
I’ve also heard from two
reliable sources that Paul is
indeed genuine in his desire to
become a Jesus follower.
When I hear further details
on this development, I’ll share
more in a later issue. [END]
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Web: www.christiantoday.com.au
Contact us at:
www.christiantoday.com.au/contactus
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Looking for fun,
friendship and
fellowship?
Club Solo is delighted to invite
you to an outing or camp. Operating
for more than 37 years, Club Solo is an
inter-denominational ministry which
serves Christian singles.
There are Club Solo groups in
Melbourne,
Adelaide,
Geelong,
Sydney and Brisbane.
Find out more about Club Solo
groups in your area. Information is
available on our website. Perhaps you
might like to start a group in your
town and need a little help - contact
the Director, Rev Steve Mitchell, who
has a real pastor’s heart for singles:

Phone: (03) 9407 1240
Email: clubsolo@tpg.com.au
Web:
www.clubsolo.org.au
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What if There is Proof that God
Became a Baby at Christmas?
by Kurt Mahlburg
First appeared in The
Caldron Pool
I love Christmas carols. They
are the soundtrack of the season.
As great as carols are, it’s
possible to make it through the
whole month of December, hear
these tunes, and yet not tune in to
what the carols are really saying.
On closer inspection, Christmas
carols make some audacious
claims. Consider just a few lines
from Hark the Herald Angels
Sing:
“Veiled in flesh, the Godhead
see,
Hail, the incarnate Deity.
Pleased as man, with men to
dwell,
Jesus, our Immanuel.”
What an absurd idea. God
being limited to one place at a

time? God learning how to walk?
God… relieving himself? It’s
almost offensive.
But this is actually the central
claim of Christmas - not merely
that a baby was born in a manger,
but that this baby born in a
manger was God in human flesh.
That’s what we’re celebrating for
the 2020th time this year.
The famous atheist Carl Sagan
once said, “Extraordinary claims
require extraordinary evidence.” I
think Carl Sagan makes a
reasonable point. So let’s consider
some extraordinary evidence that
on that first Christmas, God really
did step down into history.
History Written In Advance
The Bible is a fascinating book,
not least because it made many
predictions or “prophecies” of
events before they happened. This
makes it possible to test whether it

is just a human book or one that
God was involved in writing.
The Old Testament is the first
big section of the Bible, written
hundreds of years before Jesus
came. In its pages are prophecy
after prophecy about a coming
king called the Messiah.
In Old Testament times, the
Jews dreamed of the day the
Messiah would come and rescue
their nation from oppression, sin
and judgment. The Messiah was
no less than the hope of Israel.
Many specific predictions were
made about this Messiah: his
birthplace, how he would be
raised, how people would react to
him, what his mission was - and
many more. So let’s take a quick
look at just some of these
prophecies, to see if they check
out.
I am a bit sceptical by nature.
Maybe you are too. Maybe you
suspect that these “predictions”
were forged after the event to just
make Jesus look like he was the
Messiah.
But actually, history doesn’t let
us draw that conclusion. All the
Scriptures I quote below were
translated
into
Greek
two
centuries before Jesus was born, in
a well - known ancient text called
the Septuagint. In other words,
they appeared in history long
before Jesus did, so they were
definitely predictive.
We will look at these in rapid fire. They throw up a lot of
separate ideas, but bear with me we will tie all of it together at the
end.
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The Identity of the Messiah
The first is from a prophet
called Balaam. He said:
“I see him, but not here and
now. I perceive him, but far in
the distant future. A star will
rise from Jacob; a sceptre will
emerge from Israel.”
Numbers 24:17a [NLT]
A sceptre is a ruler’s staff. So in
other words, this Messiah would
be a ruler, and he would also be an
ethnic Jew.
Next is the prophet Isaiah:
“The people who walk in
darkness will see a great light.
For those who live in a land of
deep darkness, a light will
shine… A child is born to us, a
son is given to us. The
government will rest on his
shoulders. And he will be
called: Wonderful Counsellor,
Mighty
God,
Everlasting
Father, Prince of Peace.”
Isaiah 9:2&7 [NLT]
A second time here we have the
mention of a star or a bright light
associated with the Messiah’s
birth. Also, he will be given lofty
titles like “Mighty God” - and he
will in some way form the
foundation of government.
In another passage, God has
more to say through the prophet
Isaiah:
“You will do more than
restore the people of Israel to
me. I will make you a light to
the Gentiles, and you will bring
my salvation to the ends of the
earth.” Isaiah 49:6 [NLT]
So far the predictions we’ve
looked at focus on the nation of
Israel, but here we see that the
Messiah’s saving work would
extend to Gentile (non-Jewish)
nations all around the world.
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Mary and Joseph seek a room in Bethlehem

This next prediction came to
King David:
“When you die and join
your ancestors, I will raise up
one of your descendants, one of
your sons, and I will make his
kingdom strong… I will be his
father, and he will be my son. I
will never take my favour from
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

him as I took it from the one
who ruled before you. I will
confirm him as king over my
house and my kingdom for all
time, and his throne will be
secure forever.”
1 Chronicles 17:11-13) [NLT]
So the Messiah’s ancestry is
narrowing. Not only will he be an
58
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Israelite, but he would be a
descendant of King David, who
came from the tribe of Judah.
The Messiah’s role is also
narrowing. Not only will he be a
ruler, but he will be a king ruling
over a kingdom - a kingdom that
never ends. The Messiah would
also have a unique relationship to
God: he will be called the “Son of
God”.
Here’s another prophecy from
Isaiah:
“The Lord himself will give
you the sign. Look! The virgin
will conceive a child! She will
give birth to a son and will call
him Immanuel, which means
‘God is with us’.” Isaiah 7:14 15 [NLT]
Here we read that the Messiah
would be born of a virgin. And the
people will regard him as
Immanuel - God with us.
Just a couple more prophecies
to go. The prophet Micah said:
“You, O Bethlehem, are only
a small village among all the
people of Judah. Yet a ruler of
Israel, whose origins are in the
distant past, will come from
you on my behalf.”
Micah 5:2 [NLT]
So it’s clear that the Messiah
was expected to be born in
Bethlehem.
A Most Remarkable Prediction
This last one is the most
remarkable of all. It was spoken by
Jacob, the father of the Jewish
nation:
“The sceptre will not depart
from Judah, nor the ruler’s staff
from his descendants, until the
coming of the one to whom it
belongs, the one whom all
nations will honour.”
Genesis 49:10 [NLT]
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The angels appear to the shepherds

Again we see that the Messiah
would come from the tribe of
Judah and that the nations of the
world would honour him. But
most fascinating is this line about
the sceptre departing.
Long before Jesus, the Romans
had captured Judea and made it a
province of their empire. The Jews
still held the sceptre there - in
other words, they retained their
ruling privileges, but all that
changed in 7AD. Rome appointed
a procurator in Judea, and took
Jewish rule away.
This was devastating to the
Jewish leaders. But they weren’t
just upset because they lost the
right to rule. They were heartbroken because it looked like this
prophecy from Genesis 49:10 had
been broken: the sceptre had
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

departed, but “the one” had failed
to come.
It’s said that in 7AD, the Jewish
leaders went about in sackcloth
and ashes, mourning, “Woe unto
us, for the sceptre has been taken
from Judah, and the Messiah has
not appeared!”
Little did they know that a few
days’ walk north, in the village of
Nazareth, a little boy named Jesus
was running in the dusty streets
with his playmates.
Do You Have Room for Jesus?
To summarise, we have looked
at just a handful of prophecies,
and things are getting really
narrow. According to the Jewish
Scriptures, the Messiah had to:
 be Jewish;
 be from the tribe of Judah;
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The town of Bethlehem

 be from the family of David;

was born. Each of them was
fulfilled down to the finest detail
in his life.

 be born to a virgin;
 be born in Bethlehem;
 have an arrival associated with
a star or a bright light;
 provide a foundation
government;

for

 be known about and worshipped throughout the world;
 be acknowledged as a king, as
God in human form, as the
unique Son of God; and
 be born before 7AD
You could spend a lot of time
trawling through history books
but you won’t find many
candidates that fulfil all of these
predictions, but Jesus does remarkably so!
In fact, we’ve only compiled a
list of ten predictions about the
Messiah. We could look at another
90 - among them that he would be
executed, have his hands and feet
pierced, that his executioners
would gamble for his clothes, that
he’d be buried in a rich man’s
grave. The list goes on and on.
Every one of these prophecies
were written in black and white
hundreds of years before Jesus
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Believing that God stepped into
history that first Christmas isn’t a
blind leap of faith into the dark,
it’s a very sensible step into the
light.
In the days leading up to
Christmas, there is so much to
distract us from what this holiday
is all about. We can enjoy all of the
Christmas tradition, and yet be
just like Bethlehem’s innkeeper
who had no room for Jesus.
Christmas carols are a call for
us to invite Jesus into our homes
and hearts. This Christmas, will
you join shepherds, angels and
wise men to honour the King of
Kings?
Let every heart prepare him
room;
Come, adore on bended knee
Merry Christmas. Glory to God
in the highest, and peace on earth!
[END]

-----------------------Biography:
Out of high school I studied
architecture, lived on a remote island in
Indonesia for two life - changing
years, became a primary school teacher,
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and also spent five years as a Youth and
Young Adults Pastor in the Adelaide
Hills.
I now work with the team at
the Canberra
Declaration and
as
a
freelance
writer,
I
contribute
at
the Spectator
Australia among
other
online publications.
I love speaking the truths of Jesus into
the public square in a way that makes
sense to a secular culture and that gives
other Christians courage to do the same.
Among my other interests are philosophy,
history, surf, the outdoors, and travel.
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Words of Wisdom
“Christmas, my
child, is love in
action. Every time
we love, every
time we give, it’s
Christmas.”
Dale Evans
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“How many are you?” yelled
John.
“Thirteen!”
John’s brief response became
world
headlines:
“Thirteen!
Brilliant!”
Thirteen was a lucky number.
All the boys had survived.

by Andrew
Brandon
John and Rick Find the Wild
Boars
The cavern was darker than
midnight, a blackness thick and
impenetrable. The only sound
they could hear was the rhythmic
lapping of water and the drip,
drip, drip of water seeping from
the cavern’s walls. It was the 2nd
July 2018 and the boys had been
missing for ten days. John
Valanthen and Rick Stanton had
arrived six days earlier, part of an
elite British diving team who had
volunteered to help with the
rescue.
Oxygen was trapped in the
cavern and John and Rick were
able to swim with their heads
above the water, their torchlight
beams cutting narrow tunnels in
the blackness. As they swam they
called to the boys, “Hello! Is
anyone there?” their voices
bouncing off the cavern’s walls
and booming in the blackness.
They had already repeated this
routine many times, but without
success. The mountain was a
warren of flooded caverns and
61

tunnels. This was an impossible
rescue, but they never gave up.
The boys’ bicycles had been
abandoned at the cave’s mouth on
the 23rd June and they had
vanished with their coach into the
underground labyrinth. Outside
the monsoon rains lashed the
mountain and only the pumps of
the international rescue team kept
the cave network from flooding.
At the cave’s mouth, relatives and
friends maintained a ceaseless
prayer vigil; beyond them, in a
bristling cordon of cameras and
journalists, stood the world’s
press. Twelve boys, members of
the Wild Boar football team, plus
their coach, had been swallowed
by the mountain. The flood waters
were rising; time was running out.
A mile underground, the search
was about to reach its dramatic
climax. As John and Rick
continued to call they heard a faint
answering cry. Their hearts lifted,
and they swam towards the sound
with renewed vigour. The boys
were clustered on a ledge above
the rising waters. The divers’
flickering torchlights turned the
Wild Boars into a team of pale
ghosts. The photograph became a
symbol of hope
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

During the next few days, the
boys were joined by a team of
Thai Navy Seals. Above them, the
international team planned their
rescue. Twelve boys plus their
coach had to be escorted through
a maze of submerged tunnels and
caves to safety. The rescue was a
logistical nightmare and required
meticulous planning. First, oxygen
cylinders had to be placed at
intervals on the route of the boys’
escape.
Saman Kunan
Saman Kunan was a Navy Seal,
a tough, resourceful and highly
trained diver. Conditions in the
cave system were hazardous. Silt
contaminated the water turning it
to the colour of coffee; visibility
was limited to the murky yellow
glow of artificial light. In the dark
underground tunnels, Kunan lost
all sense of time. His breathing
was a mantra; his mind was fixed
on the rescue of the boys.
Following the guide rope, he
placed the oxygen cylinders next
to their markers. He was alone in
utter darkness. The tunnel walls
seemed to compress around him.
Delivering the final cylinder, he
turned and began the long swim
to the cave entrance. Time began
its forward march again. He
glanced at the illuminated face of
his watch and cold dread seized
him. He had run out of time. His
oxygen tank was almost empty.
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He held his breath to conserve
air, but the distance to the next
cylinder was too great. He was a
warrior, a Navy Seal; he accepted
his end with equanimity, but his
body fought on. For a few
moments, the black water lit with
his final memories, and then went
dark. Alone, buried in the heart of
a mountain, Saman gave his life to
save the boys.
Billions mourned him.
The rescue of the Wild Boar
football team took place on the
8th, 9th and 10th July. Each boy
was accompanied by a team of
divers and escorted from the
mountain. It was a meticulously
executed operation with no
casualties or fatalities. The boys
and their coach were resilient.
After a brief period in hospital,
they reappeared to a huge blaze of
publicity. The Wild Boar football
team temporarily eclipsed the

giants of world football: Manchester United, Madrid, Milan and
Chelsea.
They were the champions of
the world.
God’s Salvage Operation
The Thang Luang Nang Non
cave rescue is a wonderful
illustration of the meaning and
message of Christmas. Christ was
born to be our Saviour and
Rescuer. We may not be trapped
in a cavern a mile under a
mountain in Thailand, but the
Bible teaches that we urgently
need rescue. So why the need to be
saved?
Jesus came to save us from
ourselves. When we consider the
wars, violence, racism and ethnic
cleansing, greed, injustice and the
unfair distribution of wealth and
resources, it’s remarkable that we
haven’t self-destructed.
There’s a Jekyll and Hyde split

in the human psyche. We’re angels
and demons bound together in
frail human bodies. We can be
loving, selfless, generous, kind
and even sacrificial, or paradoxically brutal, cruel, selfish,
greedy and avaricious. We’re
often at war with ourselves;
aspiring to be better men and
women but dragged down in the
muck and mire by our evil,
shadow self: saint and savage
fighting for mastery in the blood
splattered cage of our lives.
The Bible refers to this
negative, destructive self as ‘sin’.
None of us are exempt:
“for all have sinned and fall
short of the glory of God.”
Romans 3:23 [NIV]
We’re not merely maladjusted
and in need of therapy but
dominated by an evil counter
force that wages total war in all of
us. The reality is chilling: you and
I are messed up people living in a
messed up world. We need a
Saviour; we need rescue; we need
Christmas before we can have a
happy New Year.
Whether we know it or not,
we’ve broadcast our SOS; our
distress flares have lit up the
heavens. God loves you and he’s
responded by sending his Son,
Jesus, to rescue you. The Nativity
is Stage One in the Father’s
fantastic rescue and salvage
operation.
The Subversive Baby
“Hang on, Andrew,” you say,
“but don’t you think you’re
overlooking something? How can
a baby born 2000 years ago in the
Ancient Near East make any
difference to my life? Is this a ruse
to bring out my caring, nurturing
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side: cuddle a baby and tame the
beast?"
Good question, but there’s
something very different and
disturbing about this baby. The
Old
Soviet
Union
banned
Christmas because they regarded
Jesus as a dangerous subversive
and a threat to the security of their
Communist Empire. Similarly, the
Nazis decided to eliminate Jesus
from Christmas. How could they
possibly worship a baby Jew and
celebrate his kingdom of love,
peace and joy when they were the
self-proclaimed storm troopers of
the Third Reich, an Arian
Millennium in which they starred
as 'master-race'? Jews were the
Satan in their twisted narrative: an
enemy intent on poisoning the
pure Arian gene pool. A
whimpering Infant Jew threatened
to silence Hitler’s raving and
ranting and end his Arian
Millennium
with
a
more
egalitarian and righteous vision of
the future: 'peace and on earth;
goodwill to all people'. A helpless
baby lay in the way of the panzer
divisions and the apocalypse of
blitzkrieg.
So much for these genocidal
regimes, but the banning of
Christmas can be a local affair.
Birmingham City Council banned
the name ‘Christmas’ in all its
publications. Their rationale? The
name may offend atheists and
adherents of other Faiths.
Strangely enough, the same
rule didn’t apply to Ramadan and
Diwali. Fortunately, their decision
was overturned by a massive
public outcry. How dare these
councillors veto the traditional
British Christmas. The mind
boggling absurdities of political
correctness buckled under the
63

weight of public pressure; the
name ‘Christmas’ was reinstalled,
and Jesus was reluctantly handed
the keys of the city. Once again,
the Infant Jesus had caused a
ruckus in high places.
The facts are inescapable: JC is
not PC. Keep him on Christmas
cards with Father Christmas,
Rudolf the Red Nose Reindeer,
and a glistening white snowman,
and he’s safe, but let him out and
Jesus causes mayhem. Why? I’ve
pondered this question over and
over again. I think it has
something to do with the
subliminal impact he has on us.
Jesus is not merely the baby in
a manger, but he stands for
something bigger and better: a
world where swords are turned
into ploughs and people are
reconciled to one other. His birth
was a declaration of war on all
that was oppressive and evil in the
world.
When we’re confronted by
Jesus we react in one of four
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ways`: with anger because he
exposes us; with fear because
we're
confronted
with
the
Transcendent; by denial in the
hope he’ll go away and leave us
alone;
or
with
brokenness,
admitting that our lives don’t
match up to his. There doesn’t
seem to be any neutral position
with Jesus. He has a nasty habit of
getting under our skin. If we try to
eliminate him, we eliminate
ourselves and destroy our chance
of rescue. Sadly, some people
prefer life in a dark, damp cavern
to the wide open skies of God’s
kingdom.
A Planned Death
How does Jesus rescue us from
ourselves? Let’s go back to the
Thang Luang Nang Non cave
complex to find a parallel. Thai
Navy Seal, Saman Kunan, gave his
life to place oxygen cylinders on
the route of the boys’ escape.
Without them, they would drown
as he had done, struggling feebly
in the darkness, lungs starved of
oxygen.
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Jesus’ birth in Bethlehem was
Stage One in the heavenly Father’s
rescue operation. His Son, Jesus,
entered the dark cavern of our
world, to save us and be the light
in our darkness. He said, “I am the
light of the world.”
This,
however, was only the first stage
of an operation which climaxed in
his death on a Roman cross.

our world today: the Jesus who
died two thousand years ago on a
Roman Cross, rose again and is
alive today. He not only throws us
the life-line that draws us to the
heavenly Father, but he guides us
through the caverns and tunnels
of life into the glory of his
kingdom. As our living Saviour,
he is our friend forever.

Saman’s death was a tragic
accident; Jesus’s crucifixion was
the climax of a planned rescue
operation. The cross, the sacrifice
of Jesus, was God’s grandest
gesture: the supreme statement of
his love for us. On the cross, Jesus
gave his life to save us. He bore
our ‘bad stuff’ so God the Father
could forgive us and welcome us
with a warm, happy smile and
wide open arms.

The incredible thing about
Jesus is his accessibility. He is
available to us twenty-four/seven.
He never nods off on his watch.
He’s always present.

Jesus’ death is the life-line that
guides us home.
Saman will always be a hero in
Thailand. The anonymous Navy
Seal will never be forgotten. His
sacrifice was worth it. The boys
were rescued. They passed from
death to life.
The journey of Jesus, the
Bethlehem baby, ended thirtythree years later, but not in a death
but in a resurrection. This is the
Faith of over a billion people in

“Call upon the name of the
Lord,” the Bible says, “and you
shall be saved.”
Once you admit that you’ve
messed up and your life is out of
sync with his, he’ll respond
instantly. Grace is marvellous. The
heavenly Father empties his heart
of love over us, forgives our sin
and lifts us up so we can touch His
face; his smile lights up the
universe.
“I adopt you,” he whispers
joyfully, “and you will be my child
and I will be your Father; nothing
will separate you from my love.”
Give your life to him without
holding back, and he’ll give you a
very happy Christmas and an
even better New Year. Jesus is the

best Christmas gift of all. [END]
----------------------Biography:
Andrew Brandon is the Director of
CWEST, a mission and media charity, and
the Creative Director of Gladius Pictures
Ltd. He has worked internationally as an
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in recent years has been writing for
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His
most recent film, 'Parallel City', is
currently on the international film festival
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Andrew's writing includes theatre and
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and film as well as documentaries. He
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fantasy,
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historical, romantic, Westerns, action and
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He has recently completed a
groundbreaking twenty episode TV series
that combines two parallel narratives: a
First Century action epic and a TwentyFirst Century family saga. The interconnected stories race towards a totally
unexpected climax. Brandon's aphorism,
"If the imagination doesn't move it
stagnates," defines his approach to his art.
He is the creative powerhouse behind
Gladius and is responsible for the
company's motto: 'Excellence without
Compromise'. He is a professional with
high professional standards. Andrew has
never missed a writer's deadline.
As creative director, Brandon mentors
and inspires other artists, most of whom
come from the UK's ethnic minorities. He
lives and breathes diversity. Change
stimulates him. He is happiest when he's
in transit through London's diverse ethnic
worlds, drawing his inspiration from the
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For his last documentary, 'Epic
Journey: Seven Ancient Churches', he
cycle-camped from London to Istanbul.
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Saintified
by Joseph
Kolapudi
Press Service
International

For many of us, the word
“saint” probably wouldn’t be the
best description of our character.
All of us struggle with the
circumstances we find ourselves
in, the changes that happen to us,
sometimes out of the blue, and the
curveballs that life throws our
way, but for some, life is a
challenge that is meant to be
accepted, and it sometimes
requires putting others ahead of
ourselves.
Courage Over Fear
I recently watched the film,
Saint Judy, based on a true story
about an immigration lawyer
named
Judy
Wood
who
successfully fought for asylum
seekers and refugees in the United
States. Despite the challenges of
being fired from her job, the
difficulties of taking care of her
family, while pleading the cases of
several immigrants on her own
name, and continuing her tireless
efforts through the despairing
fears of her clients, she managed
to change the state of asylum law
in the country, continuing the
same fight today. As her own
courage and conviction to change
the status of the underprivileged
was as much a journey of faith for
her clients as it was for her, Judy
Wood knew that the path to
victory was not an easy one.
Life’s a Crossroad
As the current times often seem
to mirror something out of a
movie, we find ourselves at a
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crossroads; one in which we can
choose to take the path that seems
easy, or the one that looks the
toughest. Ironically, it seems that
those who take the former find it
more difficult in the long run. By
comparison taking a tougher path
seems to become more bearable
over time. Whichever path we do
take, however, has a profound
impact on the way we live our
lives, and the worldview through
which we view others.
Though we each have our own
fight that is ours to take on;
whether it is a family issue, or a
mental health struggle, or a health
problem, or even a coronavirus
crisis; whatever we are facing is
not only ours to fight, but is it how
we respond that matters.
Seeing our problems can often
have a debilitating effect on how
we respond, especially if we let
our issues get the better of us. In
life, the problem of sin often
weighs us down, to the point
where we see ourselves as hopeless sinners with no way out. But,
as my old Pastor used to say, “life
is not a way out, but a way
through”. This is what separates
the sinner from the saint.
Finding the Good
Just as Judy Wood didn’t find a
way out of her situation, but chose
to find a way to look at her client’s
issues from a different perspective, and then identify a
solution, ultimately changing the
trajectory of all asylum seekers
and refugees across the nation; we
also have an opportunity for
whatever problem that comes our
way to respond differently.
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Despite all of humanity being
susceptible to sin, we don’t have
to stay there. We all have the
ability to respond to Someone who
can help us - our Saviour, who
helps us in the times of our
greatest need. It is when we are
able to find a way forward, with
our Saviour’s help, we can find the
victory. As a response to the
challenges of life, we also have an
opportunity to assist others who
also are on life’s journey, just as
we are.
As the Scripture says, “do
nothing out of selfish ambition or
vain conceit. Rather, in humility
value others above yourselves, not
looking to your own interests, but
each of you, to the interests of the
others.” (Philippians chapter 2
verses 3-4)
“Saintified”
We might not have reached the
status of sainthood; and for many,
we may not be recognised by such
a title in our lifetime, but we are
certainly on a journey from which
we are being changed from
sinners to a more sanctified way of
life.
The example of Judy Wood is
certainly a real-life case from
which we can all learn from; in
that, we may start from small
beginnings but the freedom we
experience along life’s journey is
meant to be shared with others.
What choice will you make on
the crossroads of life? [END]
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There is Another King
by Bill
Muehlenberg
CultureWatch
The choice is always between
the real King and false kings.
The reasons why people hate
Christ, Christians and Christianity
are many, but a major factor in
this hatred is the fact that Christ
sets himself up as a king - the one
and only real king - and
challenges all other false claimants
to the throne.
The chief challenger is of course
self: the Christophobe hates the
claims of Christ because it means
they have to surrender their false
pretences of being the centre of the
universe, of being god. Human
pride - and delusion - makes us
think we are all there is, and we
can call the shots.
But the all-powerful state - and
those slavishly devoted to it - is
another and related false kingdom
that far too many worship. And
the easiest way to pinpoint one
very contemporary illustration of
this is simply to look at how the
state has treated Christianity
during the Covid crisis.
In many places churches are
STILL closed down, including
here in Victoria. Yes, a handful of
folks can gather inside, and a few
more outside, but overwhelmingly
it seems most folks - and
incredibly, most Christians - have
no problem with this at all! There
is complete silence.
Never mind that plenty of
church structures are built to hold
hundreds, if not thousands of
worshippers. But we are allowed
66

only ten inside. Really? Yet the
shops are packed with shoppers,
and so on. In Brisbane the other
day 30,000 screaming fans could
cram into a sporting arena to
watch a football game, yet the
churches remain basically offlimits.
The fact that so little protest
about this has been heard by the
Christian community demonstrates that for too many, they
have another king. They are far
more willing to slavishly go along
with whatever the state says, even
if it means allowing churches to be
shut down indefinitely.
And this is a perennial
problem. Religious folks have long
put the state ahead of devotion to
Christ. We see that happening all
the time in the Gospels and the
book of Acts. Consider what I just
read again recently. In Acts 17:1-9
we read about what happened
when Paul and Silas were in
Thessalonica.

devout Greeks and not a few of
the leading women. But the
Jews were jealous, and taking
some wicked men of the rabble,
they formed a mob, set the city
in an uproar, and attacked the
house of Jason, seeking to bring
them out to the crowd. And
when they could not find them,
they dragged Jason and some
of the brothers before the city
authorities, shouting, “These
men who have turned the
world upside down have come
here also, and Jason has
received them, and they are all
acting against the decrees of
Caesar, saying that there is
another king, Jesus.”
And the people and the city
authorities were disturbed
when they heard these things.
And when they had taken
money as security from Jason
and the rest, they let them go.”

“Now when they had passed
through
Amphipolis
and
Apollonia, they came to Thessalonica, where there was a
synagogue of the Jews. And
Paul went in, as was his
custom, and on three Sabbath
days he reasoned with them
from the Scriptures, explaining
and proving that it was
necessary for the Christ to
suffer and to rise from the
dead, and saying, “This Jesus,
whom I proclaim to you, is the
Christ.”

While I have long emphasised
what we find in verse 6 about the
early believers ‘turning the world
upside down,’ here I want to
emphasise what is found in the
next verse:

And some of them were
persuaded and joined Paul and
Silas, as did a great many of the

Yep, because they said that
Jesus is Lord, that meant that all
other lords and all other gods are
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“they are all acting against
the decrees of Caesar, saying
that there is another king,
Jesus.”
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in fact false kings, false rulers.
That is not to say that there is no
place for human rulers and civil
government - there is, but no
human authority dares to set
himself up against the one true
God. That is idolatry of the highest
order, and never ends well.
Indeed, as I recently wrote
about, a few chapters earlier in
Acts we read about one such
leader who was judged by God for
this very thing. (see link here)
And a similar story involving
the chief priests who said “We
have no king but Caesar” in John’s
gospel I also have recently written
about. (see link here)
These things are not just found
in the New Testament. The
attempt to challenge God and
throw off his rightful place of rule
goes way back to the book of
Genesis of course. Our first
parents, Adam and Eve sought to
do it - with disastrous consequences - and folks have been
seeking to do it ever since.
In Genesis 11:1-9 for example,
we read about the Tower of Babel
episode. This was another direct
challenge to God and his rule.
That did not end well either.
Whenever people seek to become
fully autonomous, rejecting the
rightful rule of God, they always
end up in big trouble.
Of interest, just hours ago I
found a book I had been seeking
for a while (that is one problem
with having a large library.) The
book was released the year I was
born, and is penned by the
German Catholic philosopher
Dietrich von Hildebrand (18891977). The volume is called “The
New Tower of Babel” (Sophia
Institute Press, 1953, 1994). Early
on he says this:
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“The real conflict today is
between Christianity on the one
hand, and a thoroughly antiChristian conception of life on
the other. This struggle has
reached a decisive stage and
has become a radical clash
between
two
worlds,
embracing all domains of life
and human existence.
The liberal age was an age of
compromise. Notwithstanding
its anticlericalism and its
contention against Christian
doctrine in the religious and
philosophical fields, it retained
Christian elements in the moral,
sociological,
juridical,
and
cultural spheres. Our present
age,
however,
reveals
a
consistent, anti-Christian conception in every domain of life
on the part of the enemies of
Christianity.”
The mark of the present crisis is
man’s attempt to free himself from
his condition as a created being, to
deny his metaphysical situation,
and to disengage himself from all
bonds with anything greater than
himself.
Modern
man
is
attempting to build a new Tower
of Babel.
Exactly so. The situation
described in Acts 17 is simply
more of the same. Let me offer
some commentary on this. In his
commentary I. Howard Marshall
says this about the charge levelled
at the disciples:
“This is an apt description of
the positive content of the
gospel with its claim that Jesus
is Lord (cf. 16:31); it indicates
how the focus had shifted very
naturally from the proclamation of the ‘kingdom’ in the
ministry of Jesus to the
proclamation of the ‘king’ in
~ Issue 23 Dec 2020 - Feb 2021 ~

The Message of Acts (Bible
Speaks Today) by John R.W. Stott (Array)

the evangelism of the early
church.”
John Stott comments this way
about the charge:
“Since the emperor was
sometimes
called
basileus
(‘king’), as well as kaisar
(‘emperor’), how could the
attribution of basileus to Jesus
(7) not be a treasonable offence?
The ambiguity of Christian
teaching in this area remains.
On the one hand, as Christian
people, we are called to be
conscientious and law-abiding
citizens, not revolutionaries. On
the other hand, the kingship of
Jesus has unavoidable political
implications since, as his loyal
subjects, we must refuse to give
any other ruler or ideology the
supreme homage and total
obedience which are due to him
alone.”
I’ll let N.T. Wright have the
final word here:
“Another king! Well, they
really have got the message.
Jesus is Lord and Caesar isn’t;
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the fundamental ‘decree’ or
‘dogma’ of Caesar is that he
and he alone is the emperor….”
So was Paul being a loyal
Roman citizen, or wasn’t he? It all
depends on what sort of a ‘king’
you think he thought Jesus really
was. It is easy to quote Jesus’
famous saying, ‘My kingdom is
not of this world’, but what John
actually wrote was “My kingdom
is not from this world.” John 1
8.36, with the clear implication
that, though derived of course
from elsewhere, Jesus’ kingdom
was definitely for this world. And
it is easy to show that the charge
Luke reports against Jesus, that he
was claiming to be a king (Luke
23.2), was, like the other
accusations hurled around at the
time, at best deeply misleading.
But when we stand back from
the present incident and look at
the whole sweep of Acts as it
unfolds before our eyes, we begin
to see a pattern emerging, a
pattern which will grow and swell
until it leaves us . . . wondering

what on earth happened next.
In Acts 1-12 Jesus is hailed as
Messiah, king of the Jews, until
eventually the present king of the
Jews tries to do something about
it but is struck down for his
pagan arrogance.
Now, from Acts 13 onwards,
Jesus is being hailed as ‘another
king,’ ‘lord of the world’; but
there already is a ‘lord of the
world,’ and anyone who knows
anything
about
tyrants,
particularly ancient Roman ones,
knows well that they don’t take
kindly to rivals on the stage.
And they still don’t today. All
the more reason for Christians to
get their allegiances and loyalties
right. As the state takes ever more
powers for itself, the Christian
will need to determine who he
will ultimately serve. We need to
decide now, before things get
even worse. [END]
---------------------------Biography:
American-born Bill Muehlenberg,
lives in Melbourne with his Australian
wife Averil, and they have three sons.
The couple spent five years in Holland
working as missionaries with Youth With
A Mission.
Bill is a spokesman for the Family
Council of Victoria, and has an
independent ministry in pro-faith and
pro-family activism. He is head of an
apologetics/ ethics ministry called
Culture Watch.
In addition to authoring several
books, Bill is a part-time lecturer at
several Melbourne theological colleges.
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The Christian Poet
Sow a Seed of Love
Sow a seed of love
into the hearts of those
who are lonely.
Sow a seed of peace
into the hearts of those
who are anxious.
Sow a seed of joy
into the hearts of those
who are mournful.
Sow a seed of hope
into the hearts of those
who are hope-less;
that, fed and watered
in Your Spirit's flow
might germinate
and in due time,
blossom.
by John Birch
Faith and Worship.com

Tantalising Trivia
Within our lungs there are 300,000
million capillaries which are tiny
blood vessels.
If each of these
capillaries could be laid end to end,
they would measure approximately
2,400km in length.

News Snippets
Keeping you up to date on what’s
happening around the world via our
website. Topics include items
connected to Christianity, laws etc
that impact our freedom to practise
our faith, news on ethical issues, also
news on countries who persecute
Christians, and topics that affect our
culture, additionally ones that impact
upon Israel and Jewish people, and
those which may possibly be a
reflection of end times and associated
prophecies.
We endeavour to update these
weekly when possible.
Link:
https://spagmag.com/newssnippets-from-around-the-world/
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ANZAC - Egypt:
Andrew Barton (Banjo) Paterson
by Annie Hamilton
The line of horses struggled in
the soft burning sand, their
fetlocks sinking deep in the desert
hills. The dust of their efforts was
a rising column in the still, searing
air. The relentless blazing sun
seemed intent on delivering one
message: ‘Go home, Aussie. This
place is for camels, not horses.’
It was the Sinai Desert, 1917,
one hundred years ago.
After
the
evacuation
at
Gallipoli, Anzac troops were sent
back to Egypt. From there, they
were directed to the liberation of
the Holy Land, then ruled by the
sultan of the Ottoman Empire.
Reunited with their horses, the
men of the Light Horse set off
across the desert, their emu
plumes waving.
A group of bushmen from
Queensland soon had a solution to
the soft sand problem. In
anticipation of trench warfare like
that in Gallipoli and France, some
chicken wire had been sent to
prevent sand from sliding and
caving in any defences. But the
bushies knew it could be used to
build a road. Soon the horses and
troops with their 30 kg of kit were
using this unusual ‘highway
through the desert’.
Following in the Footsteps
Many were conscious, as they
travelled, that this was the route
that the Christ Child must have
taken on returning from Egypt
after escaping the murderous King
Herod. They flicked through their
Bibles, awed with the thought that
they were following in the
69

footsteps of Moses, Abraham and
Jesus.
Looking back, we can see they
too were riding into history on
their faithful Walers.1 The great
horses had been brought out on
troopships from Australia and
corralled at Heliopolis in Egypt.
Every farmer had to donate a
horse to the war effort and, as
those breaking them in were to
learn, it was rarely the best beast.
Leading the team breaking in
the feral brumbies and the
farmer’s nags, the wild bush
horses and the occasional decent
pony, was a man famous
throughout the English-speaking
world for his poetry: AB ‘Banjo’
Paterson, renowned for “The Man
From
Snowy
River”
and
“Waltzing Matilda.” While many
teenagers had added a few years
to their age to register for active
service, ‘Banjo’ had dropped a
couple from his.
He’d gone to London, hoping
to be sent as a journalist to the
Western Front in Flanders but was
unable to obtain a position. He
drove an ambulance in France but,
on learning of the formation of the
‘Australian Remount Squadron’ in
the Middle East, he hurried home.

Banjo Paterson with his wife Alice and
daughter Grace

Light Horsemen on ‘Walers’ (above and below)

Commissioned
in
the
Australian Imperial Force, he was
eventually sent to Moascar in
Egypt to command a motley
group of men including buckjumpers,2
circus
performers,
3
farriers and veterinarians.
They broke in thousands of
horses and mules, shod them, fed
them, groomed them, raced them,
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2. Buckjumpers, are horses used in
rodeos that haven’t been broken in;

trained them for battle conditions
and kept the best of them for the
ordinary
front-line
trooper
despite, as Paterson noted, the
constant efforts of officers to
secure the best mounts for
themselves.
It was the behind-the-scenes
efforts of these world-class
trainers that made possible the
famous Light Horse charge at
Beersheba on 31 October 1917. As
one trooper quipped, in typical
laconic Aussie style, ‘the success
of the charge wasn’t about the
heroism of the troops but that the
men couldn’t hold the desperately
thirsty horses back once they
smelled the water.’
The beginning of the liberation
of the land God had promised to
Abraham wasn’t so much about a
single charge as the coordinated
efforts of many units working
together. The Anzacs were
conscious the wells of Beersheba
featured strongly in Biblical
history. The famous khaki New
Testament ‘On Active Service’ was
issued to the Australian Army. It
came in two different blue hues
for the Navy and Air Force. More
than one million copies were
carried to war in shirt pockets.
‘Banjo’ was no stranger to the
Bible. His mother, Rose, ensured
that the Bible and nightly prayers
were the family’s strongest
companions. His mother was very
keen
for
her
children
to
understand how the Scriptures
emphasised concern for others as
well as good manners and respect
for all.
‘Banjo’ Paterson is immortallised on our Australian ten dollar
note. His role in the Anzac
battalions is one of the leastknown parts of his life. It has
70

3. Farriers, are specialists in the care of
horse’s hooves. They replace shoes
and sometimes even some do
blacksmithing;

Banjo Paterson portrait from 1935

slipped to obscurity, perhaps
because - mysteriously - he never
wrote a poem about the great
Walers he worked so hard to train,
or if he did, none have survived.
Perhaps he found their loyalty and
faithfulness too heart-breaking to
commemorate once the decision
was made to leave all but one of
the horses behind after the war
was over. For many Aussies, the
unthinkable came to pass when
they had to leave their ‘best mate’
behind.
‘Banjo’, however, did produce
some verse during the war. It’s not
nearly as famous as his earlier
ballads but the patriotism and
larrikin spirit of the Aussie
bushman shines through.
One such poem was “BOOTS”
written while he was in Egypt
somewhere near 1917.4 [END]
----------------------References:
1. Walers were an Australian horse breed
developed from animals which were
brought
with
early
Australian
colonists.
The
name
‘Walers’
originated from the place where they
were bred - New South Wales, and so
they were known as “New South
Walers” which was later shortened to
just ‘Walers.’ These horses were used
by the Australian Light Horsemen in
the First World War;
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4. The poem, “Boots” is found in the
book “From Gallipoli to Gaza: The
Desert Poets of World War I,” along
with other war-time verses by Banjo
Paterson. It includes works by many
other poets, as well as stories of the
circumstances in which they were
written.
Author:
Jill
Hamilton,
Duchess of Hamilton, 31 October 2003,
Gardners Books, first published in
Australia by Simon & Schuster
(Australia) Pty Ltd, East Roseville,
NSW 2069, ISBN-10: 0731811879,
ISBN-13: 978-0731811878
----------------------Bibliography:
Hamilton, Annie, undated, Diduno: ANZAC –
Egypt
–
‘Banjo’
Paterson,
available:
https://diduno.info/banjo-paterson/,
accessed
11/04/19

Tantalising Trivia
~ Banjo Paterson ~
1. The first song ever broadcast by
astronauts back to earth, was Banjo
Paterson’s Waltzing Matilda, sung by
Slim Dusty in 1983 (link)
2. Banjo Paterson gained the first
position in the 50 Greatest Australians
list in 2013 (link)
3. Paterson was featured on an
Australian stamp in 1981 and four of
his bush ballads were featured on
stamps in 2014 along with his image
on a coin (link)
4. In 2009, a previously unknown poem
by Banjo Paterson was found in his
1899 war diary from the Boer War
(link)
5. Banjo
Paterson’s
birthdate was
celebrated 150 years later on a new
stamp and coin in 2014 (link)
6. In 2017, Banjo Paterson was featured
on the new Australian $10 note with a
smaller image based on his poetry
(link)
7. A bridge was named in Banjo
Paterson’s honour over Illalong Creek,
near his childhood home (link)
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How to Survive the Holiday Season
by Dat Nguyen
Press Service
International
The holiday season often
inspires feelings of warmth, joy,
and belonging. Nevertheless, for
some people, this time of the year
could evoke feelings of loneliness,
stress, and anxiety. Despite longheld belief and media coverage,
the suicide rate is actually lower
during the holiday season.
However, it does not mean that
the holiday season is not a
depressing or stressful time for
some people.
Because Thanksgiving and
Christmas have become so
commercialised, it is easy to focus
on what we don’t have and be
depressed about it. Moreover,
because Thanksgiving and Christmas are the time you spend with
family, it would be a hard time for
someone who does not have
family or whose family members
live far from each other. Therefore,
holiday blues are a real phenomenon. However, Scripture offers us
some tips on how to overcome
holiday blues.
What Scripture Says
In 1 Thessalonians chapter 5,
verses 16-18, the apostle Paul
exhorts
the
Thessalonians
Christians
to
rejoice,
pray
continually, and give thanks in all
circumstances; for this is the will
of God. Even though the
Thessalonians were being persecuted at the time, Paul didn’t give
them an excuse to complain, but
exhorted them to give thanks to
God in all situations.
Charles Spurgeon said,
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“Let us daily praise God for
common mercies - common as we
frequently call them, and yet so
priceless that when deprived of
them, we are ready to perish.”
In other words, be thankful for
the things that God has given to
you to enjoy, such as hot water,
food, detergent, heater, a place to
live, family photos, and some
friends. We often think that we are
entitled to these things, but never
realise that these things come from
God, who is gracious to give them
to us.
If you focus on the things that
you don’t have, of course, you will
feel ungrateful. However, when
you acknowledge that all things
come from our gracious God, then
you should spend the holiday
season thanking Him for the
things that He has given you.
A Season of Giving
The holiday season is not a
season of taking but a season of
giving. It is more blessed to give
because God loves a cheerful
giver. The holiday season is a
perfect opportunity to invite
someone over for dinner. Maybe
you should host a dinner party
and invite your friends over. It is
better to give than to receive. You
could be family to someone who
does not have a family, and then
they will have a family. You can
invite your church members to
come over for dinner, or they can
invite you.
My point is that the church
should be there for those who feel
depressed. The holiday season is a
perfect time to express your love
toward one another. Jesus said in
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John chapter 13, verse 35:
“By this everyone will
know that you are my
disciples, if you love one
another.” [NIV]
The holidays could be tough for
some Christians, but it is better
with Jesus. Jesus is the reason for
the season. It is easy to focus on
things that you don’t have and feel
depressed. However, remember
that the holiday season is a season
of thanksgiving. It is about being
thankful for the things that God
has given us to enjoy.
It is a tremendous blessing to
have nice things and family
during the holiday season.
However, you need to recognize
that all good things come from
God, the Father of light (James
chapter 1, verse 17). Therefore, the
key for a happy holidays is
“giving thanks always and for
everything to God the Father in
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ”
(Ephesians 5:20).
-------------------------Biography:
Dat Nguyen is a student at the
Master’s Seminary and a member of Grace
Community Church in Los Angeles,
California. I desire to be a faithful minister
of the Word of God. I love playing
basketball and American football and
watching movies.
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16/12/19
[NIV] New International Version Holy Bible,
New International Version®, NIV® Copyright
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Away in a Manger
by Vaneetha Risner
www.vaneetha.com

I chipped a friend’s china plate
as I struggled to put it on the
counter. My arms are failing and I
can’t quite gauge what I can and
cannot do. I wanted to help clean
up, to make things easier, but
instead I made things worse.
I spiralled downward after that,
regretting going to her house in
the first place. When I surrendered
my life to Christ, I felt He was
going to use me, but I expected to
serve out of my strengths, not my
weaknesses. It’s hard to serve
when you feel inadequate.
In the midst of my disappointments, I started reading the
Christmas story, trying to imagine
how Mary felt.
For Mary, carrying the Son of
God was costly: no-one would
have believed she was a virgin;
her premarital pregnancy was
scandalous, bringing disgrace to
everyone affected, and yet God
had called her to this. He had
entrusted her with carrying His
precious Son who would reign
over the house of Jacob forever.
Mary had been given an
incredible honour. So she might
have expected something notable
to happen before Jesus’s birth.
Earthly
kings
had
fanfare
associated with them. How much
more the Son of God?
So Mary may have felt
disheartened as she trudged, in
the last stages of pregnancy, to
Bethlehem, about eighty miles
away. With no one to help her but
Joseph, her betrothed. The Bible
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does not mention her even having
the donkey we like to imagine her
riding.
Where was Joseph’s family?
They must have gone to
Bethlehem for the census too, but
they don’t appear to have
accompanied the young couple.
Were Mary and Joseph not
welcome with the rest of his
family? All we are told was that
the couple went together with
nowhere to sleep but a stable.
As she was delivering Jesus,
did Mary wonder why God had
not intervened? Scripture does not
record that this birth was anything
other than ordinary: messy,
bloody, the way all babies are
born, and then wrapped in
swaddling cloths according to the
custom.
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And where to lay him? In such
a familial society, surely most
women would be surrounded by
relatives, eager to rock a newborn
baby, but Mary and Joseph were
alone and exhausted, so where in
a draughty stable of beasts do you
lay your newborn infant?
They chose a manger - a crude
feeding trough for animals. It was
the best they could do under the
circumstances.
I wonder what Mary thought as
she placed Jesus in a manger. Was
she hesitant to put him there? Did
it feel safe? Did she and Joseph
have to shoo the animals away as
they came to the manger in search
of food? Did seeing the manger
highlight for her the desperation
of her situation? As she watched
her sleeping baby, did she wonder
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if this was really what God had
planned?

sign that God used to show the
shepherds where the Saviour lay.

Then the shepherds came. They
told the young couple all that had
happened. Angels proclaimed his
birth and sang of God’s glory.

Signs in the Bible were
significant. Gideon’s sign was the
wet fleece and dry ground and
vice versa. Hezekiah’s sign was
the shadow that went backward,
and Ahaz’s sign was that a virgin
would conceive. All of these were
miraculous; extraordinary; and
unnatural.

It must have thrilled Mary to
hear the shepherds account,
though she and Joseph had been
alone at his birth, heaven had been
rejoicing, and the heavenly host
had sent the shepherds to come
and worship Jesus, confirmation
that her sleeping baby was indeed
the Son of God.
How did the shepherds find
them? How did they know it was
the Saviour?
The manger. The shepherds
knew it was the Christ-child
because of the manger, that was
their sign from God. The angels
had said, “And this will be a sign
for you: you will find a baby
wrapped in swaddling cloths and
lying in a manger.”
There might have been other
babies born in Bethlehem that
night, and they may have been
wrapped in swaddling cloths, but
no other child would have been
laid in a manger.
This manger, this messy, dirty,
smelly feeding trough, was the

As Mary put Jesus into the
manger, it must have felt
unnatural for her as well. No one
would expect to find a baby in a
manger, let alone the Son of God.
It was as remarkable as the other
signs.
When the shepherds told Mary
of their ‘sign,’ it must have been
an amazing confirmation for her;
one that she treasured. The
manger had been God-ordained
all along. She hadn’t escaped
God’s notice.
Perhaps Mary needed a sign
just as much as the shepherds, to
know that she was in God’s will;
that God was still with her; that
she was being used by God.
We all need that sign. We want
confirmation. In our natural
world, we think confirmation of
our decisions is that things go
well; they fall into place; they get
tied up with a bow.
What if the confirmation in the
kingdom of God is that things get
increasingly hard; the opposite of
what we wanted; more humbling
than we ever expected?
What if the confirmation is that
God is with us in our desolate
places? What if the confirmation is
the manger?
When our dreams and plans
are falling apart, and our life feels
humble and obscure when we
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were hoping for something
prettier, maybe we are exactly
where God wants us to be; where
He can use us most.
So as I mourn my weakness
and disappointments, I remember
the manger. My suffering is not
glamorous - no-one’s suffering is.
It’s messy and painful and
humbling, and yet God is glorified
in it.
The manger highlights the way
God uses our deepest pain, our
humiliation, the things we wish
were different, the despised and
the lowly, to bring Him the
greatest glory. God’s kingdom is
upside down. The last shall be
first, the weak shall be strong, and
the foolish shall shame the wise.
“And this will be a sign for
you: you will find a baby
wrapped in swaddling cloths
and lying in a manger…
Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace among
those with whom he is
pleased!” Luke 2:12&14 [ESV]
[END]

--------------------------Biography:
Vaneetha Rendall Risner writes
and speaks about finding hope and in
suffering. Her upcoming memoir,
Walking Through Fire: A Memoir of
Loss and Redemption as well as her
book The Scars That Have Shaped
Me: How God Meets Us in Suffering
both encourage readers to turn to
Christ in their pain. Vaneetha and her
husband Joel live in Raleigh, NC
where she blogs at vaneetha.com.
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Christmas Messages from

International Awareness Days

the Team at SPAG Magazine
As we leave 2020 behind us and look
ahead to the promise of 2021, I hope
that Christmas will prove a time in
which you can reflect on God’s promise
to always be with you, no matter what.
Vicki Nunn

May God bless you during Christmas 2020
and in the new year.
Cath Chegwidden

Wishing you a great Christmas, and
may you know God’s continuing
love and blessings as we head into a
fresh new year.
Joseph Kolapudi

After the weird, surreal and at times, oddly wonderful year,
let's remember to focus on what matters: God, and what He has
put us on earth to do: love Him and each other. No disease or
catastrophe can change that divine purpose. Sharma Taylor

Wishing everyone a very merry
Christmas as we remember the
greatest gift of all!
Liz Gill

Hi it’s Kristie, thank you for allowing me to share my
LCHF recipes throughout the year with you.
Hopefully with the horrendous year we’ve had, that
you had a little extra time to get back in the kitchen. I’d
like to wish you and your family a wonderful
Christmas and a bright and hopeful new year.

Happy Christmas to you and yours,
and I pray that 2021 will be a time of
drawing closer to God and healing and
growth in your relationships.
Lou, SPAG’s Counsellor
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December
1 World AIDS Day; 2 International Day
for
the
Abolition
of
Slavery;
3 International Day of Persons with
Disabilities; 5 World Soil Day &
International
Volunteer
Day
for
Economic and Social Development;
9 International Anti-Corruption Day; &
International Day of Commemoration
and Dignity of the Victims of the Crime
of Genocide and of the Prevention of this
Crime; 10 Human Rights Day; 12 International Day of Neutrality; 18 International Migrants Day; 20 International
Human Solidarity Day
January
2 Science Fiction Day1; 16 unofficial
National Nothing Day (USA); 11 International Parity at Work Day2 &
International Day of Women and Girls in
Science; 13 World Radio Day; 18 International Religion Day & 18-25 International Week of Prayer for Christian
Unity; 20 World Day of Social Justice;
21 National Hugging Day3; 23 International Freedom Day; 26 International
Environmental Education Day; and
International Customs Day; 27 International Holocaust Remembrance Day4;
and International Outer Space Day;
30 International Day of Non-violence
and Peace5
February
2 Groundhog Day6; World Wetlands
Day; and Marmot Day7; 4 World Cancer
Day; 6 International Day of Zero
Tolerance to Female Genital Mutilation;
11 World Day of the Sick; 13 World
Radio Day; 20 World Day of Social
Justice; 21 International Mother Language Day; 22 A Day Without News;
27 World NGO Day.
-----------------------------1. coincides with Isaac Asimov's birthday;
2. equal pay day;
3. held in United States of America, Canada, Germany,
Sweden, Bulgaria, Guam, Australia, Georgia (the country),
England, and Russia
4. remembered in April/May in Israel;
5. Northern Hemisphere - many Countries;
6. USA and Canada;
7. Canada
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The Gift of Love and Hope
by Cath
Chegwidden
SPAG’s Assistant Editor
What a year!! It's still not
feeling like Christmas for anyone
in 2020.
When I think of the Christmas
of my childhood, I recall the
beautiful, animated shop window
displays and my nose pressed
against the window glass to see
the Christmas nativity scene with
lowing cattle, baby Jesus, Mary
and Joseph, and the shepherds
and wise men with their gifts
amongst the bales of hay in a
wooden
stable. These
scenes
provided opportunities for my
parents to explain the story of
Jesus’ birth and His sacrifice for
us.
I'm saddened to see the
Christmas nativity scenes that
once held a favoured position in
shops and shopping centres
disappearing altogether. I find
myself determinedly seeking them
out and sometimes find them
tucked away in a nondescript area,
isolated from the general stream of
shoppers, a supposed necessary
adjustment in the pursuit of
political correctness.

how Christ's birth was not in a
palace. And so this scene, with
little connection to neither its
Palestinian origins nor the text in
Luke's Gospel that inspired it, was
born.
The red and white Coke Cola
Santa and his North Pole workshop now hold the premier
position and isn’t it interesting
that though this idea again has
European roots in the St Nicholas
legend, it too is largely fantasy
and we are all equally guilty in
perpetuating this myth with
gusto. How many of us delight in
stamping talcum powder coated
boot prints, leave the bucket of
water and a carrot outside for
Santa’s reindeer or a tipple and
cake
for
Santa?
Christmas
stockings as well as the twinkling
Christmas tree too?
Perhaps
we
have
only
ourselves to blame for the fact that
Jesus has been sidelined even
though He is the reason for the
season. How do we combat this
erosion? My Christmas cards are
little missionaries and I determined many years ago that in each
card I honour Jesus with the

message and the image on it.
Email messages are becoming
increasingly common now but this
can still be a vehicle of His grace
and blessing to those around us.
In gift giving propose among
those gifts, a gift of love to a
stranger or to the mission field
overseas.
Have you ever thought of
purchasing a chicken or goat for a
poor family in a developing
nation? What about extending an
invitation to a Christmas meal for
that lonely neighbour in your
street who has no one? Help out in
a soup kitchen or with preparing
meals for those doing it tough?
Offer a gift in the form of a service
be it gardening, washing a car,
painting a house. The opportunities are only as limited as our
imaginations.
I wonder how each neighbourhood would change if every
Christian determined to give a gift
of hope, love or service to those
hurting around them in their
street?
May God bless you during
Christmas 2020. [END]

With more adult knowledge, I
do know that the nativity scene
beginnings has been associated
with St Francis of Assisi in 1223
where he used live animals and
people to take the parts and tell
the Biblical story with an Italian
twist, a wooden stable.
The nativity scene was used to
convey the story of the baby Jesus
but for Francis the most significant
thing was His humble origins and
75
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What a Year!
Some Suggestions for Making It Through
by Sharma Taylor
SPAG Magazine Journalist

What an incredible year 2020
has been! The world has seen
disruption
of
economies,
industries, families and personal
lives. People and their loved ones
have gotten ill and over a million
people have died worldwide from
a new disease.
Industries such as tourism,
aviation and sport have taken a
hit, as people have been unable to
travel or explore certain hobbies
and leisure activities.
2020 has been a topsy-turvy
year due to the Covid-19 virus.
When the outbreak began, many
didn’t expect a virus in China
could have so impacted the world.
This global pandemic has resulted
in massive losses on many levels.
The medical system in several
countries have been pushed
beyond the brink, resulting in a
huge psychological and physical
toll on patients and health
workers, and their families.
Yet people have also adjusted:
more time has been spent with
family and friends, people have
found ways to connect virtually,
as well as exploring their passions
and life’s purpose in innovative
ways. New industries have sprung
up to take advantage of the
current circumstances. Company
have adapted to new ways of
working and serving clients in a
digital space. For some, it has
brought renewed connection with
God and an appreciation of what
is important.
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For me, 2020 has brought hope
and successes even as there have
been disappointments. I have been
reading
my
Bible
more
consistently and spending the first
moments of my day actively
seeking to hear from God during
devotion time. The directions He
gives me help guide my day and
give me peace. My relationship
with God is closer than before
Covid-19.
I have had the privilege of
being able to work remotely from
Jamaica where I am able to spend
time with family. I have been
more intentional with my creative
writing and my efforts have borne
fruit. God has been good to be in
so many ways and I am thankful.
2021 is almost here. Does that
fill you with a sense of dread, or
excitement?
In this short article, I want to
provide some encouragement
about ending the year well and
how we can look forward to the
next year with anticipation for
great things.
I have some suggestions to
consider applying to put a more
positive spin on the challenging
things that may be happening in
our lives.
1. Pause and Reflect
The Bible often encourage
believers to consider, as the verses
below illustrate:
“Only fear the LORD, and
serve him in truth with all your
heart; for consider how great
things he hath done for you.” 1
Samuel 12:24 [KJV]
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“Know therefore this day, and
consider it in thine heart, that the
LORD he is God in heaven above,
and upon the earth beneath: there
is none else.” Deuteronomy 4:39
[KJV]

“Thus saith the LORD of
hosts; Consider your ways.”
Haggai 1:7 [KJV]
“Consider the lilies how
they grow: they toil not, they
spin not; and yet I say unto
you, that Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like one
of these.” Luke 12:27 [KJV]
“Go to the ant, thou
sluggard; consider her ways,
and be wise.” Proverbs 6:6 [KJV]
The Christian life requires quiet
moments of pause. We should
intentionally and carefully direct
our minds to the things God wants
us to think about. Not our own
anxieties, worries and doubts.
We should actively consider
God’s goodness to us, his
blessings, the suffering and pain
he walks with us in and brings us
through. Give him thanks for the
people in our life, opportunities,
the gift of love that we give and
receive. Gratitude is a key part of a
believer’s daily life (Psalm 34:1.)
Consider ways in which we can
get better in every area of life: in
using our gifts, in serving God’s
people, advancing his Kingdom,
supporting and being there for our
friends and family and benefiting
our community.
We can dissect it by area and
ask God for his divine wisdom.
For example, in finances, given the
uncertainty of jobs and income
76
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due to Covid-19, we can ask God
to show us specifically where we
can reduce expenses and increase
sources of revenue by using our
talents to generate earnings or by
investing. Ask Him how we can
use our profits to help other
people, build our emergency fund
and secure our own financial well
in times of dryness.

you, as though something
strange were happening to you.
But rejoice inasmuch as you
participate in the sufferings of
Christ, so that you may be
overjoyed when his glory is
revealed. If you are insulted
because of the name of Christ,
you are blessed, for the Spirit of
glory and of God rests on you.”

Part of this consideration
process is also to look into where
we stand in our Christian life.
Examine our actions and level of
obedience in light of the Word of
God (2 Corinthians 13:5.) Where
there is a gap, repent and seek out
a godly Christian for confession
and prayer (James Chapter 5 verse
16.)

[NIV]

2. Be Thankful for the Trouble
and Persecution in Our Life.
A preacher gave a challenging
message recently based on these
verses from 1 Peter 4:12-14, which
said:
“Dear friends, do not be
surprised at the fiery ordeal
that has come on you to test

The main point he made is that
suffering is not something that
should catch a Christian by
surprise. God tells us it will
happen (2 Timothy 3:12), and it’s
good when bad things happen to
faithful Christians.
Why?
The preacher, Deon Thomas of
The King’s Sanctuary church in
Jamaica gave these five reasons:
a. Suffering shows that the Spirit
of God is on us. The devil and
the persons he uses will fight
against the children of God. We
are fighting against spiritual
forces (Ephesians chapter 6.)
Cain killed Abel because Abel
did what was right (1 John
3:12).
b. Suffering proves we are a
genuine Christian (Psalm 17:3)
if we continue to walk
uprightly and remain obedient
to God during the trial.
c. Suffering forms perseverance in
us which in turn produces
character and hope (Romans
5:3-4). Pastor Deon described
perseverance as the ability to
not swerve from purpose and
loyalty to faith. It is the trait of
being
immoveable
and
resolute. God wants His people
to be able to handle life with all
its
challenges,
with
the
maturity
and
strength
demonstrated by His Son, Jesus
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Christ. A Christian should be
able to handle life, regardless of
the magnitude of difficulty
encountered.
That’s
the
training Jesus went through
and that was modelled for us.
d. Suffering shows the greatness
of our heavenly reward
(Matthew 5:11-12.) We have to
remember this earth is a
temporary home for us (1
Corinthians 15:58.)
e. Suffering shows God’s power
in our lives. When we are weak
in our human strength (2
Corinthians 10:11-12.) There is
beauty when we can see the
fingerprints of God on our life
in times of your greatest testing
and hardship. This is how the
Apostle Paul lived his life.
Given all the benefits of
suffering, no wonder the Bible
says we must count it joy when
we face it (James 1:2-4). We know
that it is working for our good
(Romans 8:28.)
3. Love and Love Some More
God is clear that we must love
others and ourselves (Ephesians
5:2.) Love is our DNA since we are
children of a God who by
definition is love.
Conclusion
In times of crisis, lean into God.
When we feel alone, are not. God
is there. Depend on Him more.
Talk to him in prayer. Remember
that our trust is in The Lord and
through him we have peace in the
midst of suffering. [end]
--------------------Bibliography:
[NIV] New International Version, Holy
Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica,
Inc.® Used by permission. All rights reserved
worldwide.
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Puzzle Page:
Spot the Difference
Can you spot the 20 differences between the top photo and the one below it? Some are more difficult to
find than others - zooming in will help. Go to page 78 to find the answers.
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LOW-CARB RECIPES
Easy recipes for one or two people, with regular
supermarket ingredients. All recipes have been
tried and tested, right in Kristie’s Kitchen!

BREAKFAST: serves 2

DESSERT/TREAT:

Keto Breakfast Bowl

Extremely Fudgy Chocolate Slice

Ingredients:
½ cup cooked pumpkin pieces
2 poached eggs
½ cup cooked broccoli
1 avocado, sliced
4 rashers of bacon
1 tbsp butter/lard
4 pieces of haloumi (1cmx5cm each)
Large handful of spinach
Optional:
Sprinkle of pine nuts and/or spring onions
Instructions:
Cook the broccoli and the pumpkin pieces steaming in the microwave works well. While those
are cooking, melt a tablespoon of butter or lard in a
frying pan then add the bacon and haloumi and fry
until they’re brown on either side.
Poach the 2 eggs, either the old-fashioned way in
a pot on the stove or in the microwave. You can buy
microwave-proof poachers for 2 or 4 eggs. Usually
you first need to add a tablespoon of water in the
bottom of the container for each egg, and crack the
egg into the container. Then pierce the yolk several
times with a toothpick or fork. Cook for the
recommended time: in my microwave it usually
poaches two eggs in about 75 seconds.
Then add all of the ingredients onto the plates and
sprinkle with pine nuts and spring onions if you
wish. Serve while main ingredients are hot.

Ingredients:
7 tbsp (7x20ml) unsalted butter or 9 tbsp coconut oil
2 eggs at room temperature
11 tbsp cocoa powder
¾ cup almond flour
½ tsp salt
140-200g or ⅔ to 1 cup of xylitol or erythritol*
* note: stevia isn’t suitable for this recipe
Instructions:
Preheat the oven to 180°C and place the oven shelf below the
middle line of the oven. Line a square baking tray (about 25x25cm)
with baking paper.
Find a saucepan in which you can sit a heat-proof medium sized
bowl on top. Heat up some water in the saucepan until it boils. Add
the cocoa powder, sweetener and butter to the bowl and place the
bowl over the boiling water in the saucepan. Turn down the burner
until the water is just simmering. Whisk the mixture constantly
until it’s thoroughly mixed. Remove the bowl from the heat and
allow it cool a little.
Mix in one egg with a whisk, then add the second egg until
they’re thoroughly mixed through. The mixture should be smooth
and the sweetener dissolved. If the mixture appears quite thick, you
should add another egg and whisk through, but don’t over-mix at
this point.
Add in the flour and mix through well for about one minute.
Pour into the square baking tray and bake for between 15 and 25
minutes. If using xylitol it will take closer to 25 minutes, while
erythritol will take closer to 15 minutes to cook. Insert a bamboo
stick or toothpick into the
centre and if it comes out
moist but not runny, it
should be ready to remove
from the oven. Allow it to
cool completely, remembering that even while it’s
cooling, it will continue to
cook.
Once thoroughly cool,
cut into 16 pieces. You may
like to add it to the freezer
for 10 minutes first to
ensure it sets and it will
then cut cleanly.
1 slice = 1 carb.
----------------Bibliography:
Paola van der Hulst, 19 March 2019, Gnom-Gnom.com: Suuuper Fudgy Cocoa Brownies, available:
https://www.gnom-gnom.com/fudgey-cocoa-paleo-keto-brownies/, accessed 10/11/20
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Puzzle Page: Spot the Difference answer from P76

Next Quarter’s Issue:

Words of Wisdom
“Lord this looks like a
dead end, but so did
the Red Sea. This
looks too big to
conquer, but so did
Goliath. This looks
like it's over, like insurmountable odds,
like the end of the
story - but so did the
cross. I'm laying it at
your feet and
reminding my heart
this is Your story."
A Modern Day Ruth

Did you guess what the object is in the
close-up image on page 27? (See the image
below left) It was a close-up of a coffee
bean which you can see below right. Did
that one keep you guessing?
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The text Sunlicht in yellow sign at bottom is now SOnlicht;
One fruit in bottom red basket has changed colour;
One doll now has no socks;
There are now four eggs instead of three;
The text Rotti on the red sign on the right now reads Roti;
The cut bread is shorter;
There were three hanging sausages and now there’s four;
The plug in the brown barrel on the left is now taller;
The knob on the top left of the drawers is larger;
The orange Porter sign on the bottle is now red;
The Schinken Hager jug was brown and is now blue;
The word ‘Union’ on the box of Boden Wachs vanished;
The blackboard on the left has an extra red line;
One brush in the bottom left container is now taller;
The blue jar on the left has lost its navy decoration;
The text on the Persil container, top right has changed;
A coin in the plate has changed to a golder colour;
There’s an extra ‘Q’ on a box on the right;
The green lid on one bottle on the top row is now red;
The boy doll’s scarf is now green.

Tantalising Trivia

Bibliography:
Information and photo for the article “It’s a Weird World After All: Zospeum
Tholussum on page 39 was accessed: Unknown author, undated, Wikipedia: Zospeum
Tholussum, available: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zospeum_tholussum, accessed 18/11/20
Information on Up Close and Personal With Wildlife on page 21 was accessed:
unknown author, undated, Wikipedia: Blue-tongued skink, available: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Blue-tongued_skink, accessed 18/11/20

A twenty month old child in Germany fell
from the window of a first-storey apartment
and survived! What saved the child was the
full nappy that he was wearing at the time he
fell. When he landed, the nappy and its
contents burst, protecting the boy from the
impact, and the child was found completely
unharmed.

Disclaimer
SPAG Magazine, it’s staff and volunteers do not profit from promoting Christian organisations which form a part of our regular articles and promotions. This may include Voice of the Martyrs, Open Doors, Samaritan’s Purse (most usually
Operation Christmas Child), Christian Today (Australia), and Diduno (Australia). We occasionally share articles about Christian and humanitarian organisations, churches and/or denominations and their work, and our purpose in doing so is to
provide information and insight to our readers, and to encourage them to particularly pray for these ministries, many of which provide assistance to those in need. If they should so desire, our readers may choose to financially support them. Any
person and/or organisation that pays to promote or advertise their business through SPAG Magazine, will be identified as a ‘Paid Sponsor.’
SPAG Magazine, it’s staff and volunteers are as yet unpaid for their hard work, skills and contributions, although we hope that in the near future we will obtain sufficient financial support through which we can ensure our costs are met and our
people are recompensed for their valuable work.
Any promotions, articles and information shared through SPAG Magazine, may not necessarily reflect exactly the individual beliefs and convictions of our staff members and volunteers, nor of our readers. We understand that an article may cause
concern or possibly even offence to some Christian readers, but that is not our intention. Our purpose is to inspire, challenge, and encourage Christian adults in their walk, and to honour and exalt God. If you do feel challenged by an article, we hope
that you will prayerfully seek wisdom and guidance about the information presented. If a reader has feedback of any kind, we would be happy to receive it.
While we make an attempt to ensure that the organisations that we promote are legitimate, SPAG Magazine, it’s staff and volunteers are not responsible for any organisation, individual or group that we promote whose intentions may be to
deliberately provide false or misleading information with the aim of perhaps profiting by such deception, or for reasons unknown to us. If an individual or group who reads SPAG Magazine wishes to financially support a person or organisation, that is
shared in SPAG Magazine, we encourage our readers to pray for and research the organisation themselves, and if uncertain, to desist from providing any financial or other support to the individual or organisation.
Our policy when it comes to advertising, articles, promotions and other items provided through SPAG Magazine, is that any organisation or person who submits a request to sponsor or promote a business, organisation or event etc in SPAG
Magazine or submits an article, photo or anything else for consideration, does so on the understanding and agreement that neither their business, their products, article or any type of promotion will conflict with our Bible-based Christian ethics and
convictions nor shall it cause offence to Christians regarding their beliefs. Additionally, the contributor accepts all legal and other responsibilities for their submission for publication, should their contribution not belong to them or is not correctly
attributed. If a reader, an individual or organisation believes that an article, a photo or other item shared in SPAG Magazine is in breach of copyright etc, we urge the concerned party to contact us as soon as possible.
Copyright © 2015-2020: the content of our website and this publication are the exclusive property of SPAG Magazine or of the individuals and/or organisations about whom we share articles or promotions. Please contact us if you would like to use
an article or item from SPAG Magazine, or contribute an article or other item for consideration.
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